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Résumé
Graphène est un candidat pour la préparation de dispositifs spintroniques de nouvelle génération
tirant partie de sa grande longueur de diffusion de spin et de la grande mobilité de ses porteurs de
charge. En interagissant avec matériau ferromagnétique, il pourrait en outre devenir un élément
actif, comme le suggèrent des études récentes par physique des surfaces, qui mettent en évidence
un moment magnétique de quelques fractions de magnéton de Bohr dans le graphène en contact
avec du fer, et une séparation en spin des bandes électroniques du graphène, d’environ 10 meV,
par un effet Rashba au contact d’un élément de grand numéro atomique (l’or). La façon dont
le graphène peut influencer les propriétés, par exemple magnétiques, des matériaux qui y sont
contactés, reste peu étudiée. Les systèmes hybrides de haute qualité, constitués de graphène
en contact avec des couches minces magnétiques ou des plots de taille nanométrique, sont des
terrains de jeu pour explorer les deux aspects, la manipulation des propriétés du graphène par
son interaction avec d’autres espèces, et vice versa. Dans le graphène contacté à des couches
magnétiques ultra-minces par exemple, de forts effets d’interface pourraient être exploités pour
contrôler l’aimantation du matériau magnétique. L’auto-organisation quasi-parfaite récemment
découverte pour des plots nanométriques sur graphène, pourrait permettre d’explorer les inter-
actions magnétiques, potentiellement transmises par le graphène, entre plots.
Trois systèmes hybrides de haute qualité, intégrant du graphène préparé par dépôt chimique
en phase vapeur sur le surface (111) de l’iridium, ont été développés sous ultra-haut vide (UHV)
: des films ultra-minces de cobalt déposés sur graphène, et intercalés à température modérée
entre graphène et son substrat, ainsi que des plots nanométriques riches-Co et -Fe, organisés
avec une période de 2.5 nm sur le moiré entre graphène et Ir(111). Auparavant, des films de
10 nm d’Ir(111), monocristallins, déposés sur saphir, ont été développés. Ces films ont été
par la suite utilisés comme substrats en remplacement de monocristaux massifs d’Ir(111). Ces
nouveaux substrats ont ouvert la voie à des caractérisations multi-techniques ex situ, peu utilisées
jusqu’alors pour étudier les systèmes graphène/métaux préparés sous UHV.
Au moyen d’une combinaison de techniques de surface in situ et de sondes ex situ, les pro-
priétés structurales, vibrationnelles, électroniques et magnétiques des trois nouveaux systèmes
hybrides ont été caractérisées et confrontées à des calculs ab initio. Un certain nombre de pro-
priétés remarquables ont été mises en évidence. L’interface entre graphene et cobalt implique de
fortes interactions C-Co qui conduisent à une forte anisotropie magnétique d’interface, capable
de pousser l’aimantation hors de la surface d’un film ultra-mince en dépit de la forte anisotropie
de forme dans ces films. Cet effet est optimum dans les systèmes obtenus par intercalation entre
graphène et iridium, qui sont par ailleurs naturellement protégés des pollutions de l’air. Les plots
nanométriques, au contraire, semblent peu interagit avec le graphène. Des plots comprenant en-
viron 30 atomes restent superparamagnétiques à 10 K, n’ont pas d’anisotropie magnétique, et
leur aimantation est difficile à saturer, même sous 5 T. D’autre part, la taille des domaines
magnétiques semble dépasser celle d’un plot unique, ce qui pourrait être le signe d’interactions
magnétiques entre plots.
Mots-clés: graphène, moiré, auto-organisation, plots, intercalation, couche mince, anisotropie
magnétique perpendiculaire.
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Abstract
Graphene is a candidate for next generation spintronics devices exploiting its long spin
transport length and high carrier mobility. Besides, when put in interaction with a ferromagnet,
it may become an active building block, as suggested by recent surface science studies revealing
few tenth of a Bohr magneton magnetic moments held by carbon atoms in graphene on iron,
and a Rashba spin-orbit splitting reaching about 10 meV in graphene on a high atomic number
element such as gold. The extent to which graphene may influence the properties, e.g. magnetic
ones, of the materials contacted to it was barely addressed thus far. High quality hybrid systems
composed of graphene in contact with magnetic thin layers or nanoclusters are playgrounds for
exploring both aspects, the manipulation of the properties of graphene by interaction with other
species, and vice versa. In graphene contacted to ultra-thin ferromagnetic layers for instance,
strong graphene/ferromagnet interface effects could be employed in the view of manipulating
the magnetization in the ferromagnet. The recently discovered close-to-perfect self-organization
of nanoclusters on graphene, provides a way to probe magnetic interaction between clusters,
possibly mediated by graphene.
Three high quality hybrid systems relying on graphene prepared by chemical vapor deposition
on the (111) surface of iridium have been developed under ultra-high vacuum (UHV): cobalt
ultra-thin and flat films deposited on top of graphene, and intercalated at moderate temperature
between graphene and its substrate, and self-organized cobalt- and iron-rich nanoclusters on the
2.5 nm-periodicity moiré between graphene and Ir(111). Prior to these systems, 10 nm-thick
Ir(111) single-crystal thin films on sapphire were developed: they were latter employed as a
substrate replacing bulk Ir(111) single-crystals usually employed. This new substrate opens the
route to multi-technique characterizations, especially ex situ ones which were little employed
thus far for studying graphene/metal systems prepared under UHV.
Using a combination of in situ surface science techniques (scanning tunneling microscopy,
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism, spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy, auger electron
spectroscopy, reflection high-energy electron diffraction) and ex situ probes (x-ray diffraction,
transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, MOKE magnetometry) the structural,
vibrational, electronic, and magnetic properties of the three new graphene hybrid systems were
characterized and confronted to first-principle calculations. Several striking features were un-
veiled. The interface between graphene and cobalt involves strong C-Co interactions which are
responsible for a large interface magnetic anisotropy, capable of driving the magnetization out-
of-the plane of the surface of an ultra-thin film in spite of the strong shape anisotropy in such
films. The effect is maximized in the system obtained by intercalation between graphene and
iridium, which comes naturally air-protected. Nanoclusters, on the contrary, seem to weakly
interact with graphene. Small ones, comprising ca. 30 atoms each, remain super paramagnetic
at 10 K, have no magnetic anisotropy, and it turns out difficult, even with 5 T fields to saturate
their magnetization. Besides, the magnetic domains size seem to exceed the size of a single
cluster, possibly pointing to magnetic interactions between clusters.
Keywords: graphene, moiré, self-organization, clusters, thin film, intercalation, perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy.
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Introduction
The electronic structure of graphene, an atomic two-dimensional crystal of honeycomb structure,
has been predicted about half a century ago. Graphene has now been synthesized, observed and
investigated experimentally. It waited for such a long period until the technology of experimen-
tal instruments allowing us to detect its peculiar properties, for instance, transport properties
based on its massless Dirac fermions. In addition, graphene is known as a material with the best
mechanic property, and high quality in electrical and thermal conductivity. Nowadays, graphene
is considered as a material with high potential thanks to these characterizations, both for fun-
damental physics and promising applications. Therefore, graphene more and more attracts
attention for enhancing its properties, and also has triggered commercial activity for realizing
its applications. Graphene has been predicted to take niche applications in replacement of of
silicon in future technology. With such high interest, graphene was the focus of the 2010 Nobel’s
prize in Physics.
One year before the Nobel’s prize was honoured to the graphene’s producers and investi-
gators, A. Geims and K. S. Novoselov, the study of graphene-based systems reported in this
PhD thesis had started. Hence, in the context of increasing interest in many fields of research,
graphene is considered as interesting materials for new research and applications in magnetism
and spintronics. For instance, graphene is attractive in spintronics thank to its electric-field-
controlled conductivity, its expected long spin lifetime and its two-dimensional nature.
The potential huge surface-area ratio of sp2-hybridized carbon has long been acknowledged
to be a valuable feature for taking benefit of large interface effects in hybrid systems. Recharge-
able batteries provide a telling example, from traditional graphite-based ones [1] to advanced
graphene—titanium oxide hybrid systems combining the high conductivity of graphene and the
Li-insertion/extraction the high capacity of TiO2 nanoparticles [2]. So far, most graphene-based
hybrids have been developed using chemical routes. This holds strong applicative potential and
has already yielded a wealth of multifunctional systems [3]. These systems involve graphene
randomly structured at the nanoscale thanks to top-down preparation method.
The term hybrid was also employed for a new class of materials, composed of high-quality
graphene, in contact with materials with intrinsically different physical properties. In such
systems, the intrinsic properties of purely single-layer graphene can be exploited or manipulated.
Superconductivity was, for instance, induced in graphene by proximity with Sn dots [4], and
graphene was made semiconductor by aryl groups grafting [5]. Graphene—metal hybrid systems
are also investigated for spintronics. Net magnetic moments in carbon, of 0.05 to 0.1 µB and 0.25
µB, were, for instance, estimated in Ni- and in Fe-contacted graphene, respectively [6, 7]. This
holds promise for spin-polarized electrons flowing in carbon channels. Spin-splitting of graphene
bands at the Fermi level was, however, not found in graphene contacted with transition-metal
ferromagnets [8]. Only in graphene in contact with high-atomic mass metals could such a
splitting of 10 meV be observed [9]. Magnetic tunnel junctions based on graphene sandwiched
xi
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between two ferromagnets are another filed of application of graphene hybrid systems, having
such desirable characteristics as low resistance-area product and high magneto-resistance [10].
The properties of the ferromagnetic metal may also be noticeably modified by the graphene/
ferromagnet interface. A noticeable effort is focused at theory level on understanding the mag-
netic properties and role of graphene in hybrid systems with the presence of transition metals
like Fe, Co, or Ni. For example, the graphene-mediated exchange interaction between adatoms
or impurities each holding a net magnetic moment has been explored and unconventional scal-
ing with distance has been anticipated [11]. Also, magnetic anisotropies as high as required for
room-temperature magnetic storage have been predicted for Co dimers [12]. So far, experimen-
talists investigated simpler systems, most prominently the interface between a ferromagnetic
layer and graphene. These are indispensable for basic information on proximity-induced mag-
netic moments in carbon or the graphene/Co magnetic anisotropy. We investigated hybrid
system consisting of graphene in contact with magnetic nanostructures, either nanoclusters and
ultrathin films of Co.
Among the many preparation procedures of graphene, we employe the chemical vapour
deposition of graphene on metal. We focus on Ir thin films and single crystal. With this
method, we can easily control the quality of graphene by manipulating experimental condition
during the growth, such as precursor pressure of surface temperature. The graphene quality
is a key for the further growth of metal. For instance, whereas the intercalation mechanism is
effective with the graphene with high density of defect, the self-organization of cluster need the
perfect moiré pattern of graphene of high quality on metal. The metal is deposited by either
pulsed-laser deposition forming extremely flat films down to only one atomic layer, or molecular
beam epitaxy forming the clusters on graphene.
Numerous available in situ and ex situ characterization techniques allowed us to understand
the structure as well as the magnetism of our systems. For instance, magneto-optical Kerr
effect as ex situ technique allowed us to characterize the magnetic properties at room tempera-
ture. We used x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), a powerful magnetic technique using
synchrotron sources, which is sensitive to nanostructures and provides quantitative information
about spin and orbital moments. We also performed spin-polarization low energy electron mi-
croscopy (SPLEEM) which is suitable for studying the magnetic behaviour of surfaces. The
XMCD and SPLEEM were conducted in collaboration with expert users.
The main aspects of the PhD thesis have been: (i) develop a new procedure of graphene
growth on thin Ir(111); investigate the properties of three systems based on epitaxial graphene
on Ir(111); (ii) Au-capped Co ultrathin films on graphene, (iii) graphene-capped Co ultra-thin
films, and studied their structural and magnetic properties and (iv) assemblies of equally sized
Fe, Co, or Ni clusters comprising 10–103 atoms, which are well adapted to the study of the
size-dependent magnetic properties.
The first system consists of chemical vapour graphene on a thin film of Ir(111). The Ir
single crystal films were prepared on pieces of sapphire wafers. Then, graphene was prepared
by chemical vapour deposition. Structural characterizations were conducted with the help of in
situ scanning tunnelling microscopy and reflection of high energy electron diffraction, as well
as with ex situ high resolution transmission electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction and Raman
spectroscopy. We obtained a single crystalline Ir(111) surface for the film’s thickness of 8–10
nm. The surface quality is as high as that of single crystals, i.e., suitable for the growth of high-
quality graphene. Together with in situ characterization, Raman spectra reveal on a monolayer
of µm-scale graphene. Our results provide a versatile procedure for large area fabrication of
high-quality graphene.
xii
The second system consists of Co thin films grown on graphene/Ir(111) by pulsed laser
deposition. We found that pulsed-laser deposition, unlike metal evaporation, yields smooth
epitaxial Co thin films, which are characterized by extended, atomically flat terraces. Using ex
situ focused magnetic-optical Kerr effect microscopy and magnetometry, and extraordinary Hall
effect measurements, we probed the magnetic properties of the Au-capped Co thin films at room
temperature. These display perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the thickness range of 0.65–
1.30 nm. Spin-polarized first-principles calculations suggest that the origin of perpendicular
magnetization is the hybridization between Co and C orbitals at the Co/graphene interface.
X-ray magnetic circular dichrosim revealed the possibility of the intercalation of the thin film
underneath graphene or diffusion of carbon atoms into the Cobalt films because graphene may
be damaged by the high energy of pulsed-laser species. The low coercive field, of the order of
a few mT is consistent with the fact that magnetization reversal proceeds by the nucleation
of a few reversed domains at defects of the film. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, epitaxy
and ultra-small thickness bring new perspectives on graphene based spintronic direction, band
matching between electrodes and graphene, and interface phenomena such as the Rashba effect.
The third system consists of ultra-thin Co films between graphene and the Ir substrate.
The thin films were grown beforehand by molecular beam evaporattion, and then intercalated
between the graphene layer and Ir substrate via an annealing step at mild temperature, at
which the smooth Co layer is obtained underneath graphene without dewetting nor diffusion
within the Ir substrate. Together with scanning tunnelling microscopy, Raman spectroscopy,
Auger spectroscopy, the structural and magnetic properties were mainly characterized by spin-
polarized low energy electron microscopy technique. In this system, the graphene/Co interface
clearly exhibits the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy thanks again to the hybridization between
Co and C and the strain of the Co atomic layers. The system displayer PMA up to 13 monolayers
of Co, i.e., 2.6 nm, much higher than many other systems.
The fourth system consists of clusters self-organized on epitaxial graphene, e.g., on Ir(111)
using a graphene moiré as template. Following previous studies, the magnetic clusters are
effectively self-organized via a seeding deposition on the graphene/metal moiré template. Sur-
prisingly, in contradiction with previous prediction, the ordered clusters shown no magnetic
anisotropy. The analysis of the superparamagnetic magnetization curves hint at non-linear ar-
rangement of magnetic moment inside clusters and interaction between neighbouring clusters.
Possible graphene damage during the characterization are reported due to the soft x-ray expo-
sure.
The thesis is organized in two parts. I start by providing a background for the work, and
present experimental methods (Part I) and then report our results and discussion during my
PhD (Part II). A significant number of works are performed in collaboration with various groups
at Institut Néel—France, Universität zu Köln—Germany, the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF)—France, le Synchrotron SOLEIL—France, le Commissariat à l’énergie atomique
et aux énergies alternatives (CEA)—France and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory—
USA.
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This chapter introduces the different ingredients which will be manipulated in this thesis.
I will first present from a rather general perspective the material "graphene" and its unique
properties, emphasizing those which will be of special relevance latter in this manuscript but
also highlighting some which made him so quickly a material of prime importance in nowadays
condensed matter Physics. Special attention will be paid to graphene preparation on metal sur-
faces and to the possible interplay of graphene with magnetic moments. An extended discussion
about low dimensional magnetism will then allow shedding light on the objectives of the present
work: developing and exploring novel ferromagnet-graphene systems.
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1.1 From the discovery of graphene to the 2010 Nobel prize in
Physics
Carbon has undoubtedly been playing a central role in life of Earth, and has been accompanying
in a significant part human civilizations. This low atomic number element, with Z = 6, has a
1s22s22p2 ground state electronic configuration. It comprises four valence electrons and follows
the octet rule when forming four bonds with other atoms. The hybridization theory predicts
various bond geometric configurations depending on the number of neighbor atoms with which
it forms bonds. Carbon can adopt sp, sp2, and sp3 hybridizations, in which the 2s orbitals
hybridize with one, two, or three of 2p orbitals (2px, 2py, 2pz). In a sp hybridization the C
atoms are included in linear fragments in which C forms a triple bond with one C and a single
one with another C atome, like is the case in alkynes. In a sp2 hybridization C atoms are in
trigonal planar geometry, for instance forming one double bond with one C atom and a single
one with another C atom in an alcene. In a sp3 hybridization C atoms are in a tetragonal
geometry, forming only single bonds with other atoms. The bond energies increase from single
to triple bonds while their length decrease in this sequence [13].
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 1.1: Popular carbon allotropes: (a) 3D diamond crystal, (b) 1D carbon nanotubes (c)
0D fullerene, (d) HRTEM of 2D graphene [14] (d) 2D graphite, stacking of numerous graphene
layers [15].
Carbon exists in nature under many forms, with different hybridizations, degrees of crys-
tallinity, and dimensions. A very precious form is its three-dimensional (3D), sp3-hybridized,
fully crystalline one, diamond [figure 1.1(a)]. Graphite, the sp2 crystalline 3D form [figure 1.1(e)
is the thermodynamically stable one at ambiant conditions, and has been employed by humans
since antiques, for instance in painting decoration of pottery from from 4th millennium B.C
[16], or mixed with clay for our familiar handy pencils from the 17th century. More recently,
low-dimensional forms have attracted considerable attention for both fundamental and applied
research prospects. Zero-dimensional (0D) buckminster C60 fullerenes [figure 1.1(c)] were discov-
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ered in 1985 by Kroto et al. [17] and their promising applications in materials science, electronics
and nanotechnology where highlighted by the 1996 Nobel Price in Chemistry. The discovery of
one-dimensional (1D) carbon nanotubes [figure 1.1(b)] is usually associated to Iijima et al. in
1991 [18], and thought this contribution is a central one, it is interesting to note that Radushke-
vich and Lukyanovich had published the first images of this form of C 40 years before [19].
Probably to an even larger extent than the fullerenes, carbon nanotubes have been considered in
a broad range of applications. The most recently isolated form of carbon probably is graphene
[20], which was given this name by Boehm in 1962 [21]. Pioneering experiments on these two-
dimensional (2D) form of carbon, which can be seen as the mother of all other sp2 hybridized
crystalline forms (graphite, fullerenes, nanotubes, see figure 1.1(b–e) ), were awarded what is
probably one of the most controversial Nobel Prices in Physics, in 2010, to Andre Geim and
Konstantin Novoselov.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) Honeycomb lattice structure of graphene, made out of two triangular sub-lattices:
a1 and a2 are unit vectors of the triangular Bravais lattice and δ1, δ2 and δ3 connect nearest-
neighbour carbon atoms, separated by a distance a = 0.142 nm. (b) Corresponding first Brillouin
zone. The Dirac cones are located at the K and K ′ points [22].
The atomic structure of graphene consists of two triangular carbon sublattices, named A
and B in figure 1.2(a) and in the following of this manuscript, shifted by 0.142 nm (the C-C
nearest neighbor distance) 30◦ off the highest symmetry direction of, e.g. the A sub-lattice. The
reciprocal lattice is characterized by hexagonal Brillouin zones, the borders of the first one being
sketched in figure 1.2(b).
Along with graphene, other 2D materials, for instance Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox, NbSe2, BN, MoS2
[24], Bi2Te3 [25], silicene (silicon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice) [26, 27], have also been
reported. In the last two years they have attracted increasing importance, with the motivation
that unique properties usually emerge in ultimately thin materials. For instance, molybdenum
disulfide is a an indirect bandgap semiconductor in the bulk becoming a direct bandgap one
when thinned down to a single layer [figure 1.3] [23].
In the following of this section, I will discuss the unique electronic properties of graphene,
which have stimulated considerable effort worldwide since 2004. I will then briefly review the
methods for preparing graphene, with of focus on those methods producing high quality samples.
Finally, I will give an overview on some promising application based on the unusual properties
of graphene.
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Figure 1.3: An example of 2D material: Lattice structure of MoS2 in both the in- and out-
of-plane directions and simplified band structure of bulk MoS2, showing the lowest conduction
band c1 and the highest split valence bands v1 and v2. A and B are the direct-gap transitions,
and I is the indirect-gap transition. E′g is the indirect gap for the bulk, and Eg is the direct gap
for the monolayer [23].
1.1.1 Electrons and holes mimicking chiral massless Dirac fermions in graphene
Historically, graphene’s electronic properties have been calculated as a step towards the calcula-
tion of the more complex, 3D, band structure of graphite. This was done using a tight-binding
method in 1947 [28], i.e., well before any experimental observation could corroborate the result.
In his calculation, Wallace considered excluded the three valence electrons involved in the for-
mation of the C—C bonds and considered the remaining electron, occupying the 2pz orbital,
involved in electronic conduction in the system. He then considered an electronic wave-function
being a linear combination of two electronic waves, one living in the A C sublattice, the other
in the B sublattice. Neglecting the overlap of the 2pz orbital centered on different atoms, and
considering only interactions between nearest neighbors in the lattice, he derived a dispersion
energy (E)—wave-vector (k) relationship which can be approximated to
E = !kvF (1.1)
in an E range of ±0.5 eV about the point where the valence and conduction bands touch,
the so-call Dirac point.
The low-energy electronic band structure of graphene is thus conical, with two inverted
cones (one for the valence band, the other for the conduction band) meeting right at the Fermi
level, accounting for the fact that graphene is half-filled with conduction electrons (each C atom
brings one conduction electron). This happens at the six corners of the Brillouin zone, at the
inequivalent, i.e., so-calledK andK ′ points [figure 1.4]. The peculiar conical dispersion, together
with the construction of the electronic wave-function in the base of the A and B sub-lattices, is
often made explicit by re-writing the Hamiltonian of the system with the help of Pauli matrices
(σ = (σx,σy)), in the form [29, 30, 31]:
Hˆ = −i!vFσ ·∇ (1.2)
, and the same holds for holes. This is characteristic of Dirac fermions, interconnected to
holes, which would have a spin described by σ and a linear energy—momentum relationship,
i.e., massless, with a velocity vF. As noticed before σ does not refer to an actual spin, but rather
to a pseudospin, describing the components of the electronic wave-function on each of the A and
4
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Figure 1.4: Electronic bands obtained from the tight-binding model with nearest-neighbour
hopping. The valence band touches the conduction band at the two inequivalent Brillouin zone
conners K and K ′. For undoped graphene, the Fermi energy lies precisely at the contact points,
and the band dispersion in the vicinity of these points is conical. Inset: Dirac cone at K point
[22].
B sublattices. The pseudospin is often accounted for under the notion of chirality, formally the
projection of the pseudospin along the direction of motion. The value of vF is ca. 300 times
smaller than the speed of light. Overall, electrons and holes in graphene mimik massless chiral
Dirac fermions. This has stimulated the proposition of condensed matter experiments addressing
phenomena previously only accessible in high energy particle accelerators where Dirac fermions
are more commonly encountered. For instance, Klein tunneling, i.e. the total transparency of an
energy barrier to chiral massless Dirac fermions impinging it in normal incidence was proposed
to become accessible in graphene devices (while inaccessible in high energy Physics experiments)
[32], and was actually observed soon after [33, 34].
The investigation of the unique electronic properties of graphene started with magneto-
transport experiments [36, 37, 38]. In these experiments graphene samples are flown by an
electric current and their resistance perpendicular and parallel to the current were measured as
a function of a back-gate potential, under a magnetic field B [figure 1.5(a)]. Large potential
gradients are found around the edges of the samples and around charged impurities. There, due
to the presence of the magnetic field, electrons follow cycloid trajectories along equipotential
lines, in a semi-classical picture. Their energy is quantified and they form a quantum states,
which is delocalized along the edges of the samples and localized around charged impurities,
named integer quantum Hall state (IQHS, see lecture note of Goerbig in [39] for a pedagogical
review). The IQHS consists in a series of maxima in the electronic density of states (DOS)
which are known as Landau levels and vanish at vanishing magnetic field. These Landau levels
can be populated either by increasing the charge density (by increasing the back-gate voltage)
at fixed magnetic field, or at a fixed charge density, by increasing the number of accessible
levels, i.e., by increasing the magnetic field. Using simple dimensional analysis arguments, the
cyclotron frequency in graphene is defined as the ratio between the Fermi velocity and magnetic
length, lB =
√
!/(eB), ωC =
√
2vF/lB. This allows to qualitatively understand the conclusion,
obtained in a rigorous quantum electrodynamics approach [31, 40], that the spacing between
Landau levels scales like
√
B, while in a usual two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) the scaling
law is B [22]. The measurement of a
√
B sequence of Landau levels and the occurrence of a
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: (a) Optical microscope image of naturally Hall bar shaped graphene devices. (b)
Quantized magnetoresistance (red) and Hall resistance measured in the device in (a) at T = 30
mK and Vg = 15 V. The vertical arrows and the numbers of them indicate the values of B and
the corresponding filling factor v of the quantum Hall states. The horizontal lines correspond
to h/e2v values. The QHE in the electron gas is shown by at least two quantized plateaux in
Rxy, with vanishing Rxx in the corresponding magnetic field regime. The inset shows the QHE
for a hole gas at Vg = -4 V, measured at 1.6 K. The quantized plateau for filling factor v = 2 is
well defined, and the second and third plateaux with v = 6 and v = 10 are also resolved [35].
zero-energy level [36, 37, 38] provided the first evidence of electrons behaving like massless chiral
Dirac fermions. The corresponding IQHS is often referred to anomalous or relativistic.
A remarkable feature of the IQHS in graphene is that it survives at temperatures well above
those needed in other 2DEG, up to room temperature. This is consistent with the very high
values of the cylcotron frequency in graphene, which writes very differently than in other systems.
For instance, for a 10 T magnetic field, the cyclotron energy is of the order of 1000 K in graphene
and of 10 K in other typical 2DEG [22]. Besides, in ultra-clean graphene samples, i.e., suspended
graphene [41] or graphene on graphite [42], the contribution of charge impurities is so marginal,
and the broadening of the Landau levels which the localized states around these defects so small,
that IQHS have been observed in graphene with fields as low as a few 10 mT. For these reasons
graphene is being considered has a possible system for metrology, which would allow to define
the resistance quantum h/e2 with unprecedented accuracy [43].
1.1.2 Graphene preparation
The preparation of graphene by mechanical exfoliation of graphite made graphene preparation
accessible to every laboratory. The infatuation about graphene then stimulated both the de-
velopment of new methods and the improvement of approaches which had been discovered long
ago. There used to exist a tradeoff between high quality large area samples and production cost,
which guided the choice of the preparation method with the view of applications and fundamen-
tal research. Here I briefly describe a few preparation routes: mechanical exfoliation, epitaxial
growth on SiC and metals, and a popular chemical approach, the reduction of graphene oxide.
Graphene preparation on metals will be reviewed in Section 1.4 of this Chapter.
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Table 1.1: Comparison between graphene preparation methods in charge density mobility µ (cm2
V−1 s−1) at charge density n (cm−2), size of single crystal grain d (µm), quality of graphene
and the cost of in mass production. The value of epitaxial graphene on SiC given in C surface.
Parameters updated in 01/2013.
Method Sources µ n d Quality Cost
Exfoliation HOPG 106 [41] < 2× 1010 > 1000 high high
Epitaxy/SiC 3C, 6H—SiC 2.7× 104 [38] few 1012 50 medium medium
CVD/metals hydrocarbon 5× 104 [44] < 5× 1011 2000 [45] high low
Reduction of GO HOPG 39 [46] n-doped ∼ 100 [47] low low
Starting from ca. 2000, a number of research groups worldwide was aiming at isolating
graphene from the peeling off graphite [48, 49]. In 2004, a surprisingly simple method was
reported, consisting in repeatedly exfoliating smaller and smaller graphite crystals with com-
mercial scotch tape, and eventually stamping the exfoliated graphite onto a piece of oxidized
silicon wafer. Luckily, a simple optical interference effect between the silicon surface and the
graphene flakes on top of the 300 nm-thick silicon oxide makes it possible to identify graphene
single layer with the naked eye (and an optical microscope as well, thus) [20]. The method has
been applied to other crystals [24]. Using this technique, graphene single crystal flakes of a few
hundreds of micrometers can be obtained routinely. These high quality graphene samples come
directly on a proper substrate, for instance for building up graphene-based transistors whose
back-gate is the doped silicon wafer and which is contacted with electrodes on top by standard
nanofabrication techniques. The quality of graphene prepared using this method is high, which
can be quantified by the measure of the electrons’ mobility µ and of their residual charge carrier
density n. Highest quality samples can be obtained by suspending graphene and annealing it
by flowing a current through it, yielding µ = 106 cm2V−1s−1 at n < 2 × 1010 cm−2 measured
typically at room temperature (table 1.1). In such sample the purity is such that a very fragile
quantum states, the fractional quantum Hall state, can be explored [50, 51]. As an alternative to
the suspension of graphene, which poses severe constraints in terms of further nanofabrication
and limits the extend to which the back-gate, and thus the charge carrier density, can be tuned,
graphene has been deposited on substrates trapping much less charged impurities than SiO2,
few layer h-BN [52].
Epitaxial growth of graphene on silicon carbide under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) was reported
decades ago [53, 54] and has been a parallel preparation route to exfoliation of graphite since
2004 [55]. The graphitization of SiC(0001) and (0001¯) occurs at high temperature, typically
above 1300 K, through the sublimation of Si. The process is rather complex, involving various
surface reconstructions as the temperature increases [54, 56]. On SiC(0001), the first graphene
layer is strongly coupled to SiC, and does not have typical electronic band structure of graphene
[57]. It is usually called the before layer, and only the second layer exhibits similar properties
as those of exfoliated graphene. The epitaxy between the various graphene planes and the SiC
substrate is rather well-defined on this surface termination of SiC and the number of graphene
layers is readily controlled. Under Ar, Si, or C atmospheres, the temperature at which graphene
forms is increased (these atmospheres are thought to hinder the evaporation of Si), and high
quality graphene can be obtained [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. The mobility of such graphene
is rather high, ca. 1000 cm2 V−1 s−1 for a 1013 cm−2 residual charge carrier mobility at room
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temperature. The anomalous IQHS has been studied in these samples [65, 66]. On the opposite
face of SiC, controlling the number of graphene layers and orientation between layers is more
difficult [54, 67]. The structure of the graphene layer forming at the interface with SiC(0001¯)
is only partially known [68]. Single-layer high quality graphene can however be prepared on
4C–SiC(0001¯), which exhibits 15000 cm2V−1s−1 for a 1012 cm−2 residual charge carrier mobility
[69].
The growth of thick graphite layers on metals during high temperature treatments, Kish
graphite, is a well-known by-product of steal making processes. The preparation of multilayer
(and possibly, also of single-layer) graphene on metals has been explored from the 1960’s, using
solid carbon [70] and gaseous hydrocarbon [71] sources decomposed at the hot surface of various
transition metals. Depending on the carbon solubility in the metal and propension of the metal
to form carbides, various graphene growth processes can occur, which we will discuss latter in
this chapter. In the literature however, graphene growth on metals is usually referred to under
the generic name of chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Until 2008, most developments about
CVD of graphene were conducted under UHV environments, where ultra-high quality could be
obtained [72, 73]. In 2009, few-layer graphene prepared on Ni in standard low-pressure reactors,
i.e., close to atmospheric pressure, was transfered to a variety of supports using a process which
had been developed decades ago [74], by dissolution of the metal supporting graphene, and its
electronic and optical properties were studied [75]. A few months later, the same process was
conducted with graphene prepared on Cu, onto which the growth is restricted to a single layer
[76]. This stimulated considerable materials research effort worldwide, allowing to prepare meter-
scale single layer graphene [77], millimiter-scale single-crystalline graphene [45], and ultra-high
quality graphene having performances as good as those of exfoliated graphene [44].
To prevent the transfer step which inevitably induces defects in graphene, graphene may
be directly prepared onto a variety of substrates by molecular beam epitaxy or CVD. Besides
SiC, which is expensive especially in its non-doped form, mica [78], MgO [79, 80], h-BN [81, 82]
substrates have been considered. The quality of graphene on these substrates is however thus
far poorly characterized.
The lower-cost and higher-yield approach to the preparation of graphene is certainly a chemi-
cal route, consisting in the oxidation of graphite, for instance according to the Hummers method
and derivatives, and sonication, followed by the reduction of the resulting graphene oxide [83, 84].
In graphite oxide, the presence of oxygen-containing functional groups on the graphene sheets
makes them strongly hydrophilic, which eases their splitting and dispersion in water with the
help of ultrasonic treatment [85, 86, 87]. The improvement of the reduction process, with the
view of making it more efficient,i.e., leaving less functional groups in graphene) and more envi-
ronmentally friendly is an important matter.
1.1.3 A partial overview on graphene’s potential applications
Ten years only after its isolation graphene is being considered in numerous applications [figure
1.1.3] [88]. These would take benefit of the material’s unique properties, to name only a few,
the unprecedented mobility of its charge carriers at room temperature, its chemical inertness,
its record mechanical strength and stretchability [89], its unrivaled heat conduction [90], its
biocompatibility. Some of these potential applications are briefly discussed below.
conductive electrodes: Graphene has a 2.3% absorbance in the visible range [91] (which
is considerable for a one-atom-thick material). Stacking of graphene layers with a number of
layers such that the transmittance remains above 80% have an electrical resistance below that of
8
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indium tin oxide (ITO), the standard material in transparent conductive electrodes applications
[92]. Being a good heat conductor is a decisive advantage of graphene in applications such
as photovoltaics, in which heat must be efficiently evacuated. Moreover, as compared to ITO,
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graphene has the potential of being much lower cost and much more environmentally friendly. It
is also highly stretchable [93], which holds prospect for flexible devices. The issue of contacting
graphene transparent conductive electrodes to metallic contacts is the main obstacle nowadays
to the commercialization of graphene-based applications in this field.
Ultracapacitors: High performance energy storage systems must be able to store and
relieve energy very quickly, to have a high capacity, and a long range life cycle. Highly porous and
highly conductive materials are desirable for this purpose. Graphene prepared by chemical routes
in principle offers such qualities. So far, the most performant graphene-based ultracapacitors use
nitrogen-doped graphene prepared by a plasma process. They exhibit capacitances of 280 F/g
and extremely high cycle life > 2× 105 [94]. Further improvements are expected as the surface
area of graphene used in these applications will approach the limit value for purely single layer
graphene, 2630m2/g.
Radio frequency analog electronics: Graphene does not have an intrinsic band-gap in its
electronic band structure which makes it unsuitable for logic electronics applications. A number
of strategies is being considered for bypassing this limitation. The absence of a band-gap is not
problematic for radio-frequency applications. Fast radio-frequency devices, such as needed for
telecommunication purposes, operate in the 100 GHz to 1 THz regime. The cut-off frequency,
which defines the accessible frequency range of a device, scales like the mobility of the conductive
channel and inversely proportional to the width of the channel [95]. High performance graphene-
based radio-frequency devices should then consist of high quality graphene shaped in the forms
of thin channels. Few 100 GHz-cut-off frequency devices were accordingly prepared with few
1000 cm2V−1s−1 mobility (at room temperature) graphene (prepared on SiC or by CVD on
metal) channels of ca. 100 nm width [96]. There is room for improvement: the best samples
prepared by CVD have higher mobility and thinner devices could be prepared.
DNA translocation: One promising way to DNA translocation is the passage of DNA
strands through nanopores and the measurement of electric signals associated to the interaction
of every individual base with the nanopore edge. This requires (i) an impermeable membrane
separating two differently charged solutions, the potential difference between the two solutions
driving the passage of the charged DNA strand through the pore, (ii) nanopores having a diame-
ter of the order of a DNA single strand "diamater" and a thickness at most equal to the distance
between successive bases, (iii) a sufficient conductivity that the electric signal generated at the
nanopore’s edge can be collected with a remote electrode. Graphene in which nanopores have
been engineered by ectron beam in principle offers all these qualities. Though the actual translo-
cation of DNA with graphene was not yet proven, points (i) and (ii) were already addressed and
confirm graphene’s potential [97, 98].
1.2 Graphene and magnetism/spintronics
1.2.1 Spin transport in graphene
The spin-orbit interaction is a relativistic effect appearing when expressing the Dirac equation
in the presence of the electron’s spin [99]. It can be understood as the energy associated to the
effect of a magnetic field, arising from the Lorentz transformation of the electric field generated
by the nuclei (larger as the number of protons increases, i.e., for heavy atoms), in the rest-frame
of the moving electron, on its magnetic spin. This energy thus scales like Z4 and couples the
spin and orbital moments of the electrons; due to the small Z of C, it is expected to be small in
graphene. Using first principle calculations it was evaluated to be of the order of 0.01 K [100],
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smaller than in carbon nanotubes in which the bending enhances spin-orbit effects, indeed a
very small value four orders of magnitude smaller than in Si. Besides this relativistic effect, the
spin of the electrons experiences the magnetic field induced by the moment held by the nuclei:
this is the hyperfine interaction. Carbon being prominently composed of a zero-nuclei-moment
isotope, C12, this interaction only has a marginal role. Overall the electron spin in graphene
experience little perturbations from the lattice and a spin-polarized current should travel long
times (long spin life-time) before losing its polarization. Due to the high mobility of electrons in
graphene, this should translate in large distances without loosing polarization, which is referred
to as long spin-diffusion lengths. This property of graphene has stimulated large efforts in
the view of efficient spin-transport devices, which could be easily build-up thanks to the 2D
nature of graphene [figure 1.7], and which would have the potential of low-density, flexible, and
biocompatible spintronics [101].
Figure 1.7: Scaning electron micrograph of a four-terminal single-layer graphene spin valve.
Cobalt electrodes (Co) are evaporated across a Al2O3 (0.6 nm)/single-layer graphene stripe
prepared on a SiO2 surface. Al2O3 presents at a spin-dependent barrier which facilitates spin-
injection between graphene and the electrodes [102]
.
In graphene contacted to two high resistance electrodes each composed of a Co deposit
separated from graphene by an alumina high quality tunnel barrier, the measurement of the
absolute magnetoresitance, which is the difference in resistance of the device, for Co electrodes
with parallel and antiparallel magnetization, allows to determine the spin diffusion length [103] in
the graphene channel. For graphene devices made of few-layer epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001¯),
values of the order of 100 µm were obtained at 2 K [104]. These are much larger than the values
obtained previously in other graphene devices (see, e.g., [102]). Dlubak et al. suggest that the
difference may be ascribed (i) to an overestimation of the quality of the alumina contacts in
previous experiments, preventing a proper estimation of the spin diffusion length based on the
resistance measurement, (ii) to the better isolation of graphene from sources of spin diffusion
such as impurities and roughness in graphene flakes which are embedded in few layer graphene
on SiC, as compared to graphene on SiO2 [105].
1.2.2 Spin-filtering in graphene
The device discussed in the previous subsection is an example of a graphene-based spin-valve
with a current-in-plane geometry. Spin information devices require a large absolute and relative
magnetoresistance (the latter being normalized by the device resistance). While the first one is
already ensured, the second one does not seem unrealistic with graphene. Indeed, with alumina
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Figure 1.8: Devices patterned on epitaixal graphene: (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a two-
terminal lateral spin valve with a distance L = 2µm between the Al2O3/Co electrnodes (coloured
inred) deposited on the w = 10-µm-wide epitaxial graphene (EG) channel grown on the C face
of the SiC substrate (coloured in blue). (b) Optical image of the set of two-terminal spintronics
devices (left) and of a Hall bar device (right), both built on the same epitaxial graphene sheet.
(c) Sketch representing the device geometry. [104]
barriers, close-to-10% values were obtained, already close to the optimal value [104]. Using MgO
tunnel barriers instead of alumina could allow the realization of graphene-based spin-valves. For
this to become possible, the issue of preparing high quality MgO barriers on graphene should
be solved.
Figure 1.9: Fermi-surface projection onto close-packed planes for: (a) fcc Cu; (c) majority- and
(d) minority-spin fcc Ni(111); (e) majority- and (f) minority-spin fcc Co(111); (g) majority- and
(h) minority-spin hcp Ni(0001); (i) majority- and (j) minority-spin hcp Co(0001). For graphene
and graphite, surfaces of constant energy are centered around the K point of the 2D interface
Brillouin zone (b). The number of Fermi-surface sheets is given by the color bar. [106]
.
An alternative to spin-filtering with graphene is a current-perpendicular-to-the-plane geome-
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try. Sandwiching graphene between two epitaxial pseudomorphic Ni(111) or Co(0001) electrodes
was proposed for this purpose [107]. In such a device, the attractive property of graphene is
not its long spin diffusion length, but the topology of its electronic band structure. The spin-
polarization of the electron density of states in ferromagnetic Ni and Co translates into a two
Fermi surfaces, one for the majority spin population, the other for the minority spin population,
of which only the second one has some overlap with the Fermi surface of graphene [107] [figure
1.9]. Despite this only partial matching, tunneling through a single layer of graphene between the
two ferromagnetic layers is expected, reducing the spin-filtering through the graphene barrier.
Increasing the number of layers has been proposed as a way to suppress the tunnelling trans-
port pathway. [figure 1.10]. An appealing property of such vertical spin-valves would be their
low resistance-area ratio, allowing their miniaturisation and opening the way to high density
magnetic storage [108].
Figure 1.10: Conductances Gminp (%), Gmajp (&), and GσAP(×) of a Ni|graphenen |Ni junction as
a function of the number of graphene layer n for ideal junctions. Inset: magnetoresistance as
a function of n for: (circles) ideal junctions; (diamonds) Ni|graphenen |Cu50Ni50 |Ni junctions
where the surface layer is a disordered alloy; (squares) Ni|graphenen |Ni junctions where the top
layer sites occupied (sketch) [107].
Ni0.9Fe0.1 | graphene | Co stacks exhibiting 2% magnetoresistance were recently reported
[109]. These devices are not however epitaxial and then do not take benefit of the above dis-
cussed effect. For realizing the initial proposal from Karpan et al., epitaxial growth seems the
most relevant route. Graphene can be prepared in epitaxy on Ni(111) [110] and Co(0001 [111].
Growing flat ferromagnetic films on graphene is a more difficult task, due to the tendency of
metals to form clusters on this material. Low temperature growth, or the use of deposition
techniques like pulsed laser deposition which are known to favor the formation of flat films, are
possible routes to avoid the clustering.
1.2.3 Spin-splitting in graphene
Above we have discussed the low intrinsic spin-orbit constant of graphene. A substantial spin-
splitting may however be induced in graphene by extrinsic effect. Taking benefit of an electric
field generated, rather than by the carbon atomic nuclei, by heavy atoms (Au) placed in the
very vicinity of graphene, a strong Rashba effect was reported in graphene/Ni(111) with a Au
single atomic layer intercalated between graphene and Ni(111)
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Figure 1.11: Behaviour of a (a) free-electron-like band with (b) Rashba effect, (c) ferromagnetic
exchange, Rashba + exchange for (d) large and (e) small exchange splitting (where dashed band
is absent in the case of 100% spin polarization). (f) Geometry of ARPES experimental setup and
direction of k‖ within the Brillouin zone for (g) graphene/Ni(111) and (h) graphene/Co(0001).
[8]
.
Stronger effects have been debated: a combination of an exchange interaction, associated to
permanent magnetic moments in graphene [112], with the Rashba-extrinsic spin-orbit interaction
was proposed as the origin for extremely large 5000 K spin-splitting reported in graphene/Ni(111)
[110]. The two splittings should indeed sum up [113] [figure 1.11]:
∆Rashba+exchange = ∆ex +∆so = ∆ex + 2αRk‖ (1.3)
, with k the electron’s wave-vector and αR the Rashba constant.
It was however latter argued that for such large splittings to be observed, significant Rashba
effects should occur, at least much larger than those measurable in graphene/Ni(111) [8]. Thus
far the question remains open why such strong effects could be observed.
1.2.4 Defect-induced magnetism in graphene
Like graphite, graphene is intrinsically diamagnetic [114], i.e., its atoms do no hold perma-
nent magnetic moments. Imbalance in the number of atomic sites in a bipartite lattice such
as graphene are known to yield zero-energy electronic states [115]. The mathematical demon-
stration of this effect is beyond the scope of this thesis. In undoped graphene, because of the
electron-hole symmetry in this material, magnetic moments are expected in such states. It fol-
lows that permanent magnetic moments should be found for instance in graphene with atomic
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defects such as single carbon atom vacancies [figure 1.12], or shaped in the forms of triangular
nanoribbons. The magnetic moment can be estimated in a simple model assuming electron
hoping between the different sites in graphene and an on-site potential (Hubbard model), using
Lieb’s theorem. According to this theorem the magnetic moment is half the imbalance in the
number of atomic sites between the two sublattices. In the following, for the sake of briefness, we
will only focus on the issue of single vacancy-induced magnetism, around which Lieb’s theorem
predicts a ∼1 µB magnetic moment.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.12: (a) Spin-density projection (in µB/a.u.2) and (b) stimulated STM images on the
graphene plane around the vacancy defect in the A sublattice. Carbon atoms corresponding to
the A sublattice (◦) and to the B sublattice (•) are distinguished. [116]
.
More advanced frameworks allow to refine the value of the single vacancy magnetic moment
(see [117] for a partial review). At experimental level, vacancies are usually created in graphene
and graphite by ion bombardment with ∼ 100 eV ions [118]. The electronic states of vacancies
in graphene [119] and graphite [120, 121] have been studied with the help of scanning tunneling
spectroscopy. It was found that these electronic states are sharp resonances located close to
zero-energy (Fermi level). The study of the magnetic properties of graphene and graphene-like
systems used to be much more controversial. Recently, graphene, available in sufficient quantity
that it becomes suitable for SQUID measurements, and with such a purity that the presence
of magnetic impurities can be rulled out, has become available. It is prepared by sonication of
highly oriented pyrolitic graphite in various solvents. Clear evidence of paramagnetism as the
vacancy density increases was found [122].
Beyond paramagnetism, ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism have been scrutinized in
graphene and graphene-like systems. As compared to paramagnetism, they require at least
partial ordering of the magnetic moments around each defect. Such an ordering is to be mediated
by the exchange interaction, also called Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) interaction,
which I will discuss in the subsection 1.2.5. A proper interaction between magnetic moments
is not the only ingredient for observing ordered magnetic states at finite temperature. Indeed,
the very weak spin-orbit interaction of carbon is not a priori compatible with the existence of a
remanent state: a collective magnetic state in graphene and graphene-like systems should consist
in a rapidly fluctuating global magnetization in the absence of external magnetic field. However,
it has been argued that the presence of strains, of the interaction with a substrate, or of external
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electric field, could stabilize a particular magnetization directions [123], and solutions are being
proposed in order to enhance graphene’s weak spin orbit interaction [124]. The prospect for
magnetically ordered all-carbon systems is especially tantalizing with the view of spintronic and
magnetic applications, e.g., low cost, light, and flexible ones, yet, the experimental observations
remain extremely controversial. This is mainly due to the difficulty in ruling out magnetic
impurities in the samples studied thus far. In this context, the reports for ferromagnetism
in graphene systems, e.g., reduced graphene oxide [125, 126], graphene prepared by thermal
exfoliation of graphene oxide [127], alteration of nanodiamond [128], arc discharge of graphite
under hydrogen atmosphere [129], should be considered with caution and a critical perspective.
1.2.5 Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida interaction on graphene
We turn to the discussion about the RKKY interaction in graphene. The unique electronic
properties of graphene qualitatively modify the behavior known for this interaction in the case
of metals. The RKKY interaction acts between two magnetic moments located on sites i and
j, Si and Sj, through a coupling constant Jij , which is proportional to the susceptibility: Si
polarizes the electronic bath between i and j, which itself interacts with Si, and vice versa. The
form of the susceptibility depends on the nature of the i and j sites. As concerns the RKKY
interaction, three kinds of sites are relevant: centers of hexagons (so-called plaquette position),
carbon atoms of one sub-lattice, and carbon atoms of the other sub-lattice. The former case is
relevant for magnetic atoms adsorbed on graphene, while the two others are typical binding sites
for hydrogen atoms bond to graphene (also expected to be a source of magnetism in graphene)
and the location of single atom vacancies.
The derivation of the susceptibility can be conducted in a tight binding framework by calcu-
lating a Fourier transform, thus implying the calculation of an integral over q, the momentum of
the pi electrons with respect to the Dirac point. Problematic is the fact that this integral gives
strong weight to large q values, i.e., which do not correspond to the range in which electrons
in graphene behave like chiral massless Dirac fermions anymore. Accordingly a cut-off must be
imposed to the integral, but the use of a sharp one turns out problematic, yielding divergence
and artificial oscillations of the susceptibility with q. Instead a smooth cut-off must be employed
[130], which however is only partly satisfactory, the choice of the cut-off function being guided by
mathematical rather than physical considerations. An alternative approach, based on Green’s
functions, allows to bypass these issues [131]. Using this latter approach it was found, for the
Fermi energy at the location of the Dirac point, that:
• for Si,j on the same carbon sub-lattice A,
JAA = − 9λ!
2
257pit
1 + cos (K−K′) ·R
(R/a)3
(1.4)
• for Si,j on different carbon sub-lattices A, B,
JBA =
27λ!2
257pit
1 + cos (K−K′) ·R+ pi − 2θR
(R/a)3
(1.5)
• for Si,j on two plaquettes,
Jplaq =
324λ!2
257pit
1
(R/a)3
(1.6)
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Figure 1.13: (a) A piece of graphene lattice displaying both zigzag and armchair directions
with impurity spins located on sublattices A (1), sublattice B (2) and on plaquette sites (3).
Plots of RKKY interaction between two impurities from the same sublattice JAA (b,c), from
different sublattice JBA (d,e) and from the hexagonal plaquette (Jplaq) along zigzag and armchair
directions. Black solid lines are the results with the full tight-binding band structure, and the
red dashed lines indicate the long-distance behaviour as obtaine from (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6).
The inset of (b,c) shows the log plot showing the long-distance R−3 behaviour, while there are
noticeable differences for small R, especially visible in the inset. Note that since t is negative
for graphene [131].
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, where t is the nearest neighbour electron hoping, K and K′ are the real space vectors
marking the position of the K points of two inequivalent Dirac cones, and R is the real space
vector between Si and Sj.
A first striking feature of the RKKY interaction in graphene is that it scales like 1/R3, unlike
in conventional 2D electron gases for which the decay is slower, 1/R2-like. Noteworthy, recent
calculations taking into account the dynamical character of the interaction predict is slower
than 1/R3 [132], which is also the caser if electron-electron interactions, which are known to
be very strong in graphene, are taken into account [133]. A second striking feature is that the
interaction is antiferromagnetic between moments on different sub-lattices and ferromagnetic
otherwise, which was already noticed in the seminal work of Saremi [130]. A third striking
feature is that the interaction is oscillatory as a function of the separation between the moments
in certain direction (zigzag) and not for others (armchair).
The calculation can also be performed for doped graphene, in which case the three above
expression must be corrected with rather complex analytical factors [134]. For large distances
their contribution can lead to an effective 1/R2 scaling law. In any case they account for an
additional oscillatory behavior about zero, with Fermi-wavelength periodcity. This effect could
be employed to tune the interaction between magnetic moments in graphene via a back-gate or
dopants, with the view of controlling the magnetic ordering between these moments.
1.3 Low dimensional magnetism: ultrathin films and ordered
nanomagnet arrays
1.3.1 Magnetic moments
In this subsection, I propose an overview of magnetic ultrathin films (2D) and clusters (0D).
These exhibit properties modified in comparison with bulk forms or the atomic scale, while still
very different from single atom properties.
The progress in nanomagnetic studies was made possible thanks to the progress in three
respects. First, the preparation techniques in both deposition and patterning allow one to fab-
ricate magnetic materials in the form of thin films or clusters down to the nanometer scale.
Second, powerful characterization techniques were developed to characterize the magnetic prop-
erties of such nanostructures, in particular, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism and spin-polarized
low energy electron microscopy that we have used in this study. Third, ever more powerful com-
puting tools provides ab initio calculations allowing one to predict or support the experimental
investigations. In reduced dimensions, nanostructures permit special phenomena to arise, such
as: perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, giant magnetoresistance, tunnelling magnetoresistance,
spin torques, superparamagnetism, remanence enhancement, exchange averaging of anisotropy.
These effects have made possible the development of novel technology in the modern era, such
as new magnetic recording media, spintronics, magnetic sensors.
While free atoms of most elements exhibit a magnetic moment based on Hund’s rules, there
are only Fe, Co, Ni and a few rare-earth showing a ferromagnetic behaviour in bulk and their
alloys. Among these, Fe, Co, Ni are the only pure elements with a ferromagnetic ordering
temperature significantly above room temperature. Nanostructures of these elements may dis-
play modified magnetic properties due to changes in their electronic structure when one-, two-
or three-dimension(s) are reduced, corresponding to thin films, nanowires and clusters, respec-
tively. Here, I describe in detail the case of Co which is investigated in our studies. A similar
discussion for Fe may be found elsewhere [135].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.14: Schematic model showing the electronic structure of (a) single atom and (b) bulk
of Co. [135]
Let us consider one atom of Co. It has nine electrons in total for the 3d and 4s levels.
According to band filling and Hund’s rule, two electrons fill the 4s orbital, the remaining seven
electrons stay on the 3d orbitals comprising five for spin up and two for spin down. Therefore,
the expected magnetic moment at ground state of a Co atom is 6 µB [figure 1.14(a)], half arising
from spin and half from orbital angular momenta.
However, the atomic moment per atom measured in the bulk form is only 1.74 µB, i.e.,
it is first significantly reduced compared to an isolated atom, and amounts to a non-integer
value. This can be explained by the underlying mechanism of Co as a metal. In a bulk metallic
crystal, orbitals are delocalized to form a continuous band structure. Whereas the 4s band
is largely delocalized, the 3d band is only partially delocalized with a width of a few eV only
[figure 1.14(b)]. Hund’s rules at the scale of a solid are replaced with the effect of exchange
energy, resulting again from the combination of overlap of orbitals (giving rise to magnetostatic
energy) and the exclusion principle, electrons being fermions. If exchange is strong enough
(Stoner criterium) bands may be split at low enough temperature, the strength of the splitting
determining the imbalance in spin moment. Notice that most electrons expected to occupy 4s
states are transferred to 3d orbitals so Co is closer to filling 8.5 than 7 on this band. As Co is
a strong ferromagnet (all the states of 3d band filled), an imbalance of 1.5 µB per atom is thus
expected as concerns spin moment. Finally, let us add that crystal-field effects are dominant in 3d
metals, selecting states with nearly zero orbital momentum as eigen states. Thus magnetization
in 3d metals arises mostly from spin moment. All this is consistent with the experimental finding
that bulk Co has thus a spin moment of 1.6 µB and a (parallel) orbital moment of 0.14 µB per
atom.
In nanostructures, finite size effects or the occurrence of surface or interface atoms modify the
electronic structure, i.e., the Fermi level or exchange interactions, thereby modifying the mag-
netic properties. Mostly two effects need to be discussed, with opposite trends: strengthening
or weakening of magnetic order.
First, the reduced number of neighbours at an interface generally narrows the 3d band,
increasing the density of states at the Fermi level. This makes the Stoner criteria easier to fulfil,
increasing the splitting and therefore the spin imbalance and thus magnetization. Magnetic
moments at interfaces have been extensively measured in the 80’s and 90’s and have indeed
revealed the reality of this picture, with moments increased of up to a few tens of percent
compared to their bulk value [136]. There are even a few cases of elements non-magnetic in the
bulk form, displaying a moment in clusters where the Stoner criterium become satisfied, such as
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for Rh and Ru [137].
An opposite effect arises: due to the reduced number of magnetic neighbours when sur-
face/interface atoms are considered, the total effective exchange interaction is decreased, so that
temperature effects are enhanced. A model case is thin films, due to the translational invariance.
It is found experimentally and explained in a thickness-dependant mean-field theory that the
decrease of Curie temperature with respect to bulk scales like:
∆TC ∼ t−λ (1.7)
where t is the film thickness and λ depends on the nature of spin interaction. Experimentally,
λ = 1 for ultrathin films [138].
1.3.2 Magnetic anisotropy energy in low dimensions
For relaxed bulk 3d materials, magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of microscopic origin is es-
sentially the magnetocrystalline energy (Emc). This energy originates from crystal field, i.e., the
interaction between atomic orbitals with their local environment [139], and spin-orbit coupling,
i.e., interaction between the residual orbital moment and the dominating spin moment. As a
consequence, Emc favours the alignment of magnetization along particular directions or planes,
called easy axes or planes. The high energy direction or plane are hard axis or plane. For
instance, in the hcp form of Co, the easy axis is the z direction and xy is hard plane. The
anisotropy of magnetic energy may be expanded phenomenologically:
Emc = K1 sin
2 θ +K2 sin
4 θ + . . . (1.8)
. In Co we have K1 = 450 kJ m−3 and K2 = 150 kJ m−3. In many systems and in textbook
models of anisotropy and magnetization reversal, one often restricts the discussion to the case
of uniaxial anisotropy of second order:
Emc = Ku sin
2 θ (1.9)
with θ is the angle between the magnetization direction M and the z axis. Ku is a measure
of the MAE.
In 1950’s, s long time before the methods of thin film growth were experimentally suitably
available, Néel predicted the modification of Emc due to the breaking of symmetry of the atoms
located at a surface, and introduced for the first time the concept of magnetic anisotropy at a
surface [140].
Es = Ks sin
2 θ (1.10)
where, Ks is the magnetic anisotropy coefficient of surface or interface. Although the Néel’s
model provided an estimated value of Ks which surprisingly agreed reasonably with the ex-
perimental measure around 0.1 mJ m−2, latter, ab initio calculations were made possible and
gave more accurate estimations. Bruno also proposed a tight binding model with a connection
between the MAE and the anisotropy of orbital moment [141, 142]:
MAE = −G
H
ξ
4µB
(m⊥L −m‖L) (1.11)
G/H, depends on the band structure, and ξ is the spin-orbit coupling coefficient. These are
0.2 and 0.05 for Co, respectively. In bulk materials, we have already pointed out that the wave
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Table 1.2: Orbital momentum and magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of Co atoms on Pt as a
function of coordination. [143, 144]
bulk 1 ML bi-atomic wire mono-atomic wire 2 atoms 1 atom
Orbital momentum 0.14 0.31 0.37 0.68 0.78 1.13
(µB/at)
MAE (meV/at) 0.04 0.14 0.34 2.0 3.4 9.2
function of electrons is nearly degenerate in rotation because of the crystal field interaction,
therefore the orbital moment is very weak, in comparison with spin moments, explaining a
moderate value for MAE. In contrast, in thin films and even more in nanostructures, crystal
field becomes asymmetric at surfaces and interface. This gives rise to a significant increase of
orbital moment and an extra MAE from Es is accounted [141].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.15: (a) Monoatomic Co wires decorating steps of Pt(997) [143]; (b) Single Co atoms
on Pt(111) [144].
For structures smaller than a monolayer, the reduction of coordination is even more impor-
tant. For instance, the case of an one-dimension interface[figure 1.15(a)] or the single-atoms
on a surface [figure 1.15(b)] was experimentally realized. The magnetic studies exhibited a sig-
nificantly variation of MAE. In particular, Es increases remarkably from surfaces, down to
steps, then to kinks or atoms. The anisotropy of orbital moment extracted from XMCD anal-
ysis displays a similar rise when reducing the size of systems, i.e., the same alternation with
MAE consistent with Bruno’s model (1.11). Ab initio calculations also confirm this tendency
[145]. Table 1.2 lists the values for orbital moment and MAE in as function of dimensionality:
bi-atomic island is closer with mono-atomic wire than single-atom, and bi-atomic wire is closer
with monolayer than mono-atomic wire. For cluster of diameter ≈ 3 nm, surface effects are still
dominant on the MAE [146].
Let us now focus on the impact of changes on MAE, and for this purpose focus again on
the model case of thin films. The MAE of a thin film may be expressed as a function of film
thickness [147]
MAE = Keff(t) sin
2 θ (1.12)
where,
Keff = Kbulk + 2
Ks
t
= Kmc +Kd + 2
Ks
t
(1.13)
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with Kd = 1/2µ0M2s is shape anisotropy. We have
MAE = E⊥ − E‖ (1.14)
The competition of these terms determines the magnetization direction of thin films. Whereas
in most cases Kmc+Kd favours in-plane magnetization, Ks favours, in many cases, out-of-plane
magnetization.
This is however a simplified picture. Indeed, there is a structural deformation of the magnetic
film because of the lattice mismatch between substrate and thin film lattice parameters. This
deformation of the lattice (the strain) also has and impact on theMAE through magnetoelastic
energy.
Emel =
1
2
C)2 +
k
taf
|η + )− )2| (1.15)
Simple models for strain relaxation predicted that all deformations may be revealed as [148]:
Emel = B) (1.16)
Then, we obtain:
Kmel =
kB
asCt
(1.17)
where the initial lattice misfit is η = (af − as)/as and strain ) = (a− af)/af with af , as and
a are film, and substrate lattice parameters in the relaxed form and actual lattice parameter
of the film, respectively, and C is an elastic constant. From (1.17), this energy is inversely
proportional to the thickness of the film, i.e., with the same scaling law as the contribution of
Es to the MAE. For this reason, Emel is difficult to disentangle form Es and is often considered
as part of an effective surface energy term.
Let us discuss quantitatively Ks. In the 80’s and 90’s, it has been found that Ks is the
highest for ferromagnetic thin film in contact with a non-magnetic metal of high spin-orbit
interaction: Fe/Pd [149], Co/[150]Au , Co/Pd, Co/Pt [151]. Schematically, the dominating
mechanism is the following: the non-magnetic metal becomes slightly spin-polarized in contact
with the 3d ferromagnet, and although this polarization is small, the much larger spin-orbit
coupling coefficient gives rise a large contribution in the MAE [152, 153]. A a result of this
interaction, for small enough thickness, the magnetization easy axis turns from in-plane to out-
of-plane; this is the spin reorientation transition (SRT). The SRT can occur within a range of
a few monolayers or be abrupt within one monolayer as in Fe/W(110) [154] and Co/Ru(0001)
[155]. Reasons of continuous SRT have long been debated, however resulting in no universal
picture. The continuous SRT may result from either spatial distribution of properties, or terms
of order four or higher in the MAE.
Ab initio calculations were performed taking into account the strain and modification of
the electronic band structure of the film on contact with an environment such as substrate
and capping layer, and showed a reasonable agreement with experimental observations [155].
Dorantes-Dávila et al. studied the effect of 3d/4d interfaces, using as theoretical model several
Co monolayers on a Pd(111) substrate and capped by another monolayer of Pd, i.e., the system
of Pd1/Com/Pd(111) [156]. Both Pd/Co interfaces favour perpendicular magnetization, where
as mentioned above Pd brings a larger contribution on the MAE than Co because it is a 4d
element which remarkable polarization and significant spin-orbit interaction [157]. Gabary et
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Table 1.3: Measured easy-axis of magnetization for the different Co-film/capping-layer combi-
nations studied. [153]
Capping material
Co Ag Cu Au
thickness Bare 1 ML 2 MLs 1 ML 2 MLs 1 ML 2 MLs 3 MLs
2 ML PMA PMA PMA PMA PMA PMA PMA PMA
3 ML In-plane PMA In-plane PMA In-plane PMA PMA PMA
4 ML In-plane In-plane In-plane PMA In-plane PMA PMA PMA
5 ML In-plane In-plane In-plane In-plane In-plane PMA PMA In-plane
4 ML In-plane In-plane In-plane In-plane In-plane PMA PMA In-plane
al. investigated the impact of capping layer of Ag, Cu or Au on few monolayer of Co on Ru
substrate [153]. Using SPLEEM, they reported the dependence of SRT when capping with
either of these noble metals. The results show that MAE depends on both ferromagnetic layer,
and the element of capping (table 1.3). Besides, the experimentally MAE also depends on the
deposition procedure of the thin films. For instance, the magnitude of Ks is only ≈ 50% by PLD,
in comparison with thermal deposition or electrodeposition. The reason is that the high energy
atomic beam of PLD induces the intermixing at the interface with substrate, hence reduces the
anisotropy at interface [158].
In recent years, an even stronger perpendicular magnetic anisotropy has been reported in
systems with a ferromagnet and an oxide in contact. Among them, in 2009, Rodmacq et al.
reported trilayer of Pt/Co/AlOx with perpendicular magnetization beyond 3 nm of Co, a break-
ing record value. The PMA is increased thanks to the hybridization between 3dz orbitals in Co
atoms and pz orbitals of O atoms. In addition, the trilayer is thermally more stable than the sys-
tem of Pt/Co/Pt due to the oxide layer [159]. In 2010, Ikeda et al. develope a magnetic tunnel
junction of Ta/CoFeB(1.0 nm)/MgO(0.85 nm)/CoFeB(1.7 nm)/Ta with a high tunnel magne-
toresistance (above 120%) and also perpendicular magnetic anisotropy thanks to the interface
between CoFeB and MgO [160]. In this thesis another systems of ferromagnetic/non-magnetic,
in particular, Co/graphene, are discussed (chapter 2 and 3—Part II).
1.3.3 Single domain and superparamagnetism
Extended ferromagnetic elements may be split in several domains, i.e., large regions where
magnetization is essentially uniform. Domains are separated by domain walls, with a width
between a few nanometers to a few hundreds of nanometers depending mostly on the strength of
anisotropy. When the lateral dimensions of a magnetic material are reduced below some critical
size, the coexistence of many domains together with domain walls and zero net moment costs
more energy than the state of only one domain. Indeed, when the size decreases the energy of a
domain wall decreases like d2, whereas magnetostatic energy increases like d3, where d is the size
of the nanostructure. When putting in some numbers, this defines the so-called critical single
domain size. For spherical clusters of some soft magnetic material, the single-domain diameter is
estimated at about four times the dipolar exchange length
√
A/Kd, which amount to fifteen to
thirty nanometers depending on the 3d element or alloy [161]. Below this critical size, systems
are essentially uniformly magnetized, and often called macrospins.
We now restrict the discussion to the macrospin regime. When applying a magnetic field on
macrospins, their orientation of magnetization is determined by the competition between the ex-
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ternal magnetic field and the internal MAE. At finite temperature, the macrospin moment can
be reversed assisted by when thermal fluctuations exceeds the barrier height ∆E = KV . Ther-
mal activation is often described using the phenomenological Arrhenius-Néel-Brown approach
the statistical time needed to overcome ∆E is
τm = τ0 exp
∆E
kBT
(1.18)
where, τ0 ∼ 10−9 − 10−10 seconds is the time scale characteristic of the material, and 1/τ0
can be considered as an attempt frequency for the reversal. At a time scale shorter than τm,
the macrospin is frozen, while at time scales much larger than τm, it fluctuates spontaneously.
Equation (1.18) highlights an important parameter, the characteristic measuring time in an ex-
periment τm. For probing the magnetic anisotropy of clusters, the require measure time must be
less than relaxation time, but it is not always the case in practice. As a result, depending on the
measure time of characterization technique, in particular XMCD, we can define a temperature
called blocking temperature TB below which the macrospin is frozen:
TB =
∆E
kB ln(
τm
τ0
)
(1.19)
Above the blocking temperature, both hysteresis and remanence vanish. Let us first consider
systems with a significant uniaxial MAE, as is the case of many self-organized systems with
out-of-plane anisotropy. For T ≤ 5TB, only rare events allow magnetization switching in the
averaging time scale of the experiment, so that most of the time the macrospin remains is a
state mostly either up or down. In that case the magnetization curve for a field applied along
the easy axis of magnetization is expected to follow the law:
〈M〉 = MsB 1
2
(x) = Ms tanh(x) = Ms tanh
(
µ0MH
kBT
)
(1.20)
where, Ms is the spontaneous magnetization and M is magnetic moment of the macrospin.
Consequently, we can extract this moment from experimental data while assuming that other
parameters of material such as magnetization and MAE are independent with the variation of
temperature.
However, when 20TB ≤< T , the magnetic anisotropy may be ignored and we recover the
limit of an isotropic macrospin, described by the Langevin function.
M = MsL(x) = Ms
(
tanh−1(x)− x−1) = Ms(tanh−1(µ0MH
kBT
)
−
(
µ0MH
kBT
)−1)
(1.21)
The discussion above express models of superparamagnetic behaviour. Let us now consider
its impacts on application. Depending on the particular application we have positive or neg-
ative impacts. Superparamagnetism limits the down-scaling of ferromagnetic grains used in
magnetic hard disk devices, reducing the life time of storage. For overcoming this issue, one
seeks to increase magnetic anisotropy by magnetoelastic or interfacial anisotropy, i.e., using spe-
cial materials as substrates or capping layers. Moreover, the capping layer can not only avoid
superparamagnetism but also prevent the oxidation of magnetic systems, suitable for applica-
tions. On the contrary, an advantage of superparamagnetism is preventing the segregation of
ferromagnetic cluster on microfluidic or biomedicine [162]. This phenomenon is also helpful in
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logic operations and information transmission at room temperature [163] or in picture painting
without color but using photonic crystal fixed by magnetic field [164].
1.4 Epitaxial graphene on metals
Graphene (single- or few-layer) forms during high temperature treatments on many metals,
presumably all transition metals. The reviews published on the topic [165, 166, 167, 168] keep
track of the various substrates which have been considered, yet the fields remains quite active
and new ones are addressed each year.
Figure 1.16: Transition metals support the growth of graphene by chemical vapour deposition.
[168]
I first discuss the term "epitaxial" used to describe graphene/metal systems. Epitaxy of
a material on top of a substrate (heteroepitaxy) implies either the prolongation of the atomic
rows of the crystalline substrate by the material deposited on top or an alignment of the in-plane
atomic rows of the material with those of the substrate. While the first case corresponds to the
formation of actual chemical bonds, the second one is governed by van der Waals epitaxy and is
known as van der Waals epitaxy [169]. A number of graphene/metal systems clearly belong to
the first case, e.g., for Ni(111), Co(0001), Ru(0001) substrates; others presumably to the second
case, for instance for Pt(111), Ir(111), and Cu(111), on which graphene can adopt a variety of
crystalline orientation with respect to the substrate [170, 171, 172, 173].
Graphene growth on metals, so-called CVD, can occur following three processes, depending
on the carbon solubility in the metal at high temperature (table 1.4) and on the stability of
carbide phases:
Surface-confined growth: Carbon, either evaporated [208] or obtained by catalytic de-
composition of hydrocarbons [210], on the hot surface of the metal, remain on the surface. Above
a certain concentration of adatoms, graphene islands nucleate [171]. High temperatures allow
to increase the mobility of carbon adatoms at the surface, thus to decrease the nucleation den-
sity, eventually leading to the formation of large single crystal graphene islands. The growth is
thought to occur by the adjunction of few-carbon atom chains in pre-existing islands [171].. In
the case of the growth with a hydrocarbon precursor, the growing graphene islands progressively
cover the metal surfaces which allows to decompose the carbon-containing molecules. As a con-
sequence growth slows down and asymptotically tends to a full coverage [207]. This mechanism
makes the growth on metal surfaces like Ir(111), Pt(111) or Cu(111) self limited to a single
layer of graphene, which is especially convenient. A derivative of this growth method consists
in the room temperature adsorption of carbon precursors at the metal surface followed by an
increase of the substrate temperature controlling the growth of graphene. This method, named
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Table 1.4: Physical and chemical properties of transition metals (TM) with the ratio of lattice
parameter with graphene (aM/aC) as support for graphene CVD and nature of the support (bulk
single crystal, commercial foil, thin films). Carbon solubility is expressed in atomic % at 1300
K.
TM (aM/aC) Carbon Single Large-area Thin
solubility crystal foil film
Co 1.02 ∼ 1%[174] [175] [174, 176, 177]
Ni 1.01 ∼ 1%[174] [178, 179] [180, 181] [182, 183, 75, 184]
Cu 1.04 ∼ 0.03%[174] [185, 186] [187, 188, 77, 189] [190, 191, 192, 182]
Ru 1.10 ∼ 0.34%[193] [194, 195] [193]
Rh 1.09 [196] [197]
Pd 1.12 ∼ 2.5%[198] [199]
Pt 1.14 < 0.001%[200] [201, 202, 203] [204]
Re 1.12 ∼ 0.34%[205] [206]
Ir 1.10 ∼ 0.1%[205] [207, 208, 209] our study
temperature programmed growth (TPG) allows the preparation of graphene islands in reason of
the low carbon density in a single layer of molecules adsorbed on the surface [207].
Growth by segregation: Carbon adatoms, either evaporated [211] or obtained by catalytic
decomposition of hydrocarbons [212, 213] are dissolved inside the bulk of the metal, typically
above 1100 K on Ni(111), Co(0001), and Ru(0001). Decreasing the temperatures leads to a
drop in the carbon solubility and to a diffusion of the carbon atoms towards the surface of
the metal. Close to the onset of carbon segregation towards the surface, carbon diffusion is
faster than at lower temperature, but the bulk carbon concentration is closer to the surface
concentration, i.e., the driving force for segregation is less important. The latter effect prevails
upon the first one, so that growth is slower closer to the onset of segregation [213]. Hence as
for surface-confined growth, it is advisable here to perform the growth at the highest possible
temperature, in which case the growth is slow and carbon adatoms have larger surface mobility
allowing them to nucleate in graphene islands with a low density, which will yield large single
crystal islands. Note however that in case the carbon content in the bulk at high temperature
exceeds the amount required for a single layer, performing the growth under these conditions will
lead to the formation of multilayer graphene. In order to control (to some extent) the number
of layers, adjusting the rate of the temperature decrease is necessary [214].
Carbide formation and transformation: Below carbon dissolution temperature, car-
bides can form onto metals strongly interacting with carbon, for instance on Ni(111), Co(0001),
Rh(111), or Re(0001). The relative stability of the carbide and the graphene phases is not al-
ways in favor of the latter. However, even in such a case, one may exploit the different carbon
saturation needed for forming graphene and the carbide to promote the formation of the other.
On Ni(111) a favorable situation was encountered with a surface carbide forming at a few 100◦
under exposure to ethylene and progressively transforming into graphene [215].
Irrespective of the nature of the metal, various kinds of metal supports are employed for
preparing graphene (table 1.4). Surface science studies, conducted for instance for unveiling the
elementary processes during growth or for exploring the properties of graphene remaining on
its support, require UHV conditions and ultra-clean samples with atomically smooth surfaces.
In this view bulk single crystal are often used, but we have developed metal thin films of
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Table 1.5: Process parameters (temperature, hydrocarbon pressure, flow rate, cooling rate and
metal crystallinity) and their effect on graphene qualities (domain size, thickness uniformity and
defect density) [216].
Parameter Domain size Thickness uniformity Defect density
Temperature
Larger domain size
with increased
temperature
Lower defect density
with increased
temperature
Hydrocarbon
pressure
Smaller domain size
with pressure
Decreased
uniformity with
pressure
Higher defect
density with
pressure
Hydrocarbon flow
rate
Smaller domain size
with flow rate
Decreased
uniformity with flow
rate
High defect density
with pressure
Cooling rate
Improved thickness
uniformity with
lower cooling rates
Lower defect density
with lower cooling
rates
Metal carbon
solubility
Improve thickness
uniformity with
lower carbon
solubility
Metal crystallinity
Graphene domains
can grow continously
over grain
boundaries, but
graphene nucleates
with an orientation
related to that of
the substrate
Improved thickness
uniformity with
single crystal
substrates
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comparable quality. The initial works on graphene on metals from the 1960’s were conducted
using metal foils. The recent works as well. These provide a convenient and relatively low-
cost sacrificial substrate, in the view of the transfer of graphene to other supports: in most
applications nowadays CVD is considered a route to high quality large area graphene but a non
conductive support is needed. For this purpose graphene on its metallic substrate is usually
capped with a resin spin-coated layer before the metal is etched away by chemicals; then the
graphene/resin is stamped to the desired support and the resin is dissolved, for instance with
acetone [217]. The process has been upscaled to a roll-to-roll procedure allowing the production
of very large area graphene [figure 1.17] [77].
Figure 1.17: (Schematic of the roll-based production of graphene films grown on a copper foil.
The process includes adhesion of polymer supports, copper etching (rinsing) and dry transfer-
printing on a target substrate. A wet-chemical doping can be carried out using a setup similar
to that used for etching. [77]
In the view of mass production of high quality graphene, bulk single crystal are prohibitively
expensive and their chemical dissolution would be an economical nonsense. Commercial foils
are less expensive but their dissolution in an industrial process would constitute a considerable
waste of raw material (and, as one knows, the cost of raw metals is currently increasing) and
an environmental issue. Moreover, the polycrystalline nature of these foils induces mosaicity in
the graphene flakes grown on top and the metal grain boundaries generate regions where the
number of graphene layers can be large and difficult to control [193]. In this context, high quality
metal thin films appear a valuable alternative. Very encouraging results have been obtained, for
instance with single-crystalline 400 nm-thick Cu(111) films deposited on sapphire as substrates
for graphene [figure 1.18] [190]. During the same period, we have been working on a similar
approach which will be detailled in a forthcoming chapter.
I now briefly discuss the structural properties of graphene on metals. Even for graphene
/Ni(111) and graphene/Co(0001) which are a priori simple (1×1) commensurate structures in
reason of the similar lattice parameter of graphene and of the surface of these metals, the
structure is more complex than it seems. The general consensus from first-principle calculations
is for instance, in graphene/Ni(111) a structure with one C sublattice on top of the Ni atoms
of the top-most layer and the second C sublattice on top of the third layer of Ni atoms [218].
Experiments based on electron diffraction however point to a situation in which the second C
sub-lattice is on top of the second layer of Ni atoms [165]. On other metal surfaces, whose in-
plane lattice parameter is always substantially larger than that of graphene, moirés are found.
These superstructure correspond to the (partial) local coincidence between the graphene and
surface metal lattice [figure 1.19]. They have triangular symmetry if the metal surface lattice has
the same symmetry as graphene, as is the case on (111) terminated face-centered cubic metals.
They have a rectangular symmetry in case the metal surface lattice has rectangular symmetry,
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.18: (a) XRD pattern of epitaxial Cu(111) on α-Al2O3(0001) substrate indicating only
111 and 222 reflections. (b) Raman spectra from three different regions of CVD graphene grown
on epitaxial Cu(111)/α-Al2O3(0001) The 2D and G peaks are marked, and the dashed line
marks the position of the defect D peak which is absent. [190]
like is the case on a (110) terminated face-centered cubic metal [219]. Their periodicity (am)
is in the range of a few namometers, being defined by am = (a−1C − a−1metal)−1, where aC and
ametal are the lattice parameters of graphene and of the metal surface respectively, in the case
of a triangular pattern [220]. For graphene/Ir(111), this is about 2.5 nm [221], and 6 nm for
graphene/Cu(111) [186] in case the zigzag C rows align the high density atomic raws of the
metal.
Figure 1.19: Atomic resolution STM topograph of graphene/Ir(111) exhibits the moiré super-
structure and the hexagonal ring of C. White dot line follows the moiré lattice [220].
A number of defects have been studied in graphene on metals. Edge dislocations, which
consist in a carbon heptagon-pentagon pair, allow for the accommodation of in-plane twins
in graphene; they form grain boundaries around twinned domains [72]. Large-angle twins in
graphene have received particular attention: on metals weakly interacting with graphene, like
Pt(111) [201, 222], Ir(111) [208] and Cu(111) [173], several epitaxial relationships seem to have
comparable energetic cost. Under certain conditions, it is possible to avoid the formation of these
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epitaxial variants, for instance by taking benefit of the higher inertness of one of the variants,
or by seeding the growth of graphene with well oriented graphene using a combination of the
TPG method followed by CVD [172]. Accordingly a single crystallographic orientation can be
obtained over the whole surface of a sample. Another common type of defect is the delamination
of graphene along lines forming during the cooling down of the samples after their growth, due to
the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients between the metal and graphene [201, 223]. Less
discussed in the literature are C vacancy islands trapped during growth, especially a moderate
growth temperatures [207].
1.5 Objective of the present work: Ferromagnet - graphene in-
terface
The present work, started in October 2009, aimed at the development of novel epitaxial systems
combining the graphene and a ferromagnet, Co [figure 1.20], and at the understanding of the
magnetic properties stemming from the graphene/ferromagnet interface. Both ultrathin films,
on top of graphene and sandwiched between graphene and the metallic substrate, Ir(111), and
small size, highly orderred nanoclusters, were explored.
First, we developed versatile thin Ir(111) films of high quality on sapphire substrates. Similar
efforts have been undertaken by other groups worldwide at the same time, and within the years
2010 and 2011 the first reports, including ours, about graphene growth on high quality metal thin
films, were published. The quality of the surface of these films was shown comparable to that
of bulk single crystals, which provides a valuable alternative in the prospect of multi-technique
characterizations and ex situ characterizations. We studied magnetic systems prepared on both
thin Ir films and bulk single crystals.
Figure 1.20: Epitaxial systems of the PhD works: (a) graphene/Ir thin film/sapphire, (b) Co
clusters/graphene/Ir, (c) Au/Co thin film/graphene/Ir thin film/sapphire and (d) graphene/Co
thin film/Ir.
We employed a unique technique for preparing thin Co films on graphene, pulsed laser
deposition. Thus far our work is the only one reported using this technique, which allows to
bypass the usual clustering of metal deposits on sp2-hybridized carbon surfaces such as graphene.
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We also made use of the process of intercalation prepare Co thin films capped with graphene.
This method, which had been employed decades ago, has considerably grown in importance since
2008-2009, and has been applied to a variety of systems, including in graphene/ferromagnet
systems by the Berlin group during the same period of time as our work [224]. For preparing
nanoclusters we exploited a technique relying on the preferential nucleation of small clusters on
graphene/metal moirés, which has been discovered in Köln in 2005 and started to be employed
by other groups in 2009.
STM
RHEED
UHV
system
X-ray
Raman
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DFT
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MOKE
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Synchrotron source
Figure 1.21: Technical supports of this PhD work: home ultrahigh vacuum chambers with in
situ reflection high energy electron diffraction, scanning tunnelling microscopy, ex situ x-ray
diffraction, Raman spectrosopy, magneto-optical Kerr effect. in situ spin-polarized low energy
electron microscopy in collaboration, magnetic circular dichroism using synchrotron sources.
First-principles density functional calculation was also performed.
We put special efforts in trying to correlate the structural, electronic and magnetic prop-
erties of the various systems which we have developed [figure 1.21]. For this purpose we have
carried out various characterizations. Surface science techniques, some at synchrotron radiation
sources, have been extensively used, including scanning tunneling microscopy, electron diffrac-
tion, low-energy electron microscopy with a spin-polarized electron source, and x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism. We combined these characterizations with transmission electron microscopy,
Raman spectroscopy, and MOKE magnetometry/microscopy, and confronted our results to spin-
polarized density functional theory calculations.
The results presented in Part II of this manuscript also had a risk and ambitious objectives
which have not yet been achieved and will be further discussed in the conclusion, but I still would
like to mention here some of which for better highlighting the motivation of our work. In self-
organized nanoclusters on graphene/metals, a long-term objective is the observation of collective
magnetic states stemming from the interaction between clusters; in graphene/ferromagnetic
thin film we expect induced magnetism in graphene due to the contact with the metal [112]
and consider, beyond this thesis, addressing the magnetic domain structure in graphene as a
function of the magnetization direction.
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The work presented in this manuscript is prominently surface science, regarding both the
preparation of the new graphene-based systems and their fine characterization. Whenever pos-
sible it was conducted in situ. It has required a specific, simple, adaptation of an existing set
of UHV systems at Institut Néel, allowing the preparation of graphene. A number of samples
were investigated outside Institut Néel, at synchrotron sources (ESRF and SOLEIL) and with
a specific electron microscope installed at NCEM, Berkeley. There either new preparation pro-
cedures were developed, and latter implemented in the lab, and the new samples were studied
in situ, or samples prepared at the lab were studied (ex situ studies).
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In this chapter I will first describe the experimental setups at the lab and outside the lab, then
present the sample preparation techniques, then will pay special attention to two techniques, one
upon which a large fraction of the results presented in the part II rely, x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD), and the other which is not standard, spin-polarized low-energy electron
microscopy (SPLEEM). I will also briefly describe the conditions employed for performing more
standard characterizations and shortly present the computational details chosen for the first-
principle calculations.
2.1 Experimental setup at Institut Néel
Evaporation Analyse
STM
Load-lock
Rack
Figure 2.1: Experimental setup at the Néel Institute with three main interconnected UHV
chambers: evaporation, analyse and STM. Inset is a top-view illustration of this T-shape-like
systems
2.1.1 Overview of the UHV system
The setup consists of three UHV chambers interconnected under UHV via a T-shape tube [figure
2.1]. All chambers are equipped with on ion pump and a Ti sublimator. Except for the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) chamber under regular operation, in which mechanical vibration
should be avoided, chambers also include one turbomolecular pump. In addition to these three
chamber a smaller, connected to the "analyse" chamber is employed as a home-made load-lock
allowing to introduce two samples at a time from outside the UHV system. Letting sufficient
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time for the pressure to reach the 10−7 mbar regime in the load-lock before introducing the
samples in the "analysis" chamber, degassing samples by high temperature (1100 K) annealing
in this chamber before introducing them in the "evaporation" and STM chambers, allows to
maintain base pressure in the low 10−10 mbar range in the "analysis" chamber and in the 10−11
mbar range in the "evaporation" and STM chambers.
Transfer between chambers are performed with transfer rods and rely on 1 inch molyblocks
holding samples and holders with the same diameter hosting STM tips and metal targets. Sam-
ples are held on Omicron plaquettes compatible with the Omicron system.
The "analysis" chamber comprises an Auger electron spectrometer with a MACII analyser,
a scanning ion gun (Thermo VX EX05), a caroussel-like garage capable of storing 12 samples or
STM tips or metal targets, and having a home made electron bombardment (0.2 mm diameter
Ta wire) heated sample holder. Samples temperatures are measured with a pyrometer. Gas
can be introduced in low pressures through leak valves; one is connected to a tube bringing
the carbon precursor (ethylene) at the surface of the heated sample (see discussion below) for
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of graphene.
The STM chamber includes a room-temperature Omicron STM-1 instrument (usually oper-
ated with W tips which can be thinned with ion bombardment in the "analysis" chamber), with
a maximum field of view of 800 nm. The samples are taken out of their molyblock with the
help of a wobble-stick and are either stored in a carousel garage or put under the STM. In the
case of the non-conductive substrates (sapphire) used in this work, one of the springs holding
the substrate to the Omicron plaquette must be moved with the help of the wobble-stick after
preparation of the sample (usually, conductive deposits) in order to establish electrical contact
and allow STM measurements. The STM tip can be moved at millimiter scale along the hori-
zontal direction, which can be monitored with an optical video camera. This allows the study
of samples with gradients of composition/thickness at their surface.
The "evaporation" chamber is equipped with a radiatively heated sample holder, rotatable
in the azimuthal direction, with a high resolution 10–50 keV electron gun coupled to a fluores-
cent screen equipped with a 10 bit CCD camera for reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) experiments, with a eight-slot metal target holder for pulsed laser deposition (PLD),
with a quartz view ports letting in a pulsed laser for PLD, with a quartz microbalance for
growth rate measurements, with a moveable mask for varying the composition/thickness of the
deposits, and with two electron-beam evaporators (Tectra GmbH) for molecular beam epitaxy.
All movements (mask, PLD target holder) are motorized and controlled through a computer
that allows one to launch automatized commands.
2.1.2 Deposition techniques
Pulsed-laser deposition: The laser used for PLD in a frequency-doubled (λ = 532 nm)
Quantel Nd–YAG. It has a pulse width of about 10 ns, a repeat frequency of 10 Hz and a
maximum energy per shot of 150 mJ. The energy of the beam is adjusted by tuning the delay
between the oscillator and the amplification stage of the laser while the pumping stays constant.
The laser beam enters the chamber through a window and impinges on the target at an angles
27◦ away from the normal to the surface [figure 2.1(inset)]. A key parameter determining the
evaporation rate is the fluence F , i.e., the energy entering the chamber per shot normalized by
unit area of the spot size on the target. F can be adjusted with both the laser power and a
convergent lens located outside the chamber on the beam path. the focal length of the lens
is 500 mm. The focus is located ahead the target, at a distance 120–180 mm depending on
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the element to evaporate. The resulting working value lies in the range 0.1–1 J m−2, yielding a
typical deposition rate of 0.05 nm min−1 at 10 Hz. The laser is swept on the target with the help
of an ex situ mirror mounted on an electro-acoustic device. The substrate-to-target distance is
140 mm.
Molecular beam epitaxy: The molecular beam evaporators are located 20 cm away from
the sample surface. A relatively high power is thus needed for achieving measurable growth rates,
typically 0.06 nm min−1 for a Co rod heated by electron bombardment with 1500 V potential
with respect to a filament heated to 1.7 A. The evaporators are equipped with mechanical
shutters.
Chemical vapour evaporation of graphene: Ethylene is leaked through a valve onto
the sample heated to high temperatures, between 1000 and 1500 K. The use of a tube bringing
ethylene at the sample surface and locally increasing the pressure allows to perform CVD with
10−7 mbar pressures (and below) as measured with a remote Bayard-Alpert gauge. Careful
dimensioning of the dosing tube has been done (see next subsection).
2.1.3 Dosing tube for graphene CVD
Figure 2.2: The position of the gas tube and the sample mounted on the oven during CVD
process, the position of sample and oven can be changed.
The dimensioning of the geometry of the dosing tube used for CVD of graphene is guided by
the following considerations: (i) the molecular flow at the sample surface should be as uniform
as possible, (ii), the pressure increase at the sample surface should be the higher possible, and
(iii) bringing the end of the tube to close to the hot sample surface might be mechanically
delicate and could lead to pollution during growth due to the degassing of the tube. A good
compromise was to use a 10 mm-diameter stainless-steel tube whose end is 10–20 mm from the
sample surface (6.5 mm × 8.5 mm) [figure 2.2]. With this configuration, the factor between the
local gas pressure at the sample surface and the global pressure is a few tens.
Below I present the derivation of the molecular beam profile, first from a point source, second
from a cylinder tube. A tube is connected at one end to a gas reservoir where the pressure is
high (typically in the range of 1 mbar), and at the other end to UHV. The pressure difference
between both ends induces a gas flow inwards the chamber via the leak valve.
For a point source, the particle flux per solid angle I (s−1 Sr−1) is
I(θ) = I(0)× f(θ) (2.1)
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with the gas particle angular distribution function f(θ) (with f(0) = 1). N˙ is the integral
of the particle flux per second, namely
N˙ =
∫
2pi
I(θ)d2Ω (2.2)
The so-called peaking-factor [225], defined as
κ =
piI(0)
N˙
(2.3)
is the proportion of the gas beam in the forward direction. The pi factor arises from normal-
ization to one for a cosine tube emitter with f(θ) = cos θ. This case is however too simple to
account for our situation.
Introducing (2.3) on (2.2) yields
I(θ) =
d2N˙
dΩ2
=
N˙
pi
κf(θ) (2.4)
This is expressed per seconds and in units of solid angle. We are rather interested in the
particle flux per unit sample area [226]. This is deducted from (2.1) by expressing the flux per
unit area dS in the θ direction. For this we relate the unit solid angle d2Ω to the corresponding
area defined by at a distance l:
d2Ω =
d2S
l
=
d2S(
z
cos θ
)2 = d2S cos2 θz2 (2.5)
, z being the distance between sample and tube. The projection of this area onto the sample
surface yields another multiplication by cos θ. Then,
I(0) =
N˙
piz2
κf(θ) cos3 θ (2.6)
this holds for a point source. For an extended source, such as the exit of a tube that we
are interested in, the calculation is a priori much more complicated. However, it can be greatly
simplified by assuming that the exit area of the tube is constituted by an infinite number of point
sources. This is justified if the gas particle assembly at the exit of the tube has homogeneous
speed, i.e., if the gas particles do not stick at the tube surface and if the tube aspect ratio is
large. Then (2.6) can be re-written:
I(0) =
N˙
piAz2
∫
A
κf(θ) cos3 θdA (2.7)
For an angle θ comprised in [0, θc, where θc = arctan(2R/L) (R is the tube radius, L is its
length), the following expression can be derived in the case of diffuse reflection of gas molecules
at the tube walls [225]:
κf(θ) =
2 cos θ
piW
(
(1− W
2
)T (p) +
2
3
(1−W )(1−
√
(1− p2)3)
p
)
+
1
2
cos θ (2.8)
Since θc < 90◦, this does not describe the full range of possible θ emission directions for the
half space at the exit of the tube. For θ comprised in [θc, 90◦] [225],
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κf(θ) =
cos2 θ
pi sin θ
8R
3L
(1−W )
W
+
1
2
cos θ (2.9)
where W , the Clausing factor [227], writes 8R/(3L + 8R) to a good approximation, p =
L tan θ/2R and T (p) = arccos p− p√1− p2. Note that from (2.8)
κf(0) = κ =
1
W
(2.10)
Rather than using the θ angular coordinate, we now express (2.8) as a function of the x
coordinate along the sample surface (as the system has polar invariance, we do not introduce
here the perpendicular coordinated, y). For this, we defined x′ and y′ the position on the tube
exit surface, and simply express θ as a function of x′, y′, and x. This yields:
I(x) =
N˙
piAz2W
∫ R
−R
∫ √R2−x2
−√R2−x2
f(arctan(
√
(x− x′)2 + y
2
z
)) cos3(arctan(
√
(x− x′)2 + y
2
z
))dx′dy′
(2.11)
x, position on the sample surface
flu
x(
x)
/fl
ux
(0
)
5 mm 7.5 mm
10 mm
Figure 2.3: The gas profiles for the distance between tube-end and sample surface of 20 mm,
with the tube diameter of 5 mm (blue), 7.5 mm (red) and 10 mm (black) for z = 20, L = 185
nm. Inset, schema of ethylene dosing configuration.
Figure (2.3) illustrate gas profiles in function of the diameter of the tube, for the 185-mm
long tube, and tube-end positioned at 20 mm away form the sample surface. The geometry
chosen in our experimental setup ensures 90% uniformity of the gas flux on the sample.
2.2 Experimental setups outside the home lab
2.2.1 The ID08 beamline at the ESRF
The ID08 beamline at the ESRF has an end-station [figure 2.4] combining a set of two inter-
connected UHV chambers, one used for sample preparation (ion bombardment, heated sample
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which we strongly contributed to upgrade to electron-beam heating in order to reach 1500 K
temperatures, electron-beam evaporators for MBE and leak valves which we used for graphene
CVD), and the other hosting a variable temperature Omicron STM capable of imaging during
MBE. The ensemble is connected via a long transfer tube to a load-lock module and to the
cryomagnet chamber, which also is a UHV one, thanks to an initial turbomolecular pumping
and latter cryogenic pumping. If needed, an electron-beam evaporator can be installed on the
cryomagnet chamber. As a whole, the UHV end-station allows full sample-preparation and
advanced structural and magnetic characterizations in situ.
STM
Magnetic mesurement
Sample preparation
X-ray
Cryostat
Rack
Figure 2.4: Dragon Beamline—ID08/ESRF, experimental set up with three interconnected UHV
chambers: Sample preparation, STM, magnetic measurement. A superconducting magnet with
±5 T field, 7 K to 300 K sample temperatures, 10−8 Pa vacuum.
X-ray magnetic dichroism experiments are conducted on samples inside the cryomagnet
chamber. The cryomagnet is a superconducting coil reaching 5 T; the sample temperature can
be adjusted between 4 and 300 K. The ID08 beam-line is an Apple-type undulator producing
100% circularly polarized x-rays in a energy-range of 400–1500 eV (where one finds, e.g. the Co
L2,3 absorption edges). The absorption spectra were measured via the TEY (photocurrent of
the sample) and were normalized to the photon flux probed by the photocurrent of a gold grid.
As of mid-2012, the upgrade of the beamline, especially of the cryomagnet and of the beamline
optics, has started.
2.2.2 The DEIMOS beamline at SOLEIL
The end-station of the DEIMOS beamline at SOLEIL consists of two interconnected UHV
chambers, one for sample preparation and the other for characterizations of the samples (e.g.
STM) coupled to the cryomagnet chamber and to a load-lock module connected to a clean
atmosphere glove box. Being among the first users of the beamline, the UHV preparation and
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characterization chambers were not yet available at the time of our measurements. We thus
performed ex situ x-ray magnetic dichroism measurements on samples prepared at the home lab
and introduced in the cryomagnet chamber.
Sample preparation 
chambers
Cryo-magnet
Figure 2.5: DEIMOS Beamline—SOLEIL Synchrotron, experimental set up with interconnected
UHV chambers: Sample preparation and magnetic measurement. A Cryo-magnet with ±7 T
field, 1.5 K to 370 K sample temperatures, 10−8 Pa vacuum.
The cryomagnet is a superconducting coil delivering a 7 T field parallel to the x-ray beam
and 2 T perpendicular to it; the sample temperature can be varied between 1.5 and 350 K. The
DEIMOS beamline is an Apple-II undulator producing variable polarizations (circular, contin-
uous linear) in a 350–2500 eV energy range. The x-ray spot size is 80 × 80µm2. Absorption
measurements are performed in TEY (fluorescence yield and transmission modes are also possi-
ble).
2.2.3 The SPLEEM microscope at NCEM
Three chambers are interconnected under UHV via a transfer rod. The first chamber has a fast-
entry valve allowing to introduce samples and is equipped with a low-energy electron diffraction
apparatus. A second chamber includes sample preparation facilities, with high temperature
(2500 K) sample heating, ion bombardment, electron-beam evaporation, and comprises an Auger
electron spectrometer. It is connected to the first one and to the first one where SPLEEM
experiments can be performed. The sample holder in this third chamber is variable temperature
from 35 to 2500 K. Electron beam evaporators and a leak valves allow MBE and graphene CVD
in this chamber, during SPLEEM imaging.
For performing magnetic sensitive measurements, the electron source, a LaB6 filament, is re-
placed by longitudinally spin-polarized electrons emitted by a GaAs photocathode under optical
pumping conditions with the help of a laser [figure 3.9]. For easing the emission of spin-polarized
electrons the work function of the GaAs surface is lowered by coadsorption of oxygen and cesium.
A set of electrostatic and magnetic elements allow to adjust the direction of the spin-polarization
with a 3◦ accuracy [228].
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sample paareparation
SPLEEM instrument
cryostat
Figure 2.6: SPLEEM instrument. The sample chamber allows us to prepared the samples and
then measured in SPLEEM chamber. Base pressure of 10−9 Pa, sample temperature in range
of 130 K to 2500 K.
2.3 Substrate preparation
2.3.1 Sapphire substrates at Institut Néel
Samples prepared at Institut Néel were all grown on commercial two-inch C-plane sapphire
wafers cut in 6.5 mm × 8.5 mm rectangles with the help of a Nd—YAG laser focused on the
backside of the wafer, with a spherical lens with f = 200 mm [229]. Wafers from several suppliers
have been used (Union Carbide, Bicon, Crystal GmbH, Roditi). The miscut was found to vary
from wafer to wafer.
The wafers are then cleaned with deionized water, to remove the Al deposited at the back
during the laser cutting. The rear of the wafer is then coated by sputtering with a 200–300
nm-thick layer of a refractory metal, usually W. The purpose of this layer is to absorb most of
the heating radiation emitted by the filament on the deposition stage (in the case of radiation
heating) and to evacuate electrons (in the case of electron bombardment heating). Without this
layer a significant amount radiation is absorbed directly by the epitaxial film, resulting in high
and uncontrollable temperatures.
The substrates sit on a 0.5 mm wedge onto Omicron-type plaquettes, they are held with two
Mo springs and the plaquettes is placed on one-inch Riber molyblocks. The sample back-side
directly "sees" the heating filament of the molyblock holders. Substrate temperatures up to 1500
K and 1100 K can be achieved with this setup with electron-beam heating and radiation heating
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respectively, calibrated by an optical pyrometer and controlled routinely by a thermocouple in
direct contract with the rear of the molyblock.
After introduction in the UHV system, the substrates are annealed to 1100 K twice during
45 min.
2.3.2 Single crystals
Single crystals polished with a (111) surface termination, with surface orientation better than
0.1◦, purchased from Mateck and Crysteck, were prepared by repeated cycles of Ar+ ion bom-
bardment and flash annealing to 1500 K. Ion bombardment consisted of a first step with 1.5
keV ions and of a second step with 0.8 keV ions preventing deep ion implantation. In order
to eliminate carbon contaminations from Ir bulk, prolonged 1100 K glowing under an oxygen
back-pressure of 10−8 mbar was conducted.
2.4 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
XMCD was first demonstrated in 1987 [230]. It consists of a varying x-ray absorption of a mag-
netic substance depending on the polarization of the x-rays. This difference can quantitatively
analyzed in terms of orbital and spin moment contributions to the total magnetic moment of
the substance. Being based on absorption measurements, the technique is chemically sensitive,
allowing to discriminate the contribution of various magnetic species inside the same speci-
men. Being an absorption technique it exploits the broad energy range available at synchrotron
sources, and thanks to the high brillance of the latter, it allows to probe very low amounts
of magnetic matter, typically in the range of a percent of an atomic layer at third generation
synchrotron sources (undulator beam-lines). The technique is thus currently applied to small
size nano-structures and molecular magnets.
2.4.1 X-ray absorption
X-ray absorption occurs when a photon excites a core electron to an unoccupied valence state
[figure 2.7], i.e. if its energy is above the difference in energy between the two electronic levels
and if quantum mechanical selection rules are respected. The so-called corresponding absorption
edges are called after the nature of the initial state of the core electron, K, L1, L2, L3, M1, if
the initial state are 2s, 2p1/2, 2p3/2, 3s1/2, respectively, for instance [231].
In a x-ray spectroscopy (XAS) measurement the energy of the x-rays is tuned across an
absorption edge and the x-ray intensity transmitted through the sample, the fluorescence, or
the current induced in the sample by the absorption of the photons (total electron yield, TEY),
is measured. The TEY, which we measured in our experiments, probes all secondary electrons
created in the sample, regardless of their kinetic energy. The number of these electrons is pro-
portional to the number of excited atoms, thus proportional to the number of absorbe photons.
The measured signal is usually more complex than a mere step function versus energy, which
would be expected if only the core to unoccupied valence state transition would occur. Indeed
it may for instance include contributions from dipolar transition, yielding resonant effects close
to the edge, referred to as white lines.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the two step model for XMCD. In the first step spin-polarized photo
electrons are generated. In the second step they are detected by the spin-split final states. [231]
2.4.2 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
In a x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) experiment, XAS is measured with x-rays having
left and right circular polarization. The XMCD signal is obtained by (i) computing the difference
of the XAS spectra (µ+ and µ−) obtained for the two polarizations and (ii) normalizing this
difference to the isotropic XAS subtracted from the fraction of the absorption signal originating
from the core to unoccupied valence state transition, which is a step-like function [232] of the
Fermi-type, for the form
µstep = h
(
1− 2
3
1
(1 + exp(
E−E3−!
δ )
− 1
3
1
1 + exp (E−E2−&δ )
)
(2.12)
for the L2,3 Co absorption edges (exhibiting maximum absorption at E2,3), where ) is the
position of the step with respect to E2,3, δ is the step width and h the total step height. For the
3d ferromagnets, ) and δ are determined from a measured reference spectrum of a bulk-like film
such that the application of the sum rules (see below) yields the value from literature for the
magnetic moments. Eventually, the spectra are normalized to unity, to obtain the absorption
and the magnetic information per atom.
The basic principle of XMCD is explained by a simple two-step model for the case of 3d
transition metals [figure 2.7] [233]. In the first step, the interaction between x-ray and the metal
yields a spin polarization of the excited electrons due to the strongly spin-orbit-split core level
[234]. Left (right) circularly polarized x-rays excite more spin-up (spin-down) electrons from the
2p3/2 state to 3d state. The opposite occurs for the 2p1/2 → 3d transition. In the second step,
the final states determined by the selection rules act as a spin detector. The quantization axis
of the detector is given by the magnetization direction.
The so-called sum rules analysis provides independently the ground-state expectation value
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.8: L2,3 edge XAS and MCD spectra of cobalt: (a) the MCD and summed XAS spectra
and their integrations. The dotted line shown in (b) is the two-step-like continuum function for
edge-jump removal before the integration. The p and q shown in (a) and the r shown in (b) are
the three integrals needed in the sum-rule analysis. [232]
of 〈Lz〉 [235] and 〈Sz〉 [236]:
Lz
nh
=
4
3
∫
j++j−(µ+ − µ−)dE∫
j++j−(µ+ + µ−)dE
· l(l + 1)
c(c+ 1)− l(l + 1)− 2 (2.13)
2Sz
nh
=
1
3
∫
j+
(µ+ − µ−)dE − c+1c
∫
j−(µ+ − µ−)dE∫
j++j−(µ+ + µ−)dE
·(
l(l + 1)− 2− c(c+ 1)
6c
+
l(l + 1)l(l + 1) + 2c(c+ 1) + 4−3(c− 1)2(c+ 2)2
12lc(l + 1)
Tz
Sz
)−1 (2.14)
where c = 1 corresponds to the angular moment of the excited 2p state and l = 2 corresponds
to the angular moment of the probed L2,3 edges (c = 2, l = 3 for M4,5 edges of the excited 3d
states). The integral is over the energy range around the two spin-orbit-split states which are
excited by the incoming photon, labelled with j± = c± 1/2. Nh = (4l+2− n) is the number of
holes in the probed state with n the occupation number.
For Co, this gives:
mL
nh
= −4
3
∫
L3+L2
(µ+ − µ−)dE∫
L3+L2
(µ+ + µ−)dE
= −4
3
· q
r
(2.15)
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mS
nh
= −3
∫
L3
(µ+ − µ−)dE − 2
∫
L3+L2
(µ+ − µ−)dE∫
L3+L2
(µ+ + µ−)dE
(
1 +
7
2
Tz
Sz
)−1
= −6p− 4q
r
· (1 + 7
2
Tz
Sz
)−1
(2.16)
where:
p =
∫
L3
(µ+ − µ−)dE (2.17)
q =
∫
L3+L2
(µ+ − µ−)dE (2.18)
r =
∫
L3+L2
(µ+ + µ−)dE (2.19)
In the analysis presented in the second part of this manuscript, we assumed a value of 2.49
for nh = 4l + 2 − n, the number of holes in thin Co films [232]. We note that however, the
ratio of orbital to spin moment; mL/mS, which we often present, does not depend on the values
chosen for nh (2.15 and 2.16).
2.5 Spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy
Figure 2.9: Schematics of a SPLEEM microscope. Spin-polarized electrons, photoemitted from a
GaAs photocathode, are injected into a spin manipulator where azimuthal and polar orientation
of the polarization is adjusted. Then, the electron beam passes through an illumination column,
before being decelerated in the objective lens. Electrons finally hit the surface with normal
incidence. Electrons that are backscattered elastically are collected in an imaging column and
focused on a phosphorous screen, where a magnified image of the surface is obtained. The
incoming and reflected electron beams are separated in a magnetic beam splitter using the
Lorentz force [237].
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In a low-energy electron microscope (LEEM) electrons with energy below 100 eV shine the
surface of a sample, and the reflected electrons are employed to perform an image of the surface
sample, with a ca. 10 nm lateral resolution, with the help of electromagnetic lenses [figure
3.9]. The electron reflectivity depends on both the structure and electronic band structure, and
thus has a certain degree of chemical sensitivity. It can be probed as a function of the electrons’
energy, providing a spectroscopic signature of the surface. Due to the low energy of the electrons
the technique is highly surface sensitive, typically the few topmost atomic planes of a sample.
By imaging rather the Fourier plane than the image plane it is possible to measure low-energy
electron diffraction patterns.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Two mechanisms leading to a different number of majority- and minority-spin
electrons reflected from a ferromagnetic surface. (a) Sketch of the spin-split band structure in
a ferromagnet along the (Γ) crystal direction. For an incident beam of energy ranging from
E1 to E2, majority-spin electrons enter the crystal, while minority-spin electrons are effectively
reflected due to the lack of available states. (b) Density of states in a ferromagnetic metal.
Due to the differnt number of unoccupied electron states above Fermi energy for the two spin
directions, the inelastic mean free path between electron-electron collisions is larger for majority
spins than for minority spin. [237]
The origin of magnetic contrast in a spin-polarized LEEM is obviously much different from
that discussed in other sections of this chapter. The electron reflectivity depends on the spin of
the electrons due to the spin-orbit interaction in the material and due to the exchange interaction
in the probed material, the latter being the prominent effect. Another effect, indirect, is due to
electron-electron collisions: the inelastic mean free path of hot electrons depends on the spin of
the electrons, since it depends on the number of s and d electronic states which are available
for hot electrons above the Fermi level. Due to the higher number of such electronic states for
minority than majority spin electrons in a ferromagnetic material [figure 2.10], the reflectivity
of majority spin electrons is higher (less channels for de-excitations) [228].
In practice, measuring a SPLEEM image consists in measuring LEEM images with spin-
polarization of the incoming electrons in two opposite directions, and normalizing by the average
intensity. Each pixel of the image thus has the intensity
Ipixel =
I↑ − I↓
I↑ − I↓ (2.20)
where, I↑ and I↓ are the pixel intensities for the two polarizations. As stated before, the
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direction of the polarization can be chosen in any direction in space.
2.6 Standard characterizations
2.6.1 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy and cartography was conducted ex situ with a Witec Alpha 500 spectrom-
eter using a green laser (wavelength 532 nm) and 1 mW/µm2 power. The signal is detected
by a cooled-down CCD camera. The spectrometer is a 1800 lines/mm grating allowing spectral
resolution of 0.01 cm−1 for 1O s acquisition time. Raman scattering was performed in a confocal
mode using a ×100 objective (numerical aperture 0.9) yielding a spot-size fixed by the diffraction
limit, of 320 nm, fixing the lateral resolution in Raman maps. For Raman mapping, the sample
is placed on a x-y stage allowing displacements as small as 4 nm (i.e. well beyond the resolution
imposed by the diffraction limit).
2.6.2 High resolution transmission electron microscopy
Cross-section high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was conducted ex situ
using a JEOL 4000EX setup, at INAC/SP2M/LEMMA, CEA-Grenoble, with an acceleration
voltage of 400 kV and a point resolution of 0.17 nm. Cross-section spicemens were obtained by
mechanical grinding for thinning and ion milling using a precision ion polishing system.
2.6.3 X-ray diffraction with an anode
X-ray diffraction was conducted ex situ at the Néel Institute. In the scope of this thesis, we used
x-ray pole figures to probe epitaxial orientation of multilayer stacking, yielding a stereographic
projection of the scattered intensity, along the azimuthal (ϕ) and tilt (ψ) angles of samples.
With the help of this technique the crystalline orientation and structure of the samples can be
determined.
2.6.4 Magneto-optical Kerr effect characterizations
Magnetization revesal was probed by the mangeto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). With a first
setup, we gathered hysteresis loops, using a red laser (wavelength 633 nm) illuminating the
surface over a few-µm wide spot. The incidence of the laser is 30◦ away form the surface normal,
in which case MOKE is essentially sensitive to perpendicular magnetization (polar MOKE).
the incident beam is linearly polarized. The reflected beam is split with a Wollaston prism
to compute a difference signal, which is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample
perpendicular to the plane. The magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the surface. The
hysteresis loops were averaged over hundreds to thousands of cycles performed at 11 Hz.
MOKE was also conducted in the view of performing magnetic microscopy, using a com-
mercial microscope (Evico-magnetics). The images are recorded using a CCD camera. For all
images presented in the second part of this manuscript, the initial image corresponding to satu-
ratet magnetization was subtracted. Since polar Kerr effect reveal domains with a out-of-plane
magnetization, it is suitable for imaging domain propagation for the thin films studied in the
second part of this thesis, which have such a magnetization. The amount of mater in these
samples was such that real time monitoring was possible.
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2.6.5 Extraordinary Hall effect measurement
Extraordinary Hall effect (EHE) measurements were carried out at 300 K an up to 6T using
the four-probe configuration. Mechanical as well as Ag-paint contacts were used on the non-
patterned, i.e, as-grown, samples. EHE occurs when a magnetic filed applied perpendicular to
the surface of a magnetic films.
2.7 First-principle calculation details
First-principles calculations were performed by M. Chshiev and H.-X. Yang at SPINTEC. They
used the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [238, 239], with the generalized gradient
approximation (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof) and projector augmented wave potentials [240].
The calculations were performed in two steps. First, out-of-plane structural relaxation was
allowed and the Kohn-Sham equations solved with no spin-orbit interaction taken into account
for determining the most favourable adsorption geometry of graphene on Co. Then the spin-
orbit coupling was included and the total energy of the system was determined as a function
of the orientation of the magnetic moments. The k -point mesh used in all calculations is 15 ×
15 × 1 sufficient to ensure good convergence in the total energy differences. The kinetic cutoff
energy for the plan-wave basis set used to expand the Kohn-Sham orbitals was 520 eV. The
Methfessel-Paxton method is used with a broadening of 0.2 eV for the partial occupancy smearing
calculations. The atomic structures are relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on ions
are smaller than 0.01 eV nm−1. For the anisotropy calculations, the total energies are converged
to 10−7 eV. A 2 nm vacuum slab was added on each side with periodic boundary conditions.
The in-plane lattice constant was fixed to 0.2507 nm of hcp Co, and graphene was assumed to
be pseudomorphic to Co. The vacuum thickness was chosen so as to avoid interactions between
the two surfaces. Using these DFT calculations, we investigated the magnetic behaviour of
Co/Interface and work function of Co surface with the graphene coverage [241].
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In this chapter I present the UHV preparation of thin Ir films with a (111) surface termination
prepared on sapphire substrates. Adjusting the growth conditions we were able to prepare
single crystalline thin films of ca. 10 nm thickness, exhibiting atomically smooth terrace whose
width is set by the width of the sapphire terraces. The structure of the thin films was carefully
characterized with the help of complementary and in situ and ex situ techniques, STM, RHEED,
HRTEM, XRD, and Raman spectroscopy. The growth method relies on pulsed laser deposition
at low growth rates, performed at 700 K. 1100 K annealing allows to substantially improve the
thin film quality. On these metal films, the growth of graphene occurs in a similar fashion as on
bulk single crystals.
This work has been performed during 2009, and published at a moment when within a
few-months period of time similar reports, using other substrates and/or other thin films were
published as well.
1.1 Introduction—High quality metallic thin films as supports
for graphene growth
Since 2004, there has been an increasing effort in developing efficient methods for preparing
graphene, mostly motivated by the prospect of applications. By chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) on transition metal surfaces large-area few-layer epitaxial graphene can be obtained and
then in principle transferred to any support.
CVD of graphene has been long performed on bulk transition metal single crystals under
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) [166]. In 2008, more versatile methods for CVD were introduced, using
polycrystalline Ni films on Si wafers or commercial foils as substrates. CVD was also operated
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closer to atmospheric pressure [75, 242, 181]. However, due to the relatively high solubility of
carbon in Ni. the precise control of the graphene layer thickness down to single layer turned
out to be difficult [242]. This limitation was partly circumvented by employing Cu (films or
foils), indeed, for which C solubility is much lower (Section 1.4). Yet, multilayer graphene could
not be avoided at the location where Cu grain boundaries cross the surface [243]. Moreover
polycrystalline metal films impose twinned domains in graphene, with length scale in the range
of the distance between graphene nucleation centers (typically a few 10 µm). Intrinsic limitations
to the quality of graphene are also imposed by substrate roughening at the high temperatures
required for CVD. Above 1000 K under UHV, the sublimation of Cu occurs locally, in particular,
on graphene-free region and induces roughness on the surface [244]. Since graphene’s properties
depend on the number of layers, and charge carrier scattering takes place at grain boundaries
or substrate-induced rippling (both altering charge carrier’s mobility), higher and better defined
performances could be expected for higher quality metallic supports.
Ir
sapphire
graphene
Figure 1.1: Ball-model of graphene/Ir/sapphire (white: graphene, green: Ir, blue and red:
sapphire). Using the graphite index for graphene.
Using a single crystalline metal film onto which a continuous and transferable graphene sheet
with single crystallographic orientation could be achieved is thus an attractive route. At the
moment our work have been published a number of other reports appeared. Single crystalline
Co films with a thickness of 200 nm were obtained by high temperature sputtering on Al2O3
(c-sapphire) substrates, and were employed for atmospheric CVD of graphene. Despite of the
substantial high temperature carbon solubility of C on this metal, graphene was essentially single
layer, as shown at millimeter scale by Raman spectroscopy measured on graphene transferred
to SiO2. This suggests that in the absence of grain boundaries in the metal multilayer region
do not tend to form. Scanning electron microscopy however revealed the presence of multilayer
patches on a 10 mm × 10 mm surface [174], possibly at the location of grain boundaries.
Almost at the same time, epitaxial 50–100-nm-thick Ru films were obtained on c-sapphire by
radio-frequency magnetron sputtering, yielding a highly crystalline surface. Besides STM which
revealed the moiré between graphene and Ru(0001), micro-Raman analysis showed that the
quality of graphene was still high for graphene resting on sapphire following chemical etching
of Ru [245]. Still on c-sapphire, 400-nm-thick Cu films grown by thermal deposition allowed
the growth of graphene. Large area and high quality graphene layer was confirmed by Raman
spectroscopy after the transfer of graphene to SiO2 [190]. On a MgO(111) substrate, 100 nm-
thick Ni films were evaporated for the same purpose. Epitaxial graphene showed a quality as
high as that of graphene grown on a bulk single crystal, as shown by LEED, ARUPS, and
XPS characterizations. Transfer of graphene was also demonstrated in this system [246]. The
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main interest for these crystalline thin films is the absence of grain boundaries which may be
detrimental to the quality of graphene.
In the following sections, I report the preparation of single crystalline nanometers-thick Ir
films on sapphire [figure 1.1], onto which graphene of high quality can be prepared. This stacking
was developed to serve as a model system for multi-technique investigations of the properties
of graphene contacted to a metal, including ex situ (which is no so convenient with bulk single
crystals).
1.2 Structure of single crystal Ir(111) thin films on sapphire
Iridium was grown by PLD under UHV (base pressure 5 ×10−9 Pa) with a temperature-
controlled process. C-plane sapphire (Al2O3) wafers was used as substrates. They were cut
with either a focused laser or a diamond saw to fit in Omicron sample holder. Substrate clean-
ing followed the procedure described in Chapter 2—Part I and surface preparation of sapphire
was completed by double outgassing at 1100 K under UHV during 45 min each one. The iridium
layers were grown by PLD with 10 pulse per second, each pulse with a fluence in the range 0.1–1
J cm−2, yielding an evaporation rate of the order of 0.05–0.1 nm min−1. A computer-controlled
mask could be move in front of the sample for producing wedge-shape layers, i.e., one sample
with gradually increasing thickness in stead of numerous samples with different thickness, for
reducing the cost and time in study. The optimized procedure in our investigation is the growth
of 10 nm thickness film at 700 K and a following annealing step at 1100 K for 30 min.
We first characterize the surface quality of Ir(111). Streaky RHEED patterns [figure 1.2(b,d)]
suggest that the Ir(111) surface is atomically smooth at the scale of a few 10 nm. Kikuchi lines
are further evidences for the quality of the surface [figure 1.2(d)]. These patterns correspond
to a crystalline surface of six-fold symmetry, consistent with the volume characterization (x-ray
diffraction and TEM in the following). STM images reveal rough surface before annealing [figure
1.3(a)] but exhibit atomically smooth terraces after annealing separated by single atomic step
edges [figure 1.2(a,c)]. The terrace width is of about 60 nm or 300 nm width directly related to
the miscut of the wafer. In our studies, the miscut values of sapphire are 0.25◦ [figure 1.2(a)]
and 0.03◦ [figure 1.2(c)], but we found no effect of the miscut angle to further investigation, for
instance, the growth or magnetism. Comparably smooth and wide terraces are obtained on bulk
single crystals only after ion bombardment and high temperature flash (- 1600 K for Ir) which
however promotes the formation of metal step bunches, here absent. The very thin metal films
do not dewet upon annealing consistent with the high melting temperature of Ir not enabling
massive transport at 1100–1500 K.
The 5 nm film exhibit a much more structured surface. One observed numerous domains
with typical sizes of a few 10 nm and with boundary preferentially along a set of direction with
hexagonal symmetry, i.e., Ir〈101〉 ones corresponding to well defined crystallographic directions
[figure 1.3(b)]. Moreover, a marked large-scale superstructure develops on the surface. This
superstructure has also hexagonal symmetry and rather well defined orientation with periodicity
of 21± 5 nm [figure 1.3(b)]. The plausible reason of this pattern is expected for the strain fields
generated up to the surface by a network of misfit dislocation buried at the surface between Ir
and sapphire, assuring that Ir has its bulk lattice parameters, i.e., 1.3% between Ir and sapphire
with the α-Al2O3(0001)[112¯0]‖Ir(111)[112¯] epitaxial relationship [247]. Note that for the 10 nms-
thick films, the observation of the buried dislocation network is much more difficult, consistent
with the exponential decay of the amplitude of the surface strain field with the film thickness.
The influence of the annealing step is obvious when comparing figure 1.2(a) and 1.3(a). For
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[211]      [011]
       (111)
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               (111)
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0th
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Figure 1.2: (a) STM topographs of 10 nm-thick Ir(111) films on sapphire after an annealing
step at 1200 K, the contrast highlights atomic terraces whose width depending on sapphire
miscut of (a) 0.25◦ (- 60 nm-wide terraces) and (c) 0.03◦ (- 300 nm-wide terraces). RHEED
patterns (10 kV) at (b) 〈112¯〉 and (d) 〈11¯0〉 azimuth showing the zeroth, first, and second order
streaks of Ir(111) and Kikuchi lines (black arrow), revealing the single-crystalline quality of Ir.
Crystallographic indexes refer to Ir.
mild annealing (900 K), the film surface exhibits curved features, which are atomic step edges, as
well as lines which are 120◦ rotated one with respect to the other. We speculate that these are the
surface traces of grain boundaries between 180◦ in-plane twins which are the only two domains
for preserving the hexagonal symmetry of Ir/c-sapphire). These domains are also detected on
the 5 nm-thick films with (200) x-ray φ-can [figure 1.5] and STM [figure 1.3(b)], i.e., with Ir(200)
reflections in reciprocal space by azimuthal scan and with topograph in real space by near field
measurement. In addition, the TEM images display the vertical grain boundaries observed near
interface of the 10 nm films [figure 1.4(c)]. Iridium is fully relaxed to its bulk lattice parameter
as evidenced by the formation of a network of misfit dislocations at the Ir/sapphire interface.
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       (111) 
Figure 1.3: STM of (a) 10 nm-thick Ir(111) films annealed at 900 K and (b) of 5 nm-thick
Ir(111) films annealed at 1200 K on sapphire. Dashed curves in (b) highlight two kinds of
surface feature.
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40° 80o
Figure 1.4: (a) X-ray pole figures (logarithm of the scattered intensity) for (101¯4) planes of
sapphire (red) and a (111) planes of Ir (10 nm thick, grown at 700 K and annealed at 1100 K,
green) on the same spherical coordinate system (azimuthal and scattering angles displayed in
gray and black, respectively). The Ir Bragg peaks are broader than the sapphire ones, indicative
of some spread in the epitaxial relationship. TEM cross sections of a 9 nm Ir film on sapphire,
along the [11¯1] azimuth shows (c) crystalline region and twins near interface with sapphire.
Green dots highlight the crystallographic structure of Ir. Crystallographic indexes refer to Ir.
We then address the crystalline structure of the Ir thin films. Figure 1.4(a) shows x-ray
pole figures of sapphire and of the Ir thin film (10 nm). The threefold symmetry and Bragg
diffraction angles prove that the Ir is (111)-textured and has a well-defined in-plane epitaxial
relationship with sapphire, 〈112¯0〉sapphire‖〈12¯1〉Ir [figure 1.1], with a full-width at half maximum
spread of 1◦ as derived from azimuthal angle scans. Before the 1100 K annealing step, x-ray
ϕ-scan [figure 2.10], pole figures and STM evidence 180◦ twins along [111]. Consistently, TEM
cross-sections [figure 1.4(b,c)] confirm that a single orientation is obtained on topmost atomic
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Figure 1.5: Scans of the azimuthal angle (φ) for first order (200) reflection for a 10 nm (red)
and a 5 nm (blue) Ir thin films on c-sapphire.
layers following the annealing step, and that the Ir(111) films have a single-crystalline surface.
1.3 Structure of graphene on Ir(111) thin films
With a metallic surface of such high quality, graphene growth on the Ir(111) thin films proceeds
like on bulk single crystals [207]. The ethylene (C2H4) gas was conducted in the vicinity of the
sample surface by a dosing tube of 10 nm in diameter, ending 10 mm away from the sample
surface. This setup ensured a local partial pressure higher than in the rest of the chamber,
e.g., global pressure is in the range of 10−6 Pa during the CVD and in the range of 10−8 Pa as
base pressure. The temperature of metallic surface set at 1200–1500 K, controlled by a thermal
pyrometer, allows the catalytic decomposition of the hydrocarbon gas, for CVD graphene growth.
After exposure under C2H4 flow in 20 min, the sample covered with single-layer graphene was
cooled down by natural thermal radiation in UHV.
Small-angle twinned domains, having an extension between a few 10 to a few 100 nm, are
found for growth performed at 1100 K, while a single crystallographic orientation, corresponding
to the typical graphene/Ir(111) moiré [figure 1.6(b–d)], is found at 1400 K. The CVD growth
proceeds graphene layer with full coverage (< 100% [figure 1.6(a, inset) and 1.8]. The uniform
layer of graphene of high quality replicates the atomic smoothness of Ir(111) buffer layer by
extending coherently across its atomic steps [figure 1.6(a) and 1.8].
The main orientation is 〈11¯00〉C‖〈12¯1〉Ir, as shown by RHEED. Graphene rods are only found
along the 〈11¯0〉 azimuth of Ir(111) [figure 1.7(b)]. In this orientation, also superstructure rods
from the moiré are observed [figure 1.7(a,b)]. The distances from the Ir, graphene, and moiré
streaks to the central one allows to estimate the in-plane lattice parameters of graphene and the
moiré, 0.246± 0.001 nm and 2.634± 0.014 nm, respectively, which is similar to the situation on
bulk single crystals [220].
STM topographs display the typical wrinkles [242] and Ir step edge reshaping [207] [back
and white arrow in figure 1.8]. One solution to minimize the density ripples is employing the
TPG procedure at high temperature and then CVD at 1200 K, required temperature for the
growth of high quality graphene. Neither STM nor RHEED detected any evidence of multilayer
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Figure 1.6: Single graphene layer grown at 1400 K on the Ir (111) film, in real space: STM
topographs (a) of epitaxial graphene on Ir(111), (inset) the few remaining areas not covered by
graphene are highlighted in blue, (b) evidencing the moiré (white rhombus) and (c) revealing the
six-atom-carbon rings at atomic resolution. (d) Hexagonal atomic structures of Ir(111) surface
(below, gray) and graphene (above, violet) [248]. Crystallographic indexes refer to Ir.
graphene as they well characterized single layer of graphene on the Ir surface.
The Raman spectra presented in figure 1.9(a) is averaged over a 20 µm × 20µm region.
It shows the characteristic features for single-layer graphene, i.e., the G and 2D peaks, whose
frequency shifts are 1594 cm−1 (FWHM: 7 cm−1) and 2688 cm−1 (FWMH: 17 cm−1), respec-
tively. The I2D/IG ratio> 1 and the shape of the 2D peak are strong evidence of single-layer
graphene [249]. As compared to graphene on others supports (epitaxially grown or exfoliated),
G and 2D band positions are both shifted to higher frequency and their FWHM are extremely
sharp, most prominently for the G band. These observations indicate a charge transfer between
graphene and its Ir support [249], the sign of the shift suggesting p-doping of graphene, which
agrees with photoemission spectroscopy [250]. The absence of a D band implies that graphene
is quasi-defect-free, consistent with the STM data. One could expect the wrinkles rising the
D peak like in Raman spectra of CNT [251], but the wrinkles/graphene area ratio is negligi-
ble to induce observable D peak. The narrow width of the G band rules out the presence of
amorphous carbon. The strong background observed for all spectra is due to Ir luminescence.
Previous attempts in measuring Raman spectra for graphene on Ir bulk single-crystals remained
unsuccessful. But Starodub et al. claimed that hybridization of the pi band is responsible for the
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Figure 1.7: Single graphene layer on the Ir (111) film in epitaxial relationship
〈112¯0〉sapphire‖〈12¯1〉Ir in reciprocal space: (a) RHEED pattern of graphene/Ir(111) (10keV, 〈11¯0〉)
azimuth). First order Ir, graphene, moiré streaks are highlighted as well as the zeroth order
streak and one second order moiré streak. (b) Brillouin zones of Ir(111) and graphene together
with the moiré superstructure [248]. Crystallographic indexes refer to Ir.
120 nm
Figure 1.8: STM topographs showing graphene wrinkles (black arrow) as well as reshaping of
underneath Ir step edges of graphene/Ir(111) (grown at 1400 K).
loss of the Raman signal of the main graphene domain [252]. In this case, our Raman observation
could be obtained from rotational domains which coexist with the main domain grown by CVD
on Ir(111) [208]. Figure 1.9(b-d) shows a large-are spatial maps of the Raman G band intensity,
2D density and 2D position. These maps are remarkably homogeneous on graphene-covered
regions while the black areas are graphene-free regions. The observed fluctuations are artifacts
originating from low signal-to-noise ratio due to the strong Ir backgound. We propose that the
presence of holes on graphene allows for the intercalation of species between graphene and Ir
substrate upon exposure to the air. This might strongly decouple graphene (including the main
domain) on Ir and could also explain the discrepancy of Raman spectra between our observation
in air and that of Starodub et al. [252].
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Figure 1.9: (a) Raman spectrum showing G and 2D peaks and 30 × 30µm maps of the (b) G
density, (c) 2D density and (d) 2D position. (laser wavelength: 532 nm, power: 1.7 m W µm−2).
1.4 Conclusion and perspectives
I have shown that extremely high quality, large area, single layer graphene can be prepared by
UHV CVD on 10 nm-thick single crystalline Ir(111) films grown on sapphire wafers. These new
samples are especially suited for multi-technique characterizations as we have shown and we
will further show in this manuscript. Moreover they open a route towards high quality graphene
production. The transfer of graphene to arbitrary supports whose choice will be governed by the
triggered application, is the next step. Preliminary works in this direction, with electrochemical
etching of Ir, indicate that transfer to sapphire is possible.
I mention that soon after we optimized the graphene/Ir/sapphire system, Zeller et al. devel-
oped a related system, consisting of 150 nm-thick Ir thin films deposited on an yttria-stabilized
zirconia buffer layer (40–150 nm) on Si(111) [253]. This system also appears suitable for the
growth of high quality graphene. The mosaic spread of the Ir thin films in this system, below
0.2◦, is better than in the case of our system (1◦) while our preparation procedure seems more
straightforward.
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In this Chapter, I present the preparation, structure, and magnetic properties of the first
ferromagnet/graphene hybrid system which we have developed. We have used the graphene/Ir/
sapphire system whose preparation has been described in the previous chapter, and prepared
Co ultra-thin films on top by PLD. Thanks to this technique we were able to prepare flat Co
films, whose structure was improved by a mild annealing. Before ex situ analysis the samples
were capped with a Au layer. STM, RHEED, HRTEM, performed in situ allowed to unveil the
structure of the system. Ex situ focussed Kerr magnetometry and microscopy, EHE measure-
ments, and UHV XMCD allowed to address the magnetic properties of the Au-capped systems.
The results were compared to spin-polarized DFT calculations.
We found that the thin films display perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the thickness
range between 0.65 and 1.30 nm, in agreement with first-principles calculations. The domain
propagation follows a thermal creep-like regime with domain size larger than 1 µm, and a mag-
netic field as low as 3.5 mT reversing magnetization in 1-nm-thick Co film. Comparing these
results with those obtained for Co films of the same thickness, but not annealed, and with Co
films directly on Ir (i.e. without graphene) reveals that the annealing step favors perpendicu-
lar magnetic anisotropy and that graphene enhances this tendency, presumably thanks to the
hybridization between C and Co atoms. Non-metallic contributions observed in absorption ex-
periments support this latter point. The sum rules calculations from XMCD signals also hint at
covalent bonding between Co and C atoms, and display a decrease of the Co magnetic moment,
in comparison with bulk Co.
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2.1 Introduction—Graphene/ferromagnet hybrid systems
The promising potential of graphene in spintronics, exceeding that of other carbon materials,
has been highlighted in a wealth of theoretical predictions over the last few years. Similarly to
carbon nanotubes, efficient spin transport and injection have been proposed, making use of the
low spin-orbit and hyperfine interactions in carbon, combined with a high conductivity. The
superiority of graphene is to bring this in two dimensions, which allows complex networks to be
designed by lithography, and promises a better control of the interfaces with other materials to
build hybrid architectures. Large spin transport over few 100 µm has already reported [104].
Not only spin transport but also spin polarization in graphene is a topic of intense in-
terest. For this, the two-dimensional (2D) nature of graphene is again appealing, either for
shaping nanoribbons whose edges may intrinsically carry spin-polarized currents [254] or be-
cause extended contact to a suitable support is needed, including Rashba spin splitting of the
conduction bands [9, 8, 255]. Graphene may also be inserted between two planar ferromagnets
to build giant magnetoresistance junctions operated in a current perpendicular to the plane con-
figuration, with neither too low (like for giant magnetoresistance) nor too high (like for tunnel
magnetoresistance) resistance-area product, and with extremely thin spacers (see more in 1.2)
[107, 10].
grapheneAu
Co
Ir(111)
3 nm
1-3 nm
10 nm
5 mm
Figure 2.1: Schematics of a Co wedge deposit on graphene/Ir(111), capped by a Au layer.
Typical thickness for the various layers are displayed.
The magnetoresistive effect oulined in the latter proposal calls for the availability of epitaxial
ferromagnetic/graphene/ferromagetic trilayers, due to the importance of band matching with
graphene [256]. This requires that epitaxial graphene be prepared on ferromagnetic supports,
which was demonstrated years ago [257], and also requires the development of epitaxial 2D ferro-
magnetic layers on top of graphene. We foresee that such layers may serve as building blocks in
a number of spintronics setups beyond the scope in an ultrathin 2D metallic ferromagnetic layer
sandwiched between graphene and another metal layer of a heavy element such as gold. A strong
out-of-plane electron potential gradient results from the structural inversion asymmetry imposed
by the two distinct interfaces. This fields may exceed that in Pt/Co/alumina trilayers where a
strong s-d-mediated Rashba field was recently proposed [258]. Also, contrary to relatively thick
ferromagnetic substrates employed so far [8, 259], ultrathin films offer the opportunity to tune
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the spontaneous magnetization direction as a function of the film thickness, from in-plane to
perpendicular. Thus crossed spin-polarizers could be achieved.
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no report about trully 2D films of transition
metals having a thickness ranging from one to a few atomic layers on either graphite or graphene.
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in ultrahigh vacuum yields 3D clusters even when the deposition
is carried out down at temperature down to a few tens of Kelvins [260]. Superstructures such
as moiré on graphite [261] or graphene (Figure 4), or on the reconstructed graphitic layer of
SiC [262, 263], may provide 2D lattices of nucleation sites for the clusters. The growth mode
of 2D (wetting) or 3D (dewetting) is determined by the minimum total energy of obtaining
surfaces and interfaces. In the absence of superstructures, cluster nucleation is sparse and
proceeds at defect sites or at random when the clusters are large enough to become immobile.
Large adatom and cluster diffusion lengths on graphene and graphite were calculated by first
principles [264, 265, 266], consistent with sparse nucleation.
Here, instead of MBE, we used PLD, which proved suitable to prepare ultrathin 2D thin
films on graphene/Ir(111)/Al2O3(0001) [figure 2.1]. Iridium is a suitable supporting surface
for this study thanks to self-limitation of a single graphene growth and a weak perturbation
(rehybridization of C atoms) on the electronic properties of graphene (Section 1.4). Thus, the
features of overgrowth Co and its magnetic properties are expected to be largely applicable to
the case of isolated graphene.
2.2 Growth of two-dimensional ultrathin cobalt films on graphene
Graphene of high quality is grown by CVD on PLD Ir(111) thin film on c-sapphire, as exhibited
in Chapter 1. For this system, the metallic films (Co and Au) were grown by PLD at room
temperature. The magnetic film requires an annealing step at 750 K before deposition of capping
layer.
At room temperature, PLD Co growth on graphene/Ir(111) nearly follows a layer-by-layer
mode up to about 1.5 nm [figure 2.2]. Only monolayer-high islands and/or trenches are found,
arising from the unavoidable non-integer mean number of atomic layers found at an arbitrary
stage of deposition. This growth mode is noticeably different from that with MBE, which leads
to metal clusters at the same temperature and in this range of thickness. We believe that the
much higher instantaneous deposition rate of PLD leads to higher nucleation density of smaller
clusters at the initial stages and during the growth. As a result, the pulsed metal plume tends
to force layer-by-layer mode [267, 158]. However, we can not exclude that a few high energetic
ions may create defects in graphene, also providing nucleation sites. This latter process was
evidenced, e.g., for Co/Au [268, 158], and is demonstrated for our case in the next section.
While the high bonding energy with graphene should go against this, the light weight of C
atoms against impinging Co ions may allow for the creation of defects. At later stages mounds
set in and roughness progressively increases, probably due to the progressive increase of mean
island size.
For both regimes, the annealing of the deposit at 750 K yields a flat and crystalline Co film,
with a mean terrace width again only limited by the miscut angle of the wafer [figure 2.2, 2.3].
Cobalt was finally capped at room temperature with 1.5–3 nm Au to protect the films from air
oxidation for ex situ characterizations.
HR-TEM [figure 2.4(a)] confirms the smoothness and uniformity of the Co layer. The Co
layer contains stacking faults [figure 2.4(b)] and can therefore be viewed as a mixture of hexag-
onal compact (hcp) Co (its stable structure in the bulk form at room temperature) [figure 2.6]
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Figure 2.2: 100 × 100 nm2 STM topographs (2.4 V, 0.8 nA) of Co PLD deposited at room
temperature on graphene/Ir(111). The sequence illustrates a close to perfect layer-by-layer
growth for Co, illustrate here for 3 (a), 3.4 (b), 4 (c) and 5 (d) atomic layers.
and face-centered cubic (fcc) Co (stable above 700 K in the bulk, but often stabilized in nanos-
tructures). The graphene sheet can not be clearly identified on these images, probably due to
the graphene—Co spacing being similar to that of Co [256].
2.3 Magnetic properties
Magnetic properties of as-grown and annealed films were probed in-the-lab with the MOKE
magnetometry and microscopy and at synchrotron SOLEIL with XMCD, which are described
in Chapter 2—Part I
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Figure 2.3: (a) 600×600 nm2 STM topographs of Co film of thickness 1.7 nm (-9 atomic layers)
annealed at 450◦C. (b) RHEED pattern (10 kV) at 〈112¯0 azimuth showing the crystalline surface
of Co. Crystallographic indexes refer to hcp Co.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Large and (b) close-up cross-sectional HR-TEM images of a 1.6 nm Co film
capped with Au on graphene/Ir(111). In (b), stacking faults are observed in the Co atomic
lattice and a mixture of fcc and hcp regions is seen.
2.3.1 Magnetic moments
Here, the XMCD results are discussed to study in detail the magnetic state of cobalt on graphene
and are systematically compared with other known systems such as cobalt on iridium without
graphene or with graphene but no annealing. Figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b) display TEY absorption
spectra of annealed and not annealed films of Co deposited on graphene, 0.8 nm-thick, and
capped by Au. These were measured at 10 K and under an applied field of 5 T. Notice the
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underlying multipeak structure of the L3 edge, especially for the annealed sample. 3d oxides
display such peaks, so the first explanation could be oxidation of the samples. However, samples
grown under identical UHV conditions directly on Ir do not show these features. Generally
speaking, such sub-peaks hint at the existence of well-defined energy levels, such a result from
chemical bounds. These arise in oxides, however also in nitrides or carbides. Preliminary results
of ab initio simulation of XAS (Y. Joly, Néel Institute, private communication) indeed display
such peaks for Co films on graphene. It is therefore likely that these structures are intrinsic to
the system, and do not come from oxides or other defects.
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Figure 2.5: TEY and XMCD signals from (a) annealed and (b) non-annealed 0.8 nm-thick films
of Co on graphene across the L2,3 Co absorption edges, for left and right circularly polarized x-ray
in perpendicular incidence at 10 K under magnetic filed of 5 T. TEY signal display multi-peak
for annealed sample.
Let us now extract the magnetic information. The charge transfer from Co to graphene can
be estimated by inspecting the electronic band structure of graphene on Co(0001), as revealed by
ARPES measurements [8]. It is ca. E=2.5 eV shifted to lower energies, which can be translated
in terms of a charge density equal to E2/(pi(!vF)2) = 4.6×1014 cm−2, i.e., 0.26 holes per Co
atom. This charge transfer is too weak, we thus consider that Co atoms have the same electron
occupation number as in bulk (7.51). Applying the sum rules on XMCD signals [figure 2.5], we
deduce the orbital and spin moment per cobalt atom, 0.18 µB/atom and 1.29 µB/atom for non-
annealed samples, and 0.19 µB/atom and 1.22 µB/atom for annealed ones, respectively (table
2.1).
While the spin moments negligibly change for annealed and non-annealed layers, they are
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Table 2.1: spin moment, orbital moment, anisotropy of spin density and orbital moment of an-
nealing and non-annealing Au/Co/graphene/Ir systems. mγT = 〈Tγ〉µB/! reflects the anisotropy
of electron spin density within the Wigner-Seitz cell [233].
Sample mS(µB) mL(µB) mL/mS m
‖
T −m⊥T(µB) m‖L −m⊥L (µB)
Au/Co(0.8 nm)/graphene/Ir 1.29 0.18 0.143 0.084 0.222
non-annealing
Au/Co(0.8 nm)/graphene/Ir 1.22 0.19 0.155 0.030 -0.041
annealing (750 K)
Au/Co(0.8 nm)/Au 1.68 0.22 0.13 0.048 -0.12
annealing (450 K) [142]
both 20% smaller than the bulk value of 1.62 µB/atom (table 2.1). A reduction of magnetic
moment can be explained by the interaction with the graphene layer as experimentally observed
[112] and predicted by first-principle calculations [218] for graphene/Ni(111). It is also consistent
with our calculations in graphene/Co(0001) (see Section 2.7—Part I). The reduction can be
understood as result of carbidization of the Co atoms or a high density of Co-C bonds. However,
notice that for the case of Co-Pt clusters covered by amorphous carbon and annealed even at
higher temperature (950 K) [269], this kind of multi-peak is absent. Therefore, a different
chemical bonding, or smaller ratio of surface atoms (of thin film as compared with clusters),
is suspected in our case. Moreover, the multipeak is observed with both in-plane and out-of-
plane incidences, whereas grazing incidence (with a component of polarization perpendicular to
the plane) would be able to probe only perpendicular Co-C bonds. This means that not only
Co-C bonds perpendicular to the interface are relevant, but also Co-C bonds with an in-plane
component. A plausible reason is that the atomic PLD Co flux comprises ions whose energy is
high enough (typically, > 17 eV) to substantially remove C atoms from graphene. As a result,
there are small regions around these defects with the interface between Co and the damaged
graphene. Then, the annealing step may contribute to the formation of a carbide from these
defects. Notice that there are only four atomic layers of Co on one graphene layer (with two
sublattices), the total ratio of C atoms/Co atoms is about 1/2. This mean that the component
of Co carbide defects after annealing could be considerable to contribute on the large multi-peak
feature.
The orbital moments in both kinds of layers (table 2.1) are also much higher than the bulk
value. Notice that the high value of the orbital moment in the annealed layer may be associated
with the shoulder and sub-peaks at the Co L3 edge. The comparation with the sandwiched
Au/Co/Au system [142] with a magnetic layer having the same thickness (table 2.1), points out
the role of the graphene/ferromagnetic interface increases the orbital moment.
All these finding are consistent with first-principles calculations, performed in collaboration
with H.-X. Yang and M. Chshiev [270, 241]. Using the model shown on figure 2.6, they pre-
dicted a significant hybridization of graphene pi orbitals with Co 3d ones, consistent with earlier
calculations [256]. In that case, while the total magnetic moment of Co in the middle layer
(1.633 µB) is close to the bulk one, the moment at the interface with graphene is reduced by
0.1 µB. In contrast, we find an increase of 0.1 µB at the free surface of Co, which is consistent
with the usual situation where magnetic moments are enhanced at interfaces with vacuum, for
most transition metals or oxides, and explained on the basis of the narrowing of the 3d band of
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(a)                                                           (b)
Figure 2.6: Geometry of the vertically-relaxed Co/graphene slab derived from the first principles
calculations. (a) Top view and (b) cross-sectional view in the plane defined by [0001] and [101¯0,
as depicted with a line and arrows in (a). Co(hcp) and carbon appear in light and dark gray.
Crystallographic indexes refer to the Co lattice.
the ferromagnet [271, 272].
2.3.2 Magnetic anisotropy
We now discuss the role of graphene in the magnetic anisotropy of the present Co thin films.
Various measurements were performed on the wedge-shape samples of Co deposited on Ir(111)/
sapphire(0001), with and without graphene, and capped with Au. Some samples were annealed
before the Au capping (the hysteresis loops are shown in Appendix A).
For the annealed Co system, we obtain out-of-plan magnetization [figure 2.7(b)]. Before
quantifying these data, let us notice magnetic energy given by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model:
E = Keff sin
2 θ − µ0Ms cos(θ − θH) (2.1)
where θ is the angle between the magnetization M and the easy axis z, θH is the angle
between the applied field H and the easy axis. When the system is magnetically saturated
(dE/d = 0), we derive the following function:
H =
2Keff
µ0Ms
cos θ sin θ
sin(θ − θH) = Ha
cos θ sin θ
sin(θ − θH) (2.2)
with the magnetization is M = cos(θ− θH) and saturation magnetization is Ms = 1.18× 106
(A m−1), determined from XMCD analysis, we have Ha = 1.6 T. By fitting our data with
(2.2), we have Keff = 1.9 × 106 J m−3. With Kd = 1/2µ0M2s = 8.7 × 105 J m−3, we find a
magnetocrysalline anisotropy constant Kmc = 106 J m−3.
The magnetic field needed to saturate the magnetization of a system along a hard axis
direction is a measure of the strength of its MAE. In the simple case of uniaxial second-order
anisotropy, which we assume here, the field required is the so-called anisotropy field Ha =
2K/µ0Ms. We have used the extraordinary Hall effect (EHE) to estimate this anisotropy field,
at 300 K and for a film Au/Co[0.9 nm]/graphene/Ir. The field has been applied in the plane
of the stacking. Due to experimental misalignement in the cryostat, a small out-of-plane angle
of the order of a few degrees exists between the magnetic field and the sample surface. This
misalignment is large enough to break the out-of-plane symmetry and induces a non-zero net
perpendicular remanence, i.e., nonzero EHE at zero applied field. A saturation field is clearly
evidenced [figure 2.8], from whose fit an anisotropy field of 0.37±0.05 T is deduced, corresponding
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Figure 2.7: Normalized M-H loops obtained by subtracting the TEY signals at the Co L3 edge
and pre-edge value: (a) Au-capped annealed cobalt (0.8 nm) on (a) graphene/Ir(111) (blue) and
on Ir(111) (black) measured at 4K for 0◦ incidence. (b) Annealed Au-capped cobalt (0.8 nm)
on graphene/Ir(111) at 4K. Au-capped non-annealed cobalt (0.8 nm) on graphene/Ir(111) at (c)
4K and (d) 300K. The loops in (b-d) are measured for 0◦ (red) and 70◦ (blue) incidence.
to anMAE of 264±36 ×103J m−3, i.e., 0.237±0.032 ×10−3J m−2 for the 0.9 nm-thick Co layer.
The 80± 10 mT coercive field [figure 2.8] is consistent with the already measured out-of-plane 3
mT coercive field reported before, assuming a misalignment angle of 2◦. The magnitude of the
experimental EHE is 1.4 mΩ. Note that this value is low due to the fact that most the current
flows in the metallics bottom and capping layers (Appendix A).
In both cases of stacking with and without graphene, the out-of-plane to in-plane transition
for the magnetization occurred at a thickness of about 2.5 nm at low temperature (see Appendix
A). Comparing with symmetric Au/Co/Au films with our Au/Co/graphene system, it is clear,
from the lower values that we obtained for both the anisotropy field and the critical thickness for
perpendicular anisotropy, that the major effect for sustaining perpendicular anisotropy should
arises from the (upper) Au/Co interface. In the following I quantitatively discuss all anisotropies
as densities normalized to the thickness of the film considered here, 0.9 nm, so that they read
as J m−2.
In a crude approach for estimating the Co/graphene interface anisotropy, we assume that
the MAE of the Co layer can be separated into contributions from Co/Au and Co/graphene
interfaces, magnetocrystalline and shape anisotropies for Co. For the latter two, with the stak-
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Figure 2.8: Hall resistance of as a function of the applied field, at 300 K, measured for
Au/annealed Co (0.8 nm)/graphene/Ir. The direction of the applied field is almost in the
plane of the sample, within an uncertainty of a few degrees.
ing faults of hcp and fcc might further enhance the MAE, we consider the bulk values for
hcp Co at room temperature for simplifying the model [273]. This neglects effects of finite
temperature, which are enhanced in low dimensions, as I will mention later. The bulk magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy equals 0.36 mJ m−2 for 0.9 nm thickness. The volume density for the
shape anisotropy, −µ0M2s /2, corresponds to −0.82 mJ m−2 for 0.9 nm thickness assuming bulk
magnetization. Based on the expected Co/Au interface anisotropy of 0.5 mJ m−2 [274], the
value of 0.15 mJ m−2 is then derived for the Co/graphene interface to reach the overall value
of 0.237 mJ m−2 derived from EHE. The corresponding magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant
is Kmc = 1.12 × 106 J m−3 close to the above fitting analysis in this Subsection. Interestingly,
assuming the usual 1/t variation of MAE would yield 1.33 nm thickness for the vanishing of
PMA, in good agreement with the MOKE measurement at room temperature (1.3 nm). At
this stage, we conclude that a Co/graphene interface seems to favour perpendicular anisotropy,
although to a lesser extent than a Au/Co interface.
We used first-principles calculations to try to understand the role of the Co/graphene inter-
face in PMA. AsMAE depends subtly on strain and local environment, the structural details of
the Co slab and its interfaces should be taken into account accurately for a quantitative discus-
sion. However, whereas Co and graphene have very similar lattice parameters, a large in-plane
lattice mismatch exists between bulk Au and Co (- 14%); and Ir and Co/graphene (- 7%),
one with another. Co/graphene, Au and Ir lattices are therefore a priori not commensurate and
could only be approximated with a unit cell of at least 10 nm lateral size, which is out of the
reach of first-principles calculations. We therefore selected two simple cases that we compared:
two slabs with a thickness of three atomic layers of Co, either free standing or in contact with a
commensurate graphene sheet on one side [figure 2.6]. Hexagonal compact Co, observed in (at
least) a noticeable fraction of the films by TEM, was considered. A 2 nm vacuum slab was added
on each side with periodic boundary conditions. Note that experimentally the graphene/Ir(111)
interface is expected to have little influence since the interaction (charge transfer and orbital
hybridization) between graphene and Ir(111) is limited [250]. As the most stable structural
arrangement for graphene on Co(0001) (0.2507 nm in-plane lattice parameter) we found that
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half the carbon atoms sit right atop the Co atoms of the uppermost layer, and the other half
of the carbon atoms sit in an fcc site [figure 2.6], consistent with recent theoretical results [10].
The interface distance is 0.211 nm after out-of-plane relaxation.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Room temperature focused MOKE hysteresis loops of annealed Co (capped with
3 nm Au, on graphene/Ir(111)) with various thickness in the range of PMA. The loops have
been cycled and averaged at 11 Hz. (b) Coercive field (HC) as a function of the thickness of
the Co layer, as derived from loops in (a) (and others which are not displayed for clarity in
(a)). The peak of coercivity at low thickness may be related either to the expected variation
of anisotropy, roughly inversely proportional to the thickness, or to the relative influence of
thickness fluctuations.
We present two findings that are of particular relevance in view of the observed PMA. A
significant hybridization of graphene pi orbitals with Co 3d ones was predicted by first-principles
calculations [256]. Looking at the significant effect of graphene on the magnetism of Co, it is
clear that theMAE should be affected. TheMAE of the slabs was computed as the difference in
total energy values for in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic moments. The threee-atomic-layer-
thick Co slabs, with and without a graphene overlayer, both exhibit PMA, with magnitude
1.0133 and 1.2274 mJ m−2, respectively, excluding the magnetostatic energy. This means that,
again based on the sole discussion of the contribution of interfaces, both the Co/vacuum and
Co/graphene interfaces promote PMA, the former of 0.8 mJ m−2, however, slightly more than
the latter 0.6 mJ m−2. This agrees with the EHE measurements. With an expected anisotropy
energy of 0.5 mJ m−2 for the Co/Au interface and a negligible bulk anisotropy constant, the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant Kmc is found equal to 1.8× 106 J m−3, about two times
higher than the value evaluated value from EHE measurement.
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Let us compare our theoretical findings with existing works. Our calculations suggest
that Co/vacuum favors perpendicular magnetization. This is consistent with the recent first-
principles calculations [153], but is in contradiction with earlier reports based on tight binding
[141], ab initio [156] calculations and experimental studies [275, 276]. These contradictions
probably stem from the oversimplifed model separating MAE in contributions for the bulk and
interfaces, the latter with a universal well-defined value depending solely on the interfacial el-
ements. Layer-resolved first-principles calculations point to complex variations of MAE as a
function of the thickness of the magnetic film [156, 277] and capping layers [153]. El Gabaly
et al. highlight that anisotropy at interfaces indeed arises not only from the capping layer but
also from the surface and sub-surface magnetic atomic layers [153]. These authors stress that
below four atomic layers the concept of interface anisotropy should fail, much beyond the ap-
proximation made above about the value of magnetization in layers of finite thickness (combined
thermal and low-dimensional effects). Differences with all-metal interfaces are also expected due
to the large magneto-elastic contribution to the MAE [153] arising from the large misfit with
elements such as Au and Pt, which does not occur with graphene. Further experiments with
varying interfaces and thickness in a systematic way are required for shedding light on these
issues.
In addition, whereas the hysteresis loops are totally saturated in the Co/Ir system at 2 T, the
saturation is not reached in Co/graphene/Ir samples even at 5 T [figure 2.7(a)]. The additional
slope in the loops suggests that the graphene interface induces exchange interaction on Co film
which favors antiparallel magnetization or non-collinear magnetization arrangements. This non-
collinearity may arise from the atomic arrangement at the interface or from the neighboring
magnetic domains.
We finally discuss the temperature dependence of anisotropy. For Au/annealed Co/graphene/Ir,
the transition thickness is 1.3 nm obtained in MOKE measurements at room temperature [figure
2.9(a)] and is 2.5 nm obtained in XMCD measurements at 4 K. This means that the value is
doubled in XMCD measurements at low temperature.
For the non-annealed sample measured by XMCD on [figure 2.7(c, d)] which show in-plan
magnetization, both the magnetostatic energy and uniaxial anisotropy contribute to the mag-
netic anisotropy energy and we have:
MAE = Kmc sin
2 θ +Kd sin
2 θ = Keff sin
2 θ (2.3)
At a given temperature, Kmc = 1/2µ0HaMs and Kd = 1/2µ0M2s , then Kmc = Keff −Kd (
J m−3). From sum rules analysis yielding atomic moments, magnetization may be calculated.
Calculation for the XMCD spectra at 4 K and 300 K, the magnetic moments per atom m =
mS +mL are 1.47 µB, and 1.51 µB, respectively. With the lattice parameters of bulk hcp Co,
(a, c) = (0.25nm, 0.41nm), we derive the saturation magnetization Ms = m/V , where V is
volume occupied by a Co atom. Then, Keff ( J m−3) is determined by gray areas from the
M − H loops in figure 2.7(c, d). As a result for the analysis at 4 K and 300 K, we have
(Keff , Kd, Kmc) = (3.5 × 105, 9.5 × 105, −6.0 × 105) and (4.2 × 105, 8.0 × 105, −3.8 × 105),
respectively. Notice that the temperature variation of anisotropy is larger than the temperature
variation of magnetization:∣∣∣∆Kmc
Kmc
∣∣∣ = 3.7× 10−1 > ∣∣∣∆Ms
Ms
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∆m
m
∣∣∣ = 2.7× 10−2 (2.4)
This feature is found in most systems, that can be understood in "oversimplified" model such
as local magnetism [278]. As consequence, Ha increases from 0.60 T to 0.77 T when increasing
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the measurement temperature from 4 K to room temperature.
2.3.3 Coercivity
In this section, we discus magnetization reversal features of annealed Co/graphene films with
perpendicular anisotropy.
50 μm
Figure 2.10: 170 × 130 µm2 MOKE microscopy image of a 1 nm Co film (capped with 3 nm
Au, on graphene/Ir(111) following partial magnetization reversal with a field of 3.5 mT applied
perpendicular to the plane of the film, opposite to the initial magnetization direction. The initial
domain appears bright, while the reversed domains appear dark. The latter nucleated outside
the field of view, and inflated through thermally activated domain wall propagation, a so-called
creep regime.
Measurement were performed at room temperature in the laboratory, based on the magneto-
optical Kerr effect. The coercive field µ0HC is of the order of a few mT [figure 2.9]. This
value is several orders of magnitude lower than the anisotropy field (0.37 T). This suggests that
magnetization reversal proceeds by the nucleation of a few reversed domains at defects of the
extended film (sample edges, scratches, etc.) [279], followed by an easy propogation of domain
walls through the remaining part of the film. This picture of weak pinning is further suggested
by the abruptness of magnetization reversal around HC. A confirmation of this fact is gained
by monitoring magnetic domains during magnetization reversal, using Kerr microscopy. Under
quasi-static conditions, the average size of the domains is indeed larger than 100 µm [figure
2.10], and magnetization reversal proceeds solely through the propagation of domain walls. The
domain wall propagation is stochastic occurs in sudden jumps; it is thermally activated. This
is the so-called creep regime, characteristic of weak pinning [280]. Low coercivity is difficult to
achieve in PMA materials because their MAE is large by nature. Thus all local variations and
defects are liable to induce energy barriers and energy wells proportional to this MAE and thus
of large magnitude. Similar weak pinning and low coercivity have been demonstrated in a couple
of selected metal-on-metal systems, in the very special cases where magnetism is weakened by
either selecting extremely low thickness [281] or by weakening anisotropy and magnetism by
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ion irradiation [282]. For Co/graphene low coercivity is maintained through the entire range of
thickness for PMA, which points to the intrinsic quality of the layer microstructure.
2.4 Conclusion
In the view of spintronics setups, we developed the first ferromagnet/graphene system. It is based
on thin films only, thus suitable (unlike a system which would be obtained on bulk single crys-
tal) for standard lithography techniques allowing to prepare devices and for magneto-transport
measurements (unlike with a bulk single crystal which would shunt most of the electrical cur-
rents). Experiments and good uniformity of the layers is confirmed by the very low coercivity
of a few milliteslas over the entire PMA range, suitable for the reliable control of magnetization
via magnetic or electric fields.
The Co films were the first atomically smooth one on graphene. PLD was crucial in this
respect, for its ability to favor layer-by-layer growth. We found a decrease in spin moments
but an increase in orbital moments from annealed to non-annealed systems. X-ray absorption
showed a triple peak at the Co L3 edges in samples for which Co was annealed, whose origin
can be traced back to the extended formation of C-Co bonds, including some involving defects
in graphene, which could be generated during PLD of Co.
Based on the measurement of PMA, first-principles calculations and comparison with the
literature, PMA was mainly ascribed to the Au/Co interface, with a weaker contribution from
the Co/graphene interface. The annealed Co films capped with Au and exhibit PMA in the
thickness range of 0.65–1.3 nm. At low temperature, the Au/annealed Co/graphene/Ir and
Au/annealed Co/Ir (without graphene) exhibit the same transition thickness of about 2.5 nm
for out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization. This indicate that the Au/Co interface have more
effect on PMA than graphene/Co one. In the other hand, we found also strong evidences that the
hybridization at the Co/graphene interface promotes PMA, with a contribution of the same order
magnitude as that of the Co/Au interface. A tighter Co-graphene contact following annealing
may explain the in-plane and out-of-plane easy directions of magnetization in Co observed by
XMCD in annealed and non-annealed samples respectively.
For the annealed sample, we observed the PMA with low coercivity. In addition, the average
size of domains exceeds 100 µm. The domain wall propagation occurs like creep regime in
thermal activation with weak pinning.
The results in this chapter will be discussed in the view of the results obtained for another
system, discussed in the next chapter, in the last chapter (5 of this part).
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In this chapter, I present a second ferromagnet-graphene hybrid, consisting of a Co film sand-
wiched between graphene and an Ir(111) substrate. Unlike the system addressed in the previous
chapter, the ferromagnetic thin films is protected from air by graphene layer of high quality,
thus no further capping layer is needed. The Co film preparation follows a two-step procedure,
first room temperature deposition onto graphene, second intercalation between graphene and its
substrate by annealing. We establish a procedure which allows a mild annealing intercalation
unlike in most systems studied thus far in the literature. This is especially desirable for achieving
a smooth interface between Co and the substrate. For easing intercalation, we purposely made
use of graphene with a substantial density of defects through which Co atoms can intercalate.
LEEM, Auger spectroscopy, and DFT calculations provide converging and clear evidence of the
effectiveness of the intercalation procedure.
The magnetic properties were investigated with SPLEEM as a function of the Co film thick-
ness, which revealed PMA until thicknesses as high as 2.5 nm, and a gradual transition from
out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization expending across a wide range of 0.8 nm. We compared
the new system to Co film without a topmost graphene interface, deposited and annealed di-
rectly on the Ir substrate. The much smaller critical thickness for PMA in this system, 1.2 nm,
clearly established the strong role of the graphene/Co interface. More precisely, the Co/graphene
interface anisotropy was found to be about three time larger than the one at the vacuum/Co
interface.
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3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, metal deposition onto sp2-hybridized forms of C like
graphene usually leads to metal clusters. For bypassing this effect, we showed in the previous
chapter that, instead of MBE, PLD can be employed. Another option is the intercalation between
graphene and its substrate. Works on graphite intercalation compounds [283] inspired works on
graphene/metal systems as early as in the 1980’s [284]. In seminal works on the intercalation
of Pt between graphene and Ir(111), one of the main issue associated to intercalation was
highlighted: an intermixing between the intercalant and the substrate is liable to occur depending
on the temperature employed for achieving intercalation. No detailled investigation of this effect
was however performed at this time. Since then, in the blooming piece of work devoted to
intercalation of various species between graphene and its (various) substrates, this issue as been
overlooked. So has been the nature of the actual pathways allowing intercalation: first-principle
calculations find very large energy barriers to the diffusion of atomic species through carbon rings
or defects such as heptagon-pentagon pairs, consistent with the strongly impermeable nature of
graphene even with respect to such small atoms as He [285]. Intercalation is believed to occur
through defects, though the kind of defects which are relevant is unknown.
Thus far mainly single atomic layers have been intercalated (see, for instance [212, 9, 286,
6, 201]). It is expected that the interaction between graphene and the intercalated atomic
layer stabilizes the latter and hinders intermixing. In this sense the intercalated single layer is
certainly a simpler system than a thicker intercalated layer. In the view of probing the effects of
interfaces on the ferromagnetic properties of a (Co) thin film, the ability to vary the thickness
of the intercalated film is however crucial.
M
580 K
Figure 3.1: A clustered Co deposited on graphene/Ir(111) intercalated between graphene and
Ir(111) following mild annealing. The magnetization in the intercalated Co film remains per-
pendicular to the surface for thicknesses up to 2.5 nm.
With the help of STM, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), Raman spectroscopy, and LEEM,
we developed high-quality large-area nanometer-thick Co films having a topmost interface with
graphene and no substantial intermixing with their substrate. Spin-polarized LEEM (SPLEEM)
shows that this interface protects Co against air oxidation, whereas it promotes perpendicular
magnetization in Co, with a remarkable strength, about two times as much as interfaces with
other materials. The preparation relies on UHV CVD combined to intercalation of Co between
graphene and its substrate, Ir(111), made effective at mild temperature [figure 3.1].
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The investigation was performed at the National Center for Electron Microscopy, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, California, USA, in collaboration with A. K. Schmid and A. T.
N’Diaye.
3.2 Intercalated Co film between graphene and Ir(111)
Experiments were conducted in two separate UHV sytems (base pressure in the low 10−10 mbar
or below): one using the CVD graphene on single crystal for SPLEEM and AES, the other
using graphene on thin film for STM measurements. Co was deposited at room temperature by
electron-beam deposition at a rate of ≈3ML/min, which was determined by measuring electron-
reflectivity oscillations with the LEEM as a function of Co deposition time. Graphene was
prepared by CVD with 10−8 to 10−7 mbar ethylene partial pressures. For SPLEEM, an Ir(111)
single crystal was used and cleaned with repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering and high-temperature
flash (1500 K) under oxygen (10−8 mbar at 1100 K), whereas a freshy grown Ir((111) thin film
prepared on sapphire (described in Chapter 1) was used for STM and Raman measurements.
3.2.1 Preparing graphene suitable for intercalation
Single-layer graphene growth on Ir(111) at 1400 K proceeds with a low nucleation density,
typically a few single-crystal nuclei in a 50 µm field-of-view region [compare figure 3.2(a,b)].
As a result, grain boundaries are found with a low density, as shown in chapter 1. They
form as domains with different crystallographic orientation with respect to the substrate, upon
coalescence of the growing graphene islands having different orientations [208]. Intercalation
of a Co film overgrown on such full-layer graphene requires temperatures exceeding 1000 K,
presumably to promote large-enough surface diffusion that Co adatoms can reach the grain
boundaries. Using such high temperature poses the problem of alloying between Co and Ir
[287].
Intercalation was made effective at lower temperatures by using graphene having a higher
density of defects [figure 3.2]. On this image, the contrast is uniform not because coverage is
full, however because the island size can not be resoluble with LEEM.
Figure 3.3 shows an STM topograph of graphene grown at a lower temperature of 900 K with
10 min of 10−6 Pa (chamber pressure) C2H4 dosing on Ir(111). The typical moiré pattern arising
from the lattice mismatch between graphene and Ir(111), having triangular symmetry with about
2.5 nm periodicity [72], shows domains having an extension of the order of 10 nm and whose
orientation varies over long distances, which reflects the ill-defined crystallographic orientation
of graphene on Ir(111) for this growth temperature. A variety of defects is observed, noticeably,
heptagon-pentagon pairs formed at the boundary between misoriented graphene domains and
appearing as bright protrusions and nanometer-sized vacancies appearing as holes in graphene
(the depth of these holes does not depend on tunneling bias, confirming their topographic rather
than electronic nature). There are found in 1015 and 1016 m−2 densities, respectively. Such
high densities are due to the higher mosaic spread and high nucleation density, prominently
at substrate step edges and to a low mobility of vacancies, which are trapped in the graphene
lattice [207].
Raman spectroscopy of defected graphene reveals a G band overlapping with a D’ band, a
very small 2D band, and a strong D band, which are found at 1609 ± 5 cm−1, 1634 ± 5 cm−1,
2700 ± 8 cm−1, and 1359 ± 4 cm−1, respectively [figure 3.4]. As compared with high-quality
graphene (prepared at 1400 K), whose signal stems from graphene domains having zigzag C
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: LEEM images (50 µm field of view, electron energy 4.5 eV) (a,c) of bare Ir(111)
and Ir(111) partially covered with graphene grown at 1400 K (b) and 900 K (d). Graphene-
covered regions appear in dark. Graphene island edges in panel (b) appear blurry due to electron
deflection by the abrupt change in electric potential at the step edge. Graphene island size in
panel (d) is too small for LEEM resolution so that we can not distinguish the whether graphene
or Ir.
rows misaligned with respect to the Ir(111) dense-packed rows [288], the G band is broad and
blue-shifted. These are not due to stress because the decreased stress in graphene prepared at
lower temperature [223] would result in a red shift. The strong decrease in the 2D to G bands
intensity ratio points to C-metal hybridization [289]. Assuming a donation of one tenth of an
electron from a metal to a C atom at a defect (a lower estimate corresponding to graphene
strongly interacting with a metal [290]), the extent of the G-band blue shift would correspond
to a defect density of ≈ 5× 1015 m−2 [291], which agrees with the STM analysis. The strong D
band intensity is attributed to the contribution of off-zone center phonons at defects, activating
the otherwise forbidden double-resonance Raman scattering process [292]. The D’ is ascribed to
zone-edge and midzone phonons at defects [293].
3.2.2 Intercalation of Co
For high-quality graphene (grown at 1400 K), a high intercalation temperature of 1000 K is
needed [294]. Such as temperature causes dewetting of Co and Co/Ir intermixing, which sets in
above ≈ 600 K, as observed by SPLEEM in the form of a decrease in the magnetic contrast and
by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy as a decrease in the area below Co peaks and an increase
in the area below Ir peaks for fewer than 10 monolayers of Co deposited. In the following,
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Figure 3.3: STM topograph (50× 50 nm2) of graphene grown on Ir(111) at 900 K. One vacancy
(v) and one heptagon-pentagon pair (5-7) are highlighted as interpreted in [72].
Figure 3.4: Background-subtrated Raman spectra around the D, G, D’, and 2D bands of
graphene for graphene/Ir(111) prepared at 1400 K (blue) and at 900 K(red).
we focus on Co deposits on defective graphene (grown at 900 K), for which a lower annealing
temperature, 530 K, is sufficient for the appearance of a magnetic contrast. This lower annealing
temperatures allows us to stabilize Co films of thickness down to a single atomic layer and to
prevent intermixing at the Co/Ir interface [figure 3.6. Low-energy electron diffraction conducted
in a separate UHV chamber for 5 MLs of Co sandwiched between graphene and Ir(111), reveals
an epitaxial relationship between Co and Ir, with the surface dense-packed rows of Co-aligning
Ir ones.
The intercalation scenario is confirmed by AES before and after annealing [figure 3.5]. Figure
3.6 summaries element specific peak heights from Auger-electron spectra collected during the
preparation of a graphene/Co(2ML)/Ir(111) sample. A single-layer graphene covering clean
Ir(111) substrate produces a 272 eV carbon peak at the level marked by a circles and reduced
the magnitude of the 39 eV iridium peak to the level mark by squares. Subsequent room
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Figure 3.5: Auger electron spectra of 8 MLs Co as a function of kinetic energy, around the Ir
NOO, C KVV, and Co LMM transition, before (blue) and after (red) annealing. Percentages
indicate the intensity of the Ir and C Auger peaks normalized to the intensity of the Co peak.
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Figure 3.6: Intercalating Co grown on graphene/Ir(111). Tracking elemental Auger peak inten-
sities during graphene and Co deposition, Co intercalation (annealing in the range of 580–880
K) and loss of Co during over-annealing above 880 K.
temperature deposition of a dose of cobalt equivalent to 2 MLs thickness reduces the C and Ir
peaks [figure 3.6]. However, even moderate annealing, holding 580 ± 20 K for 5 min, already
brings the carbon signal back to the level which corresponds to bare graphene at the top of
the sample [black circles on figure 3.6]. After subsequent annealing steps up to 880 K (always
holding target temperatures within ±20 K for 5 min) the Auger peak heights remain constant
until, for higher annealing temperature, the gradual increase of the Ir signal in conjunction with
reduction of the Co signal indicates that integrity of the cobalt layer is lost [blue triangles on
figure 3.6]. Co—Ir is an isomorphic binary alloy system and Co might be dissolving into the
Ir crystal (and/or might be lost due to sublimation) [295]. This observation explains the need
to use defected graphene to promote intercalation at mild temperature. However, stability of
the three elemental Auger peaks within a wide range of annealing temperature between about
550—880 K indicates that Co/Ir(111) interfaces are kinetically quite stable. Note that in this
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experiment, a thin Co deposit was use (equivalent to about 2 ML) so that all three elemental
Auger electron peaks can be tracked in all phases of the sample preparation. In thicke Co
deposits, for instance of 10 MLs or thicker, the 39 eV iridium peak and the 272 eV carbon peak
from buried graphene are essentially suppressed.
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Figure 3.7: Intercalating Co grown on graphene/Ir(111). Tracking normalized electron reflectiv-
ity by SPLEEM, as a function of the incident energy of the electron beam for different annealing
temperatures. Before annealing, a graphene/Ir(111) film was buried under a Co film, which
has a high work function. During annealing in the temperature range above 530 K progres-
sive reduction of the surface, as the Co layer intercalates between the graphene and the Ir(111)
substrate.
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Figure 3.8: Electrostatic potential energy of a graphene/Co slab (sketched on a side-view with
gray balls) relative to the Fermi level. decreasing by 0.92 eV from 4.52 on the vacuum side to
3.60 eV on the graphene side.
To track the intercalation process in case of larger Co deposits, we used in situ LEEM ob-
servation, where the presence of graphene at the sample surface is clearly identified. Low-energy
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electron microscopes are very sensitive tools to resolve the value of the surface work function with
high spatial and energy resolution [296]. Graphene can be identified as it has a characteristically
low work function compared to metal surfaces [284, 208]. When the energy of the incident beam
is lower than the surface work function, the reflectivity of the surface is essentially 100%, while
reflectivity decreases by a subsantial factor when electrons have enough kinetic energy to enter
the crystal. As shown in figure 3.7, after annealing at 530 K, a strong reduction of reflectivity
threshold is observed by 0.8 eV. This means that the work function uniformly across the sample
surface. This is typical of the work function reduction from graphene-free to graphene-capped
transition metals such as Ni [257] and points to a graphene termination of the surface. Qualita-
tively supporting this scenario, density functional theory calculations for a Co slab with vacuum
and graphene interfaces predict a reduction of 0.9 eV of the electrostatic potential for one side of
the slab to the other [figure 3.8]. This gives an estimate for the work function difference between
graphene-capped and graphene-uncapped Co.
We conclude that the entire Co film, 8 MLs thick in the case of figure 3.5 and 3.9 has been
intercalated at the graphene/Ir(111) interface and has wet the substrate surface. No sign of
intermixing at the Co/Ir interface was found in photoemission measurements. After annealing
at higher temperature (900 K), full intermixing of Co–Ir can be observed by STM through
the moiré with parameter larger than one of graphene on Iridium. Otherwise, because of the
similar lattice parameters of Co and graphene (Table 1.5), the moiré of graphene on Co is not
straightforward to observe in epitaxial multilayer.
The driving force for the intercalation is presumably an increase in the number of bounds,
either strong or weak ones, which the Co film can form with graphene and Ir once intercalated.
Indeed, the calculated surface energies of graphene is only 0.05 J m−2 [297] , negligible as
compared with the value of Co as 3.2 J m−2 [298]. In addition, calculated binding energies
of graphene with Co and Ir are -0.033 eV per C atom and -0.432 eV per C atom [299], i.e.,
the Ir/graphene is physisorption interface while Co/graphene is Chemisorption interface. As a
evidence, the intercalation mechanism of Co between graphene is energetically favourable. We
intercalated several MLs of Co at once at moderate temperature, whereas only single atomic
layers or atom-by-atom intercalation was investigated to date [10, 294].
3.3 Magnetic properties of graphene on Co on Ir system
We now turn to the comparison of the magnetic properties of graphene-capped and -uncapped
Co films, which reveals quantitative differences and points to dominant interface effects due
to a strong interaction between graphene and Co. In SPLEEM, the contrast is defined as the
normalized difference between images probed by spin up and spin down. It reaches 3% for
electrons having an energy below 4.5 eV, against 1.5% for bare Co yields SPLEEM contrast
reaching for electrons above this energy. These contrast values are typical of Co films of good
quality [237], consistent with the good electron diffraction (LEED) on these surfaces.
SPLEEM images of Co intercalated between graphene and Ir(111) recorded at room tem-
perature after annealing [figure 3.9(a,b)], contrast with those recorded for Co films of the same
thickness directly grown on Ir(111) and annealed once for all [figure 3.9(c,d)]. Eight MLs Co films
intercalated at the graphene/Ir(111) interface is prominently out-of-plane magnetized. Careful
inspection reveals a marginal in-plane component of the magnetization for the latter. The
much stronger interface anisotropy on the graphene/Co side than on the Co/Ir side could yield
nonuniform magnetization configuration originating form inhomogeneities in Co thickness, that
is, configurations that minimize dipolar (shape) and interface energies [300, 301]. For Co/Ir(111),
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(c) (d)
Figure 3.9: SPLEEM (20 µm field of view), electron energy 3.5 eV for (a,b) and 5.5 eV for
(c,d)] image of 8 MLs Co films, constructed by subtracting two images acquired with opposite
polarization of the spin of the incident electrons and normalizing by the average of the two
images. Panels (a) and (b) are measured for intercalated graphene/Co/Ir(111), with electron
polarization perpendicular to and in the sample surface, respectively. Panels (c) and (d) are
measured for vacuum/Co/Ir(111), with perpendicular and in-plane polarization, respectively.
The Co layers are prepared by the same procedure for both systems.
the transition between in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization occurs abruptly, within 1 ML,
at ≈ 6 MLs of Co. For graphene/Co/Ir(111), the transition extends up to ≈ 13 MLs (≈ 2.6 nm)
within 3 to 4 MLs. This shows that the graphene/Co interface allows fine control of the magne-
tization direction and strongly favors perpendicular magnetization in the Co films underneath,
beyond most cases of Co/metal interfaces displaying perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA).
As already discussed in Chapter 2, the origin of the contribution of the graphene/Co interface
lies in the chemical bonding between the two stacks. In that sense, we identify a similarity with
the case recently uncovered interface of Co with oxides such as Al2O3 and MgO [302, 160], giving
rise to giant interface anisotropy.
To estimate the contribution of the graphene/Co interface to the PMA, we start by assuming
that the MAE is uniaxial with second order. The energy of magnetic layers can then be
written E = −K sin2(θ), where θ is the angle between the magnetization and the normal to the
film and the total magnetic anisotropy. K includes shapes anisotropy Ks = −(1/2)µ0M2s and
magnetocrystalline anisotropy Kmc. The latter may be split in a volume contribution KV and
surface/interface contributions:
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Kmc,1 = Kv + (KCo/Ir +Kvacuum/Co)/t (3.1)
Kmc,2 = Kv + (KCo/Ir +KGr/Co)/t (3.2)
for case (1) of bare Co/Ir(111) films and for case (2) of graphene covered films, respectively,
with t the film thickness. Critical thickness of bare graphene covered films, t1 and t2, correspond
to the condition Kmc = −Ks. In our case the shape anisotropy is constant from (3.1) we can
write
Kv + (KCo/Ir +Kvacuum/Co)/t1 = Kv + (KCo/Ir +KGr/Co)/t2 (3.3)
which permits us to estimate the contribution of the graphene/Co interface to PMA, with
rough hypothesis of equal volume contribution Kv in both systems with and without graphene:
KGr/Co = (t2/t1 − 1)KCo/Ir + (t2/t1)Kvacuum/Co (3.4)
The interface energy KCo/Ir was reported to be 0.8 mJ/m2 [303]. While experiments [276]
showed that the value of Kvacuum/Co is close to zero in the case of Co films strained to match the
0.277 nm lattice contant of Pt(111), strain-dependent ab initio calculations [155] showed that
the value of the surface anisotropy increases to approximately 0.3 mJ/m2 when the in-plane
lattice constant is reduced to the value of bulk Co, 0.251 nm. We observed the critical thickness
to increase by the factor of 13/6 when the Co films are intercalated under graphene. Assuming
that this increase is driven by the difference of interface anisotropy between Co—vacuum and
Co—graphene interfaces alone, it follows that the value of KGr/Co is approximately 1.6 mJ/m2,
as already mentioned. This value is relatively large compared to values unusually reported for
Co/metal interfaces, confirming that additional mechanisms are working in our system, such
as chemical bonding. We can also not exclude that the intercalation process and surfactant
role of graphene layer affects the wetting of the Co film on the Ir(111) surface and its structural
properties. These effects may induce strain in the FM and induce changes in the crystallography
(bulk lattice parameters of Co and Ir are 0.27 nm and 0.25 nm, respectively), thus modifying the
magnetic anisotropy (Section 1.3). Finally, in supposition a negligible value of KV in comparison
with
∑
Kinterfaces/t, we have the unaxial anisotropy constant Kmc ≈ 9.2× 105 J m−3. We take
this value to compare with that of other systems in chapter 5.
3.4 Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that Co films, protected by a graphene overlayer and having an
abrupt interface with their substrate, can be conveniently prepared via UHV CVD, followed
by intercalation at mild temperatures. Intercalation is a colander-like effect, through graphene
defects. The graphene/Co interface has a surprisingly strong interface magnetic anisotropy,
which promotes perpendicular magnetization in films as thick as 13 MLs and induces a very
extended reorientation of the magnetization direction, allowing us to control the magnetization
direction across as much as 4 MLs.
In a recent study, Decker et al. investigated the intercalation and magnetic properties of a
single layer of Co between graphene and Ir(111), and found PMA as we do. They observed a
graphene/Co moiré revealing that the Co is pseudomorphic to Ir(111), and revealed a varying
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spin-polarization in Co/graphene along the moiré, which according to spin-polarized DFT calcu-
lation should lead to large spin moments locally induced in graphene [304]. The analysis of the
effects of strains, through the analysis of the moiré for instance, as a function of the thickness
of Co, is an important one for further understanding the magnetic properties.
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In Chapters 2 and 3, I reported the growth and magnetic properties of ultrathin ferromagnetic
films in contact with graphene. In the present chapter, I discuss the investigation of graphene-
ferromagnetic systems different in nature, including, instead of ferromagnetic thin films, self-
organized magnetic clusters. Nanoclusters composed of various transition metals were shown to
self-organized on the moire between graphene and Ir(111).
Fe and Co clusters, comprising 26–2700 atoms were deposited by molecular beam epitaxy.
For achieving self-organization the clusters were seeded with the help of small Ir or Pt clusters
nicely organized onto the moire. The structure and magnetic properties were studied in situ
with the help of STM and XMCD, respectively. The sum rules calculation indicate a substantial
decrease of the orbital moments but similar spin moment, in comparison with bulk values. At
the lowest temperature allowed in our measurements, ca. 10 K, the few 10 atoms-clusters are
superparamagnetic. Surprisingly they exhibit no magnetic anisotropy, suggesting a a very weak
effect of the cluster/graphene interface. We observe difficult saturation of the magnetization
of the clusters and a temperature-dependent susceptibility which could be interpreted as the
manifestation of magnetic domains exceeding the cluster size in a simple Langevin description
of the system, i.e., to magnetic interactions between the clusters. We also observed metal cluster
damage under soft x-ray exposure, which we ascribe to the decomposition of graphene by the
clusters.
4.1 Introduction—Magnetic nanoclusters on epitaxial graphene
A noticeable effort is focused at theory level on understanding the magnetic properties of
graphene in the presence of transition metals like Fe, Co, or Ni. For example, the graphene-
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mediated exchange interaction between adatoms or impurities each holding a net magnetic mo-
ment has been explored and unconventional scaling with distance has been anticipated [11].
Also, magnetic anisotropies as high as required for room-temperature magnetic storage have
been predicted for Co dimers [12]. So far, experimentalists investigated simpler systems, most
prominently the interface between a ferromagnetic layer and graphene. They are indispensable
for basic information on proximity-induced magnetic moments in carbon [7] or the graphene/Co
magnetic anisotropy Chapter 2, 3. The 2D array of Co nano-clusters of about 2 nm-scale is
obtained on BN/Rh(111) by the mean of buffer layer assisted growth (BLAG) thank to the
corrugated template surface [135]. Capping with non-magnetic materials (Pt, Au, Al2O3) and
magnetic material (MnPt), this systems exhibit no remanence but are suitable to study basic
physical phenomena of nanomagnetism such as exchange bias effect.
Figure 4.1: A simple illustration of self-organization of magnetic clusters (Co, Fe) with the help
of self-organized seed (Ir, Pt) on graphene/Ir(111).
A step towards low-dimensional systems is the assembly of equally sized Fe, Co, or Ni clusters
comprising 10–103 atoms [figure 4.1, which are well adapted to the study of the size-dependant
magnetic properties. Such clusters can be prepared on epitaxial graphene, e.g., on Ir(111) [305],
Rh(111) [306], or Ru(0001) [307], using graphene moirés as templates. The experiment was
conducted in situ at the ID08 (Dragon) Beamline, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF).
4.2 Structural properties of Co and Fe nanoclusters on graphene
on Ir(111)
Sample preparation and STM were performed in two interconnected ultra-high vacuum chamber;
high resolution STM was performed using the same sample preparation in another system.
Ir(111) was cleaned by cycles of Ar+ sputtering and flash annealing to 1500 K. Graphene on
Ir(111) was prepared by CVD of ethene following a two step procedure yielding a closed and
perfectly oriented monolayer [172]. Co, Ir, and Pt evaporation was performed close to room
temperature. The deposited amount θ is specified in ML, 1 ML being the surface atomic density
of Ir(111).
In these systems, the strong interaction between graphene and metallic clusters forms thank
to local sp2 to sp3 hybridization within particular regions of moiré pattern, i.e., self organization.
While the clusters lattices can be grown on graphene on Ir(111) for Ir, Pt, W and Re [308], the
self-organized mechanism does not work with the magnetic clusters such as Ni, Fe and Co. This
mechanism is based of the bonding of every second carbon atom in graphene alternatively with
the metallic atoms of clusters and substrate. One might consider the criterion of the effective self-
organization combining from three factor: large cohesive strength of the metal, rehybridization
of C atom of graphene in contact with cluster and match between nearest atoms with every
second C atom [308]. Due to the perfect self-organization of Ir clusters, the optimal nearest
distance of metal atoms is considered around 0.27 nm, beyond the nearest neighbour distance of
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the magnetic metal (around 0.25 nm). In our investigation, we study the magnetism of clusters
as a function on their size, therefore we deposited beforehand a small amount of self-organized
cluster as seed superlattice, using the small-size clusters effective self-organization like Ir or Pt
to define the cluster lattice and further grow of magnetic metal. This allows us to control growth
and the size of magnetic magnetic clusters afterwards [305].
(a) (b) (c)
10 nm 10 nm 10 nm
Figure 4.2: STM topographs of metal clusters on graphene on Ir(111): (a) Co26 seeded by Pt13,
(b) Co500 seeded by Ir50, and (c) pure Co2700. Numbers are in averages and determined by the
amount of metal deposition with density of clusters.
Through seeding with Pt and Ir, for small θ < 1 ML, arrays of Co clusters with the moiré
pitch of 2.5 nm are formed. The majority of clusters is rather uniform in size, while a fraction
of about 15% of the cluster is coalesced form two (or three) clusters each of which is formed
in a moiré unit cell [305]. For θ > 1 ML, still dense arrays are obtained, but each cluster
spans several moiré cells and is anchored by several seeds [305]. Deposition of Co without seeds
leads to sparse, disordered cluster assemblies. Here, I report results on five samples (Table 4.1):
triangular lattices of Co26 (26 atoms in average) seeded by Pt13 [figure 4.2(a)], similar to Ir13Co26
and Pt16Fe26), Co500 seeded by three to four Ir15, Ir50 hereafter, [figure 4.2(b)], and pure Co2700
[figure 4.2(c)]. The cluster size are determined by the amount in monolayer, i.e., number of total
atoms, of deposited metal according to the area density of clusters. For example, the amount
of φ = 0.13 ML of Pt or Ir put into practice for the self-organized of seeds offers the highest
occupied sites on the moiré pattern, i.e. highest cluster density, yielding the size of 13 atoms
with the height of 1 atomic layer [305].
4.3 Magnetic properties of Co and Fe nanoclusters
We observed similar magnetic behavior for Fe and Co clusters of the same size. In the following,
we focus on the case of Co clusters.
XMCD was conducted at the ID08 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility,
monitored in the total electron yield (TEY) mode using (99± 1%) circularly polarized light and
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Table 4.1: Orbital (mL), spin (mS) magnetic moments and their ratio (mL/mS) measured at 5
T, 10 K with the x-ray beam perpendicular to the samples, which were prepared with different
deposited amount of seeding and magnetic material (φ), and the average cluster distance (d) for
each sample (except for Pt13Co26, Ir13Co26 and Pt16Fe26, where d is the moiré pitch).
Sample φ(ML) d(nm) mS(µB) mL(µB) mL/mS
Pt16Fe26 0.13/0.25 2.5 2.0± 0.2 0.09± 0.02 0.13± 0.04
Febulk [232] 1.98 0.085 0.043
Pt13Co26 0.13/0.25 2.5 1.5± 0.2 0.22± 0.02 0.15± 0.04
Ir13Co26 0.13/0.25 2.5 1.0± 0.2 0.20± 0.02 0.20± 0.04
Ir50Co500 0.17/1.70 4.8 1.7± 0.2 0.20± 0.02 0.12± 0.03
Co2700 0.25 30 1.7± 0.2 0.18± 0.02 0.11± 0.03
Cobulk [232] 1.62 0.15 0.095
up to ±5 T magnetic fields.To test x-ray beam damage effects, also small Co8 clusters seeded
by Ir4 were also probed.
The TEY was measured at 10 K and ±5 T across the Co L2,3 absorption edges for left- and
right circular polarizations of an x-ray beam entering the sample under varying incidence from
normal to grazing (70◦). Subtracting the TEY measured for ±5 T or opposite polarizations
yields the XMCD signal (see Chapter 2—Part I). Figure 4.3(a) shows the TEY of Pt13Co26 at
5 T in normal incidence for both circular polarizations, while figure 4.3(b) shows the XMCD
signal for normal and grazing incidence. No sign of Co oxidation is seen. Magnetization versus
filed (M-H) loops were obtained by subtracting the TEY measured at the Co L3 edge (779 eV)
by the pre-edge value at 774 eV and then normalizing to the pre-edge value.
right
left
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Figure 4.3: (a) TEY from Pt13Co26 clusters across the L2,3 Co absorption edges, for left and
right circularly polarized x-rays in perpendicular (⊥) incidence, at 5 T and 10 K. (b) XMCD
signals for ⊥ and 70◦ incidence (vertically shifted for clarity).
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We used sum rules [236] with the number of holes value for bulk and followed the procedure
described by Ohresser et. al. [309] for deriving the orbital (mL) and effective spin (mS, including
a dipolar term) magnetic moments at 5 T, where the M-H loops are close to saturation [figure
4.4(b)]. for Co, we find mS = 1.5 ± 0.2 µB, comparable to the bulk value of 1.62 µB. On the
contrary, mL/mS is larger than the 0.095 bulk value [310]. Increasing the cluster size (Ir50Co500
and Co2700) does not substantially modify mS but results in a decrease of mL/mS towards the
bulk value. The same tendency is also noticed for Fe cluster (table 4.1). The good agreement
of the experimentally measured mS with the bulk value indicates that a possible charge transfer
between Co, Pt, and graphene does not significantly affect the Co magnetism. The enhancement
of mL/mS for small clusters compared to the bulk is typical of small-size objects and arises from
the local loss of symmetry (lower coordination or strain).
26
50 500
2700
13
Figure 4.4: (a) Normalized M-H loops at 10 K for Pt13Co26, Ir50Co500, and Co2700 for in-
plane (70◦) and perpendicular (⊥) incidence. (b) Temperature M-H loops and Langevin fits for
Pt13Co26 at ⊥ incidence. Curves are vertically shifted.
M-H loops display very weak anisotropies for all cluster sizes [figure 4.4(a)]. For Pt13Co26
clusters, they do not seem to reach saturation and show no hysteresis down to 10 K [figure
4.4(b)]. A decrease of the zero-field susceptibility is observed as temperature increases [figure
4.4(b)]. Larger clusters have non-zero coercivity, which vanishes at 40± 5 K.
The anisotropy of mL is here negligible. Within the Bruno model linking the magnetic
anisotropy energy (MAE) with the anisotropy of mL (arising from crystal structure, strain,
and interface hybridization) [141], this is consistent with the nearly isotropic hysteresis loops.
We do not consider dipolar anisotropy here, as the arrangement of the magnetic atoms in the
seeded clusters is unknown and the difference between Co and Pt lattice parameters is high
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(about 11%). The observation of weak MAE whatever the environment (Pt or Ir seeding) and
cluster size is similar to the capped Co clusters on BN/Ru(111) [135] and contrasts with other
low-dimensional magnetic systems on metal surfaces [309, 144, 311].
The absence of coercivity and the decrease of the zero-field susceptibility with increasing
temperature are strong indications that the Pt13Co26 clusters are superparamagnetic, as often
is the case for such small nanoclusters at these temperatures. Given the close-to-isotropic mag-
netic properties of teh clusters, the M-H loops were fitted with a Langevin function (1.21), i.e.,
assuming no magnetic anisotropy. An additional slope χadd was included in the fits, as discussed
latter:
M(H) = Ms
(
tanh−1
(
µ0MH
kBT
)
−
(
µ0MH
kBT
)−1)
+ χaddH, (4.1)
The resulting magnetic moment m = 107 ± 19 µB was found mostly independent of tem-
perature, confirming the relevance of the fitting function. Dividing m by the average number
of Co atoms per cluster gives 4.1µB per atom. This value is unphysical for metallic Co even
in low coordination [144] and largely exceeds that derived from sum rules (applied at 5 T, i.e.,
beyond the [−1,+1] T field region where most variations of the Langevin function occur). The
inhomogeneity in cluster sizes as visible in figure 4.2(a) cannot account for the high value of
m as only 15% of the islands are coalesced ones with a double or triple size. Even if there are
magnetic moments induced in the all atoms of Ir or Pt seeds, the value of total moment per atom
(∼ 2.74 µB) is still unreal. The large m value hence points to correlated spin blocks significantly
larger than a single cluster. Notice that the cluster size is about 1 nm and the nearest cluster
distance is 2.5 nm, the nearest clusters are not in contact one to other. The spin blocks might
be given by magnetic coupling between Co atoms from neighbouring clusters or indirect through
graphene (RKKY interaction) depending which of these two effects prevails at this speculative
stage.
Let me now address the linear susceptibility (linear slope in figure 4.4(b) or linear term in
equation 4.1), dominating M-H loops above ±2 T, which was taken into account in the fitting
as an addtional slope. The slope does not vary with temperature, hinting at an origin different
from superparamagnetism. Such linearity up to fields much higher than the expected sponta-
neous magnetization cannot be ascribed to dipolar energy. Instead, tt might indicate exchange
interactions favoring antiparalled or non-collinear magnetization arrangements. Whether this
non-collinearity arises within each cluster in a hedge-hog fashion [312] or from a block of neigh-
boring clusters remains speculative with the present data.
For larger clusters (Ir50Co500 and Co2700), the vanishing of coercivity (40±5 K) is presumably
dominated by the blocking temperature of the largest clusters, around 10 nm in diameter and 3
nm in the height for Co2700 assemblies.
Finally, I discuss the degradation of the cluster upon exposure to x-rays. As documented
by figure 4.5, the XMCD signal as well as XAS spectra decreases through 8 hours exposure by
40%, as derived from the sum rules. Surfaces measured after the same waiting time, but not
exposed to the beam, did not show any reduction of moment. Therefore, surface contamination
may be excluded. Consequently, the beam induces damage to the sample. Such a degradation
is common for fragile magnetic species [313, 314] but is usually not observed for metal clusters.
We surmise that the x-ray beam promotes the decomposition of graphene by the clusters, similar
to what happens at elevated temperature [315]. Then, carbon enrichment of the clusters might
be liable for the reduction of the Co XMCD signal.
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Figure 4.5: (a) XMCD signal normalized to absorption for Ir4Co8, at the beginning and after 8
h irradiation.
4.4 Conclusion
Using XMCD, we explored the magnetism of Co and Fe clusters on graphene/Ir(111), which
we related to the custer size and distribution by (STM). Surprisingly, we found extremely weak
magnetic anisotropies, although orbital moments are found to be slightly enhanced compared
to bulk values, as it is expected due to the contribution of weakly coordinated atoms. From
a simple analysis we derive macrospin values too large to correspond to a single cluster. This
suggests magnetic interactions between clusters, for instance through the substrate, though the
model which we employed is probably too simple to allow definitive conclusions to be drawn on
this fact. We also identify degradation of the clusters upon exposure to the x-ray beam.
Further experiments are needed in a temperature range in which the cluster will become
ferromagnetic. This would allow us to probe magnetic configuration induced by magnetic inter-
actions between the clusters, such as parallel alignment of the magnetic moment of each clusters.
Varying the distance between the clusters, by using graphene-metal moires having different pe-
riodicities, may allow to explore ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic exchange interactions.
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5Summarizing the distinctive magnetic
proporties in the three hybrid systems
In this chapter, I summarize the main magnetic properties of the three systems which have been
studied, Au/Co/graphene/Ir, graphene/Co/Ir, and nanoclusters/graphene/Ir.
The magnetic moments (spin and orbital components) are systematically smaller for thin
films than for clusters (table 5.1). One would expect the oposite if the effect of the low-
coordination of atoms in these low-dimensional systems would prevail. Here we are led to
the conclusion that the strength of the interaction between graphene and the magnetic element,
stronger for thin films, modifies the chemical nature of this magnetic element, in turn reducing
its magnetic moments. This effect is not only expected at the ferromagnet/graphene interface,
but also at the interface between the ferromagnet and either the capping layer (Au, in the first
kind of systems) or the substrate (Ir, in the second kind of systems). In all cases (thin films and
clusters) the orbital moments are smaller than in the bulk, which is expected.
I now discuss the magnetic anisotropy of the thin Co films. At 4 K the annealed Au/Co/
graphene/Ir systems has PMA until 2.5 nm; at room temperature it has PMA between 0.65 nm
and 1.3 nm, and in-plane magnetization beyond this range. In contrast, non annealed Au/Co/
graphene/Ir displays in-plane magnetization already for a 0.8 nm thickness. At room tem-
perature, graphene/Co/Ir systems has PMA until 2.5 nm. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy
constants are negative for non-annealed Au/Co/graphene/Ir and positive for annealed Au/Co/
graphene/Ir and graphene/Co/Ir with comparable values for the two latter systems (table 5.1).
The fact that Co/Ir and Co/Au are known to have different magnetic anisotropy energy contri-
butions [316, 142] suggests different Co/graphene contributions from one system to the other.
At this point we may only surmise that the contact between graphene and Co is different in the
two systems, presumably better in the intercalated system.
A possible important difference between the two systems, besides the perfection of interfaces,
might be the strain in the films, which has strong effect on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
Growth on graphene, like is the case in Au/Co/graphene/Ir, is not expected to be associated
with substantial epitaxial strain in view of the small graphene-Co lattice mismatch. On the
contrary, the intercalation of Co between graphene and Ir, exploited for the formation of the
graphene/Co/Ir system, is know to be accompanied by a large strain. The first intercalated
Co layer was indeed shown to be pseudomorphic to Ir [304]. This corresponds to a high tensile
strain in Co, given the 10% lattice mismatch between bulk Co and bulk Ir. The extent to which
this strain will be "transmitted" to the Co layers beyond the first intercalated one remains
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Table 5.1: Magneticrystalline anisotropy constants of investigated systems with their thickness
t (nm), thickness of a Co atomic ML is ≈ 0.2 nm. Thickness of cluster is in average. atomic
magnetic moment m (µ per Co atom). Kmc (J m−3) calculated specific thicness of Co layer at
300 K.
Sample Ir/Gr/Co/Au Ir/Gr/Co/Au Ir/Co/Gr Gr/Co/Au Pt13Co26/Gr
Growth PLD PLD MBE VASP MBE
as growth annealing intercalation self-organization
t 0.8 0.8 2.6 0.6 0.08
Method MOKE, XMCD MOKE, XMCD SPLEEM DFT XMCD
m 1.47 1.41 1.70 1.72
Kmc −3.8× 105 106, 1.12× 106 9.2× 105 1.8× 106
unknown and deserves dedicated experiments. Note that tensile strain in Co might have a side-
effect further increasing the interface magnetic anisotropy at the Co/graphene interface: tensile
strains cause a decrease of the electronic density and are liable to induce higher reactivity [317],
thus stronger C-Co bonds.
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Conclusion and perspectives
1 General conclusion
Among numerous interests in research, graphene is potentially tought as a new material which
may play an important role in the development in electronic and spintronic applications. In
this PhD, we study the use of graphene as a template to modify the magnetic properties of
ferromagnetic materials via the effect of interface with graphene, or provide organized arrays
with high degree of spatial order. The thesis covers two parts from the background and methods
to the result and discussion.
In the first Part, I give an overview in the history of graphene from the initial
observation to its proposal application based on its extraordinary properties:
First, there are many preparation methods of graphene and graphene-based materials which
may be used in applications, for instance with the examples of conductive electrodes, ultracapac-
itors, RF analog electronics, DNA translocation, . . . These are found with corresponding unique
performances in Section 1.1. Among them, epitaxial CVD graphene growth on metal surfaces,
including the use of epitaxial thin film and single crystal which are the methods used in our
study, are described in Section 1.4. Next, in Section 1.2, we focused on the unique magnetic
behaviour of graphene and its hybrids such as defect-induced magnetism, RKKY effect, spin
transport, spin-filtering and spin-splitting. These properties rise from the lightness of carbon,
as well as from linear-dispersion electronic structure of this two-dimensional materials.
The magnetism of reduced dimension structures such as thin film and nanocluster are dis-
cussed in Section 1.3. In general, at nano-scale, materials exhibit properties different from the
bulk, including electronic and magnetic properties. For instance, the magnetic anisotropy energy
and single domains of nanostructure revealed numerous applications, especially in spintronics
and data storage.
Finally, hybrid structures, i.e., the combination of two-dimensional graphene and these low-
dimensional magnetic structures, are presented in Section 1.5 as one objective of our study put
in the current context. Finally, in Chapter 2, I report the realization and characterization of
these structure thank to the available experimental supports. In there, single-layer graphene
is developed by CVD process, while metallic structure are deposited by PLD and MBE. Then,
the samples are characterized in situ and ex situ by STM, RHEED, HRTEM for structural
properties and SPLEEM, XMCD using synchrotron sources for magnetic properties.
In the second Part, Co ultrathin films or cluster have been investigated as fer-
romaget for hybrid structures:
Chapter 1 provides a new process to growth the graphene of high quality using an on-wafer Ir
surface. On sapphire (0001), we optimized the growth of an ultrathin film of Ir(111), typically in
the thickness range of [8–11] nm. These are enough for obtaining a crystaline surface of Ir(111)
as the thinnest films used for CVD graphene growth in our best knowledge. These films are fcc
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single-crystalline and display atomically-smooth terraces at their surface, whose regular width
directly reflects the miscut of sapphire substrate. This thin film procedure allows one to cut down
the research expenditures either of time and finances, in comparison with the single crystal. In
addition, these thin films are experimentally demonstrated for growing graphene as high quality
and suitable for numerous ex situ characterizations, for instance Raman spectroscopy, ARPES
in the laboratory or through collaborations.
One of the main topics of thesis work is use the graphene of high quality on thin film as
substrate to grow and to study the magnetic properties of epitaxial Co thin films, as seen in
Chapter 2. The magnetic films are deposited by PLD which forces to form an ultrathin film of a
few monolayer via layer-by-layer growth mode illustrated by STM images. Then, the Co layers
are, directly or after an annealing step, capped by ultrathin gold layer to avoid the oxidation in
ex situ investigations. The crystalline structure of the cobalt layer, a mixture of fcc and hcp,
was characterized with HRTEM. Magnetic properties are characterized by many techniques:
EHE measurement, MOKE focus and imagery at atmosphere and XMCD under UHV. Ab initio
calculation were provided under a collaboration to support the results for the non-annealing
film, an in-plane magnetization is found for all thickness. On the contrary, the annealing step at
mild temperature tunes the in-plane to out-of-plane magnetization which the important role of
Co/graphene interface. This interface are experimentally shown to favour PMA in the thickness
range of [0.65–1.50] nm, consistent with the ab inito first-principles calculation. Besides, we
observed multiple peaks on the XAS measurement at Co L3 which is probably the feature of the
partial carbidization of annealing Co thin films. The plausible reason is that graphene may be
damaged under the PLD of Co. This would induce because there might be extra Co-C bonds
in the system compared to the sole Co/graphene. Finally, magnetic domains of area exceeding
100 µm-scale were obtained, the domain wall propagation proceeds in the thermal creep regime,
with weak pinning. An open question remains, as whether graphene still separates the Ir and
Co surfaces, as the PLD and annealing step could damage and split graphene off Ir surface like
intercalation (described in Chapter 3).
The third topic in the thesis is using graphene with intentionally induced defects on both
single crystal and thin film to promoted the intercalation of ferromagnetic thin film, given in
Chapter 3. The intercalation process is activated by a mild annealing. We studied the intercala-
tion process and the structural properties of the system with the help of work function analysis,
Auger electron spectroscopy, electron diffraction, STM, Raman spectroscopy and low-energy
electron microscopy. Thanks to spin-polarized (SPLEEM), we find that the Co films, which
are intrinsically air-protected, exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism with a magnetization
perpendicular to the surface in the range between one and 13 monolayers. This rather unusual
large range points to a very strong magnitude of the interface graphene-Co magnetic anisotropy
energy, as compared to other systems. Comparing graphene/Co/Ir and Co/Ir stackings, we
show that the magnetic anisotropy is several times larger for the graphene/Co interface than for
the free Co surface, presumably due to a significant hybridization between cobalt d and carbon
pz states, which appears stronger in this system than in the related system which we studied,
PLD Co/graphene/Ir. Intercalation opens the route for the elaboration at mild temperature of
graphene/ferromagnetic ultrathin films for spintronics.
In Chapter 4, using in situ scanning tunnelling microscopy and in situ X-ray magnetic cir-
cular dichroism, we investigate cobalt-rich nanoclusters which are self-organized or randomly
distributed on graphene on Ir(111). Surprisingly, we find almost no magnetic anisotropy for
the smallest clusters (Pt13Co26), contrary to most observations in other systems which are self-
organized at surfaces with higher magnetic moment per atom [311]. Increasing the cluster size
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(Ir50Co500 and Co2700) does not substantially modify mS, but results in a decrease of mL/mS
towards the bulk value. The enhancement of mL/mS for small clusters compared to the bulk
is typical of small-size objects and arises from the local breaking of symmetry, i.e., lower coor-
dination or strain. The modelling of the temperature-dependant hysteresis loops of Pt13Co26
clusters in the superparamagnetic state points to a spin-block size exceeding that of the clusters,
which could be an indication of magnetic coupling between the clusters. Finally, we observe a
reduction of the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism signal versus time due to soft x-ray exposure,
which we ascribe to damages induces in the graphene upon strong illumination.
2 Perspectives and open questions:
CVD graphene on metallic thin film:
Iridium is a highly corrosion-resistant material, with strong electrochemical potentials on
aggressive chemical etchant, we met an obstacle to remove totally the ultrathin metallic film
without damaging graphene layer in transferring steps. A further step could be to investigate
the growth of an ultrathin film of an etchable and metal with also how-carbon solubility such
as Cu. The PLD growth of ultrathin films might be applied other transition metals or alloy
with varying composition in order to tuning the moiré parameters, i.e., changing the lattice
parameters and distribution [318] of self-organized clusters.
PMA of ferromagnetic/graphene hybrid systems:
The PMA systems ensure that a high magnetic remanence, low magnetostatic interactions
with the surrounding due to the ultrathin aspect ratio of the layers and high thermal stability
can be achieved, even for nanostrutures down to a very small lateral size, which is promising
for sustaining high-remanence nanomagnets in devices down to very small lateral dimensions.
PMA also opens the door to the easy realization of graphene-based devices with cross-magnetized
electrodes such as those needed for efficient spin-transfer torque magnetization precession. Other
graphene-relevant interfacial effects expected in such asymmetric layers pertain to novel ways of
controlling magnetization, such as Rashba fileds [258] and electric fields [319].
Instead of graphene/Ir(111), other graphene supports may be employed. Exfoliated graphene,
graphene/SiC and graphene prepared on metals and transferred to insulating supports [75, 242]
would a priori be well suited to lateral transport devices.
Graphene/Co thin film hybrid systems are promising in a number of respects in the view
of spintronics applications. We foresee that the systems is well-suited for the easy control of
magnetization by means of either laser illumination through the transparent graphene electrode,
external electric field appled through a gate dielectric layer deposited on top of the graphene
protective barrier, or electric current passed through current lines designed by lithography on
graphene/Co thin films. We anticipate further magnetic engineering of the interface between
Co and sp2 materials by controlling the number/nature of defects in the sp2 materials and the
composition of this material and by replacing the bottom (metal) contact with another graphene
contact. The preparation method that we developed holds generality for other high-quality
graphene-metal and low-dimensional lamelllar materials/metal hybrids systems.
Magnetism of self-organized cluster on graphene moiré:
Basing on our result so far, with a view to access unquestionably the intrinsic magnetic
(moment and anisotropy) and coupling properties of arrays of magnetic clusters on graphene,
we have repeated and extended experiments. The data is under analyse in the time of this thesis
editing. For solving the issue of cluster onset of coalescence; we proceeded to Ir20 seeding which
past experiments showed to provide more robustness against future coalescence. The analysis
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is under way and the first intention exhibits no difference to the reported result, at least, for
the magnetic isotropy. It would also be valuable to access to lower temperatures (1.5 K) to see
blocked states, and gain information on the magnetic anisotropy. Monitoring and avoiding beam
damage; could be done thanks to the defocusing of the x-ray beam specifically implemented at
the DEIMOS beamline, SOLEIL synchrotron.
While the structure of mixed cluster on graphene is still unclear, the characterization of
symmetry of the systems may allow to understand more about the observed behaviour such
as the arrangement of magnetic moments inside the cluster and the mediated role of graphene
interface. The systematic investigation of clusters size may be necessary to draw trends of
exchange interaction at such low dimensions. Finally, the optimization of an inert capping
layer is under optimization for the further ex situ characterizations and also for the possible
applications. While metals often wet however modify the cluster lattice, insulators such as
Al2O3 or amorphous carbon are considered as possible capping layers.
It could be interesting to explore other kinds of systems on graphene/metal moiré. For
instance, Rhodium clusters on graphene/Ir(111) or on graphene/Ru(0001) [320]. As an element
near the Stoner’s criterion, Rh clusters comprising 12–32 atoms are magnetic and hold magnetic
moments per atom exceeding the value of bulk Ni [321, 322]. Furthermore, Rh cluster array
can be used as seeding for the growth of CoRh and FeRh systems which might show a magnetic
polarization of 4d Rh states [323]. Indeed, the self-organized clusters of Rh on graphene have
recently been investigated and their data are under evaluation. In early consideration, the system
exhibits no magnetic behaviour.
Other perspectives
The intercalation of Eu between graphene and Iridium, which could give almost free-standing
graphene, x-ray standing wave experiments (XWS, not yet published) and spin-polarized band
structure in graphene (DFT calculations), as well as interersting magnetic phase transitions
between different Eu magnetic phases.
The issue of inducing magnetism in graphene through the contact with Co is under investi-
gation. This could lead to the study of magnetism in 2D carbon. Imaging magnetic domains,
with x-ray photoemissionelectron microscopy (XPEEM) at the carbon edge in graphene, is a
tantalizing proposal, for instance.
Finally, combining graphene with strong spin-orbit supports, e.g., Au, Ir, and magnetic clus-
ters could induce some magnetic moments in graphene. The system is an interesting approach to
induce strong spin-polarizatoin in graphene. This could be adressed with spin-polarized ARPES
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tion was also performed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
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vacuum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
a.u.: arbitrary units.
AAS: atomic absorption spectrometry
AES: Auger electron spectroscopy
ARPES: angle-resolved photoemission spectros-
copy
ARUPS: angle-resolved ultraviolet photoelec-
tron spectroscopy
BN: boron nitride
CCD cts.: charge-coupled device counts
C2H4: ethylene
CNT: carbon nanotube
CVD: chemical vapour deposition
0D: zero-dimensional
1D: one-dimensional
2DEG: two-dimensional electron gas
3D: three-dimensional
DFT: density functional theory
DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid
DOS: density of states
TC: Curie temperature
EG: epitaxial graphene
EHE: extraordinary Hall effect
EPR: election paramagnetic resonance
ESRF: European Synchrotron Radiation Facil-
ity
FET: field effect transistor
FM: ferromagnet
GO: graphene oxide
Gr: graphene
h-BN: hexagonal boron nitride
HOPG: highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
HRTEM: high resolution transmission electron
microscopy
FWHM: full width at half maximum
IMFP: inelastic mean free path
IQHE: integer quantum Hall effect
IQHS: integer quantum Hall state
LEED: low-energy electron diffraction
LEEM: low-energy electron microscopy
MAE: magnetic anisotropy energy
MOKE: magneto-optical Kerr effect
ML: monolayer
NCEM: National Center for Electron Microscopy,
Berkeley
PEEM: photoemission electron microscopy
PLD: pulsed laser deposition
PMA: perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
QHE: quantum Hall effect
RF: radio frequency
RGO: reduced graphene oxide
RKKY: Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida
SEMPA: scanning electron microscopy with po-
larization analysis
SiC: silicon carbide
SPLEEM: spin-polarized low-energy electron mi-
croscopy
SRT: spin reorientation transition
SQUID: superconducting quantum interference
device
STM: scanning tunnelling microscopy
SW: Stone-Wales
TEY: total electron yield
TMR: magnetoresistances
UHV: ultrahigh vacuum
VSM: vibrating sample magnetometer
XMCD: x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
XMLD: x-ray magnetic linear dichroism
XPS: x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XRD: x-ray diffraction
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AHysteresis loops of Au-capped cobalt
films on graphene/Ir and on Ir(111)
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Figure A.1: Normalized M-H loops at 4K for 0◦ incidence for annealing Au-capped cobalt on
graphene/Ir(111) in function of thickness: (a) 0.7 nm, (b) 1.4 nm, (c) 2.0 nm and (c) 2.5 nm
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Appendix A. Hysteresis loops of Au-capped cobalt films on graphene/Ir and on Ir(111)
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Figure A.2: Normalized M-H loops at 4K for 0◦ incidence for annealing Au-capped cobalt on
Ir(111) in function of thickness: (a) 0.7 nm, (b) 0.9 nm, (c) 1.7 nm and (c) 2.4 nm
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AExtraordinary Hall resistances in
Au/Co/graphene/Ir stacking
Due to the metallic character of the bottom layer (Ir+graphene) and capping layer (Au), most of
the in-plane current does not flow through the Co layer. The magnitude of the experimental EHE
is 1.4 mΩ at 300 K. Note that this value is low compared with other Co films with perpendicular
such as Pt/Co/Pt (125 mmΩ, [324]). The square resistance of a 9-nm-thick Ir layer is 5.9 Ω
sq−1 [figure A.1] with a residual resistivity ratio of 8.8. Assuming 80 and 10 Ω sq−1 specific
resistances for the Co and Au regions, respectively, and that the specific resistance of graphene
should drop by at least one order of magnitude as compared to undoped graphene (1000 Ω
sq−1) due to charge transfer from Ir and Co, less than 10% of the current should flow through
Co if the heterostructure behaves as resistors in parallel, i.e., neglecting interface contributions
and the finite-thickness effect. The literature values for Co EHE (0.24 ×10−10Ω m T−1) and
magnetization (1.43 106 A m−1) yield an EHE resistances of 62 m Ω for 0.9 nm thickness. The
measured EHE of 1.4 mΩ corresponds to 2.4% of the current flowing through Co, indeed less
than 10%. Other effects may contribute forward further decreasing the EHE (100% out-of-plane
remanence, partial short circuit of the transverse EHE electric field by the metallic layers).
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Appendix A. Extraordinary Hall resistances in Au/Co/graphene/Ir stacking
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Figure A.1: Specific resistance decrease from 6.35 Ω sq−1 at 300 K down to 1.14 Ω sq−1 at 2K.
Because Ir is single crystal thin film, its resistivity goes to very low value when cooling down.
The short-circuit effect is more efficient at low temperature.
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Résumé
! Graphène est un candidat pour la préparation de dispositifs spintroniques de nouvelle génération tirant partie de 
sa grande longueur de diffusion de spin et de la grande mobilité  de  ses porteurs de charge. En interagissant avec 
matériau ferromagnétique, il pourrait en outre  devenir un élément actif, comme le suggèrent des études récentes par 
physique des surfaces, qui mettent en évidence un moment magnétique de quelques fractions de magnéton de Bohr 
dans le  graphène en contact avec du fer, et une séparation en spin des bandes électroniques du graphène, d'environ 10 
meV, par un effet Rashba au contact d'un élément de grand numéro atomique (l'or). La façon dont le graphène peut 
influencer les propriétés, par exemple magnétiques, des matériaux qui y sont contactés, reste peu étudiée. Les systèmes 
hybrides de haute qualité, constitués de graphène en contact avec des couches minces magnétiques ou des plots de 
taille nanométrique, sont des terrains de jeu pour explorer les deux aspects, la manipulation des propriétés du graphène 
par son interaction avec d'autres espèces, et vice  versa. Dans le graphène contacté à des couches magnétiques ultra-
minces par exemple, de  forts effets d'interface pourraient être exploités pour contrôler l'aimantation du matériau 
magnétique. L'auto-organisation quasi-parfaite récemment découverte pour des plots nanométriques sur graphène, 
pourrait permettre d'explorer les interactions magnétiques, potentiellement transmises par le graphène, entre plots.
! Trois systèmes hybrides de haute qualité, intégrant du graphène préparé par dépôt chimique en phase vapeur 
sur le surface (111) de l'iridium, ont été développés sous ultra-haut vide (UHV) : des films ultra-minces de cobalt déposés 
sur graphène, et intercalés à température modérée entre  graphène et son substrat, ainsi que des plots nanométriques 
riches-Co et -Fe, organisés avec une période de 2.5 nm sur le moiré entre  graphène et Ir(111). Auparavant, des films de 
10 nm d'Ir(111), monocristallins, déposés sur saphir, ont été développés. Ces films ont été par la suite utilisés comme 
substrats en remplacement de monocristaux massifs d'Ir(111). Ces nouveaux substrats ont ouvert la voie à des 
caractérisations multi-techniques ex situ, peu utilisées jusqu'alors pour étudier les systèmes graphène/métaux préparés 
sous UHV.
! Au moyen d'une combinaison de  techniques de surface in situ et de sondes ex situ, les propriétés structurales, 
vibrationnelles, électroniques et magnétiques des trois nouveaux systèmes hybrides ont été caractérisées et confrontées 
à des calculs ab initio. Un certain nombre de propriétés remarquables ont été mises en évidence. L'interface  entre 
graphene et cobalt implique  de fortes interactions C-Co qui conduisent à une forte anisotropie  magnétique d'interface, 
capable de pousser l'aimantation hors de la surface d'un film ultra-mince en dépit de la forte  anisotropie de forme dans 
ces films. Cet effet est optimum dans les systèmes obtenus par intercalation entre graphène et iridium, qui sont par 
ailleurs naturellement protégés des pollutions de l'air. Les plots nanométriques, au contraire, semblent peu interagit avec 
le graphène. Des plots comprenant environ 30 atomes restent superparamagnétiques à 10 K, n'ont pas d'anisotropie 
magnétique, et leur aimantation est difficile à saturer, même sous 5 T. D'autre part, la taille des domaines magnétiques 
semble dépasser celle d'un plot unique, ce qui pourrait être le signe d'interactions magnétiques entre plots.
Summary
! Graphene is a candidate for next generation spintronics devices exploiting its long spin transport length and high 
carrier mobility. Besides, when put in interaction with a ferromagnet, it may become an active building block, as 
suggested by recent surface science studies revealing few tenth of a Bohr magneton magnetic moments held by carbon 
atoms in graphene on iron, and a Rashba spin-orbit splitting reaching about 10 meV in graphene on a high atomic 
number element such as gold. The extent to which graphene may influence the properties, e.g. magnetic ones, of the 
materials contacted to  it was barely addressed thus far. High quality hybrid systems composed of graphene in contact 
with magnetic thin layers or nanoclusters are playgrounds for exploring both aspects, the manipulation of the properties 
of graphene by interaction with other species, and vice versa. In graphene contacted to ultra-thin ferromagnetic layers for 
instance, strong graphene/ferromagnet interface effects could be employed in the  view of manipulating the magnetization 
in the ferromagnet. The recently discovered close-to-perfect self-organization of nanoclusters on graphene, provides a 
way to probe magnetic interaction between clusters, possibly mediated by graphene.
! Three  high quality hybrid systems relying on graphene prepared by chemical vapor deposition on the (111) 
surface of iridium have been developed under ultra-high vacuum (UHV): cobalt ultra-thin and flat films deposited on top of 
graphene, and intercalated at moderate temperature between graphene and its substrate, and self-organized cobalt- and 
iron-rich nanoclusters on the 2.5 nm-periodicity moiré between graphene and Ir(111). Prior to these systems, 10 nm-thick 
Ir(111) single-crystal thin films on sapphire were  developed: they were latter employed as a substrate replacing bulk 
Ir(111) single-crystals usually employed. This new substrate opens the  route to multi-technique characterizations, 
especially ex situ ones which were little employed thus far for studying graphene/metal systems prepared under UHV.
! Using a combination of in situ surface science techniques (scanning tunneling microscopy, x-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism, spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy, auger electron spectroscopy, reflection high-energy 
electron diffraction) and ex situ probes (x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, MOKE 
magnetometry) the structural, vibrational, electronic, and magnetic properties of the three new graphene hybrid systems 
were characterized and confronted to first-principle calculations. Several striking features were  unveiled. The interface 
between graphene and cobalt involves strong C-Co interactions which are responsible for a large interface magnetic 
anisotropy, capable of driving the magnetization out-of-the plane of the surface of an ultra-thin film in spite of the strong 
shape anisotropy in such films. The  effect is maximized in the system obtained by intercalation between graphene and 
iridium, which comes naturally air-protected. Nanoclusters, on the contrary, seem to weakly interact with graphene. Small 
ones, comprising ca. 30 atoms each, remain super paramagnetic at 10 K, have no magnetic anisotropy, and it turns out 
difficult, even with 5 T fields to  saturate their magnetization. Besides, the  magnetic domains size seem to exceed the size 
of a single cluster, possibly pointing to magnetic interactions between clusters.
